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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the origins and impact of the sc~called penny, or peoples' 
press in the United States in Canada. It then examines the origins and goals of public 
journalism. a form of joumalim k i n g  practiced in newmrns across the U.S. In each 
chapter, this thesis examines the political, social, economic and technologïcai factors that 

influenced the press in both countries. This thesis rests on the contention that there are 

severai parallels between the penny press and public j ounialisrn, most notabl y in the 

joumalist's responsibility to democracy . Also examined is the concept of objectivity and the 

constraints it places on journalists. Research took the form of a literature review, with 

additional personal and telephone interviews. Research corhims many of these parallels. 
particulady in the joumalist's cornmitment to the dernocraîic process 100 years apart. The 
most notable exception to these parallels is the perceived impact of the intemet on public 

journalism. 

KEYWORDS: corporatisrn, democracy, intemet, newspapers, niche marketing 
objectivity. penny press. peoples' press. public journalism. telegraph 



EPIGRAPH 

Just as the sense dcornmunity will have to be restored to maintain the vitality of a 

m a s  society, so the newspaper that is to airvive as a viable institution will have to 

rediscover its relations to a true community. 

buis  Lyons 
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CHAPTER ONE - KYPOTHESIS 
Iatroàuc tion 

The purpose of this thesis is twofold. Erst, to compare the role played by the 

peoples' press in the United States and Canada in the evolution of a democratic 
consciousness; second, to compare the peoples' press to public. or civic joumalism as 

currently practiced in many modem newsmms. Public joumalism attempts to 

mmect newspapers and their readers by promoting citizen participation to resolve 

long-standing social and poli tical problems This thesis rests on the contention that 

despite the substantial changes thaî newspaperjoumalism has undergone in the 

interveaing decades, there aie several parallels beâween these developments. Both 
emerged in times of rapid social and enmornic change. both were affected by advances 

in technology (i.e. the Worid Wide Web may be to public jourdimi what the stearn 

press and telegraph were to the peoples' press), and both cal1 into question the role of 

the joumalist in their respective dernucratic societies. This thesis does not focus so 

much on the intri cacies of govemment operatiom. rather i t examines citizens' attitudes 

toward their govemment, and the d e  newspapers play in creating those attitudes. 

While the peoples' press in the United States developed in major urban centres 

such as Baltimore, Boston, Chicago and New York this thesis is concemed p~mari ly  

with those newspapers published in New York City. It was there that the peoples' 

press anaineci the greatest signirtcauce in contemporary joumalism - the New York 

Times began as a penny paper. Second. New York City's cultural. econornic and 

pditical influence on Toronto was a key factor in that Qty's rise as an important urban 
centre in Canada, Between 1890 and 1900, Toronto mimred the economic, social, 

politicai and technological changes that had aiready taken place in New York. 

The decade of the 1830s in the U.S. was a t h e  of technological, social. 

political and economic change on a national scale. It was a decade that saw the arrival of 
the people& press in 1833. The New York Herdd, first published on 6 May 1835 by 

James Gordon Bemett, was tnily a revolution in American j oumalism. The Herald was 

not the first "official" penny paper (Benjamin Day's New York Sun, first published in 

1833, holds that honour), but it was no l e s  a revolutionary paper in several respects. 

Fint, the Herald was a representation and embodiment of technological and social 

changes in the U.S at the tirne. These changes included the advent of the stem press 

(and later, the telegraph), immigration and urbanization, a new political egalitarianisrn 
and the beginnings of industrial Arnerica. Al1 these factors contributed to the rise of an 

uhan middle class in America, whose rnembers constituted the Heraid's main 



radership. Second, the Hedd whered in a new social role for the press in the United 

States. 

Rior to the anivai of the Hdd,  Arnerican joumalism was largely dominated 

by an elite party press. It was the mission of these papers not so much to make a profit. 

as to prurnote the ideology of their respective parties. Whereas the party papers were 

dependent on subsidies and subscriptions, the Herald (and every penny paper that 

foilowed i ts lead) relied on advertising and street sales. Al though Bemett began the 

Herald with a rnere $MO (Baldasty 46), running a newspaper was already becorning 
too expensive for the subsidies that had sustained the party press. The transition from 
subsidies to zdvertising was one of the rnost important factofi in shaping the peoples' 
press. 

The Herald professai a decidedly different mandate than that of the party 

papers. Its emphasis was on news; more spedcally, it focused on what became 

known as the "human interest story.' Most often this meant stories about sex, crime. 

sports and other happenings considerd trivial (and sometimes offensive) by the 

established Papen. The Herald dso sought a new audience. While the established 
papers catered to New York's business and political elites (a rather small portion of the 

population), the Heraid addressed a p w i n g  urban readenhip consisting in large part 

of workingmen and immigrants. On 6 May 1835. Be- writes in his first editorial 

that the paper "endeavor[s) to record facts on every public and proper subject stripped 

of verbiage and doring, with comments when suitable. just. independent, feariess and 

good tempered" (qtd in Bddasty 47). 

The appearance of the Herald also coincided with a new trend among the 

American public - a loosening of the formalities surrounding Party politics. Not ody 

was this a popular sentiment; many politicians also had embraced a new, egalitarian 
independence in the interest of the "cornmon man." Whiie ninning for the presideucy in 

1848. Zachary Taylor professed no opinions. boasted no party loyalty and offered no 
platform. His sole mission was "to serve the people" (Baidasty 45). 

This attitude was not a passing phenornenon. By 1850, there was in the US. a 

widely beld belief that political parties were unresponsive and beyond popular contml. 

American political culture was characterized by "a malignant disaust of politicians as 

self-centred and compt wire puliers" (Baldasty 45). By 1870. "politid culture no 
longer was centrai to the lives of Americans, and no longer central to their newspapers. 

People did not cynicaily abandon or avoid the world of politics. but it no longer served 

such an important function in their iives as it once had done" (Baldasty 45). 



It was not that Americans had abandoned politics completely: rather, they were 

eschewing the country's tradi tioaal political parties in favour of an aggressive 

egalitarianism. The 1830s was the p e n d  of Jacksonian Democracy, in which "the 

country was transformeci from a liberal mercantikt republic, still d l e d  in aristocratie 

values, family and deference, to an egalitarian market democracy, where money had 

new power, the individual new standing, and the pursuit of self-interest new houor" 

(Schudson, News 44). 

It was this new egaliianan sentiment that fueled Bennett's Herald, and indeed 

much of the peoples' press. Although Bennett had previously written for party 

puMications such as the New York Courier and the Philadelohia Pennsvlvanian, the 

Herald actively rejected this model. In his first editorial, Bennett states: "We shall 

support no party, be the organ of no faction or COTERIE, and oue nothing for any 
election or any candidate from president down to a constable" (qtd. in Baldasty 47). 

Not only did Bennett capi talize oa Americans' changing political sentiments, he 

envisioued a radical uew role for the press in Amencan society. His Herald would 

address not a transplanted Old Worid aristocracy, but a growing, affluent rniddle class- 

The Stones cootained in his paper would mu the gamut of al1 possible interests. His 
first editorial outlines this mission with almost excessive enthusiasm: 

I mean to make The Herald the great organ of social life. 
the prime element of civilization, the channel through which 
native talent, native genius and native power may bubble up 
daily . . - 1  shail mix together commerce and business, pure 
religion and rnorals, literature and poetry . . . till The Heraid 
shall outstnp everything in the conception of man . . . This is the 
age of the Daily Ras, inspired with the accurnulated wisdorn of 
pst ages, enriched with the spoils of history, and looking 
forward to a millennium . . . the happiest and most splendid ever 
yet known in the measured span of etemity (qtd. in Rckett 91). 

For a newspaper that gave its readers a steady diet of scanda1 and sports. this 

was indeed a lofty goal. But the formula proved successfut. By 1839, the Herald's 
circulation was equal to that of the Times of London (Schudson, News 541, and by 

I W ,  its circulation of 51,000 was the highest in New York City (Baldasty 47). 

Bennett shamelessly pmmoted his success, a trait that was soon adopted by most penny 

Papen of the era: "No newspaper establishment, in this or any other country, has ever 

attained so extensive a circulation, or is read by so many of the business, educated and 

intelligent etasses" (qtd. in Schudson, News 54). 



HWhat Hath God Wrooght?" 
Al1 of the trends first pioneered by the Herald were accelerated (and facilitated) 

by the arriva1 of the telegraph. The f i t  telegraph line, established in 1844. stretched 

from Washington to fktibimo~. The completion of the transatlantic cable in 1866 

allowed papers to print foreign news as it happened. By 186 1, much of the United 

States was connecteci by the "singing wire." While Bennett can be credited w i th 

inventing the concept of the "human interest story," it was the expansion of the 

telegraph that accounted for i ts rapid acceptance into the journalistic landscape of the 

era. 

The arriva1 of elecîric communications had a profound impact on j o d i s m  in 

two ways. First, it drastically altered the concept of what constituted news. Second. it 

a l t e d  the d e  of the press in Amencan (ad later, Canadian) society. In the era of the 

party press, "news" was m a t  often lengthy political analysis and verbatim records of 

party conventions. However. the telegraph, with its ability to transmit in seconds 

breaking oews from across the country, made the human interest story possible. As 

Marshall McLuhan States, it was not so much the subjed matter of the story that created 

this new dynamic, but its immediacy: 'The 'human interest' dimension is simpl y that of 

immediacy of participating in the experience of others that occurs with instant 

information" (McLuhan, un der stand in^ - Media 253). 

The speed of the telegraph also allowed daily transmission and collection of 

human interest stories from across the country. The volume of wire stories became so 

gnat that by l m ,  only four years after its first practical demonstration by Samuel 

Morse, several New York newspapers agreed to share the cost of the wires in exchange 

for a comrnon pool of stories. For editon such as Bennett and later, Joseph Pulitzer, 

printing an assortment of such stones was easier, cheaper and more profitable than had 
been the long political essays of the party press. 

The peoples' press helped to shape a new American lexicon as rapid 

technologicd devefopments left their mark on the Amerkm vocabulary. The pyramid 
lead (putting the most important information at the top of the story) was born out of the 

high cost of tele--ph wire seMces and space limitations in the newspaper. As the 

telegraph spread, so did the need for standardized language devoid of as many local 

colloquialisms as possible: "Facts. facts, nothing but facts. So many peas at so much a 

peck; so much molasses at so much a quart. The index of forbidden words was very 
lengthy, and misuse of them . . . was punishable by suspension without pay or 

immediate discharge" (Schudson. News 77). This new. standardized reporting would 



corne to knowo as the "objective" news story. It is one of the most contentious legacies 

of the telegraph, and will be examined in more detail in the following chapters. 
The standardized language emerged out of necessity as well as out of A m e n d s  

egalitarian ethic. On a pragmatic level, large headlines and simple language codd be 

easily understood by the non-English speakers who made up a large portion of the 

penny press' rea&rship. They could also be read quicicl y on the streetcar: "For the first 

time in human history, people other than the very wealthy could . . . ride in vehicles 

they were not responsible for driving. Their eyes and han& were free; they could read 

on the busw (Schudson, News KB). 

As the number of wire stories appearing in Amerifan newspapers incrûased, so 

too did the &ai dimension of the newspaper. While the party papers had been written 

h m  (and for) a single point of view. the divenity of writers and subjects provided by 

wire stories m t e d  what McLuhan refers to as a mosaic. It was this divemty that both 

reflected and appeaied to the new breed of newspaper reader: The press is a group 

confessional f o m  that provides communal participation . . . nt] is the daily communal 

exposure of multiple items in juxtaposition thai gives the press its cornplex dimension 

of human interest" (McLuhan, un der stand in^ Media 183). 

By printing a varieîy of wire stories from across the country, newspapers 

created a reciprocal dynamic among their readers. Simply put, readers found that 

teading about themselves in the newspaper (or people just like themselves) was new 

and exciting: "Experience translated into a new medium Literally bestows a delightful 

playback of eariier awareness. The press repeats the excitement we have in using our 

wits. and by using Our wits we can translate the outer world into the fabnc of our own 

king*' (McLuhan, und ers ta ad in^ Media 21 1). In this case it was both the content of 

the articles and the newspaper itself that helped the newspaper reader of the 1830s 

understand his socieîy and participate in i t  This could not have happened More the 

arriva1 of the tel egraph. 
In addition, the p a m  press depended heavily on Washington, D.C. as its news 

source. In tû is  respect, the decentralizing &ect of the telegraph spelled the end of that 

ci ty as the dominant source of wws in the U.S.: 'The telegraph and the fast press in the 

metroplitan areas destroyed the power d the party press. the post office, the exchange 
system and state capitals . . . Issues were no longer settied in coogress. The 

rnetropolitan press desboyed a centrally directed govement" (Innis 170). 

When discussing the impact of electric commimicatims on the press. it is 

important not to overlwk the organic qualities of the two. Robert Park has described 

the wwspaper as having an orgmic qquality. Once established, Park contends. its 



evolution is not predictable, but subject to a number of external factors: 'The 
newspaper, like the modem city, is not wholly a rational product. No one sought to 

make it just what it is. In spite of al1 the efforts of individuai men and generations of 

men to control it and make it something after their own heart. it has continued to p w  

and change in its own incalculable ways" (qUL in Schudson. News 40). 

The impact of the telegraph went beyond simply speeding up communications 

in the United States. It created in the population an external central nervous systern by 

which the entire country was able to communkate with itself instantaneously. As 

McLuhan States. the electncity that passed through the telegraph wires acted as a new 

"social hormone," whose functiouing paralleleci that of nerve impulses to the human 

brain: 

Eiectricity niay be said to have outered the central 
nervous system ikelf.-including the brain. Our centd nervous 
systern is a unified field without segments . . . The simultaneous 
transmission of eIectnc communications, aiso characteristic of 
Our central nervous system, makes each of us preseut and 
accessible to every other person in the world (Understanding 
Media 247)- 

It was this instant participation in naîionai affairs thaî played a major role in the 

evolutioo of a democratic consciousness in American newspapers and in their readers. 

T h e  Daily Schoolhousen 
Bennett's Herald inspired a number of cornpetitors. These included Henry 

Raymond's New York Times ( 1851) and Horace Greely 's New York Tribune ( 1841). 

Later, Joseph Pulitzer's New York World ( 1883) and Wïiam Randolph Hearst's New 

York Eveninn - Journal ( 1882) would engage in vicious circulation battles. While the 

editorial mission of these papers took vastly different courses as time went on (the 

Tribune was a haven for radical poli tical thinking), they shared similar layout and 

pby sical production. More importantly , intense competi tion among these papers for the 

city's enthsiastic readership created a dyaamic much wider in scale than one individual 

paper - a democratic consciousness. 

During the last decades of the nineteenth c~ntury, a definite shift began to occur 

in New York newspapers. After acquiring the New York Times as a fading penny 

paper in 18%. Adolph Ochs refashioned it as a respectable pubkation. In contrast to 

Pulitzer's Herald, the Times set about establisbing a reputaûon for dependable. 

impartial aews. As Schudson explains: 
The Times wrote for the rational person or the person 

whose life was orderly. It presented articles as useful 



knowledge. not as revelation. The World . . . created a sense 
that everything was new, unusuai and unpredictabie . . . If the 
World's naders might have longed for more control of their 
Iives, the readers of the Times may have wished for more 
nutrients in theirs (News I 19). 

Under the leadership of Joseph Pulitzer, the New York World undertook the 

task of educating newcomers about their new country. Pulitzer intended the World to 

provide i t s  readers with both editoriai leadership and useful news. In his own words. 

he wanted the Worid to be %th a daily schoolhouse and a daily forum - both a daily 
teacher and a daily tribune" (qtb in Schudson, News 98). 

As a result, the peoples' press in the United States not oniy began to reflect the 
social contract of its day, newspapers such as  the New York Worid, the New York 

Tnbuw and the New York Times took an active part in shaping it: T h e  press is a daily 

action. . . made out of just about everything in the community. By the rnosaic means, 

i t is made into a communal image or cross section" (McLuhan, Understandinp Media 
212)- 

An irnporîant element of this emerging social contract was an active promotion 
of democracy and civic responsibility . In his first edi tonal. &ted 1 1 May 1883, Pulitzer 
writes: 

There is room in this great and growing city for a journal 
that is not only cheap but bnght, not only bright but large, not 
only large but Democratic - dedicaîed to the cause of the people 
rather than of purse potentates - devoted more to the news of the 
New than of the Old Wodd - that will expose al1 fraud and 
sham. fight al1 public evils and abuses - that will serve and battie 
for the people with earnest sincerity (qtd. in Rckett 179). 

There was linle reason to doubt Pulitzer's ambitions. Boni near Budapest in 
1847 to Jewish parents, Pulitzer understood the hardships k i n g  ernigrants to the New 
WorLd. Before buying the Worid in 1883. he had campaigned for urban improvements 

and against corruption in the pages of his St Louis Post-Dimatch. Like Bennett, his 

formula also was immensely successful. The first issue of the World under his 
stewardship sold out. 

It was not long before Pulitzer's Worid began having an impact on the other 

New York dadies. The biggest change was in the balance sheets. The World's 

skyrocketing circulation for& the Times, the Tribune and the Herald aU to ceduce their 
pnces by one cent. Pulitzer also was the first to rationalize advereising rates. setting a 
fixed rate based on circulation. Before this change, circulation figures were most often 
exaggerated, and even Bennett had been hostile to ninning large ads. 



Wi th Pulitzer's arrivai, joumalists also began to modify their opinions regarding 
thei r occupation. The job that in the 18U)s had been populated by a large number of 

proud and ignorant drnnks was now home to sober and college-educated men. The 

18909 saw the advent of journalism manuals and univenity courses: 

Reporters came to share a common world of work . . . 
[They 1 believed strongly thaî it was their job to get the facts and 
to be colorful. In their allegiance to facîs. reporters of the 
nineteenth cenhuy breathed the same air t h  conditioned the rise 
of the expert in politics, the development of scientific 
management, the triumph of realism in li terature, and the "revolt 
against formal jsm" in phiiosophy, the social sciences, history 
and law (Schudson, News 71). 

The Canadian Conneetion 
The development of the press in Canada foilowed much the same route as did 

the press in the U.S. And it attained much the same status as that of the popular 

American newspapers. Quite remarkable, though, was the speed with which this was 

achieved At the same time that Benjamin Day was remrding record profits with his 
New York Sun, William Lyon M a c k e ~ e  was amassing considerable personal debt 

with his Colonial Advocate. in less than a century, however, a considerable number of 

Canadian newspapen evolved from the small, one-man operations of Mackenzie and 

Joseph Howe into manire. respectable publications such as George Brown's Globe. By 

the tum of the century, newspapers such as the TormtoTeleeram and the Toronto Star 

were for Canadian readers as important as were the Worid and the Times in the U.S. 
Like Pulitzer's New York World, Joseph E. A tkinson's Toronto Star also 

championed the ''comm~n man." But while in the U.S. the peoples' press enjoyed 

almod exponential growth (fueled by both a booming industrial econorny and massive 

immigration), in Canada the road was considerably more difficult. There are several 
reax>ns for this, the first king the fact that the first printing press in Canada did not 

arrive until 1791. Canada's rneagre and sparse population also was a major 

impediment While New York was suf'ficiently populous. wealthy and vibrant to 

support a m a s  press as early as 1835, during the same penod in Toronto it was not 

uncornmon to see famien chasing pigs down Bay Street (Ki lbom 6). While 

Arnericans were investing heavily in rnass-transit systems, much of Canada was still 
wildemess: a heavy downpour couid render most of Toronto impassable. It was not 

until the late 1860s that Canada could full y support a mas-circulation dail y such as the 

Toronto T e l e m .  - 



An equally important factor in Canada's tardy press development was its lack of 

democracy. Popuiar sovereignty in the U.S. had made economic p w t f r  the prime 
force in the country's development. In the pmcess, a r i s t d c  values gave way to a 

strong egalitarian ethic. 

Upper Canada, however, was not so foitunate, in that there was littie movement 

toward liberalized institutions pnor to the 1837 Rebellion. Whife the colonial 

govenunent did provide for au elected House of Assembly, grievances brought before 

its rnembers had M e  chance of reaching the ean of those who held the real power. 

Mernbers of the House of Assembly, though elected, had no officiai say in legislaîïon. 

Executive power was concentrated in the han& ofa Lieutenant-Governor. who 

appointed ministen for life and was answerable onl y to the Secretary of State in 

Britain. 
Nor was there a strong sentiment for popuiar sovereignty in Upper Canada. 

With the War of 1812 still fresh in many peoples' mernories. democracy was often 

equated with treason. The years following the war had seen many Arnerican 

sympathizers take up residence south of the border. Combined with the lack of public 

accountability . the political climate of Upper Canada was one of pard ysis: *The Tories 
did not have to justify their behaviour to anyone in the colony because they held office 

in spite of popular disapprovaf . The Reformers did not have to wei gh their cri ticisms or 

their promises because they would not be in position to act upon them" (Kilboum 3 1). 

The disparity between the two emerging nations is explained succinctiy by 

Alexis de Tocqueville in Democracv in America: "On passing from a country in which 

fne institutions are established to one where they do not exist. the traveler is struck by 

the change . . . [Iln the one. melioration and progress are the generd topic of inquiry: 

in the other, it seems as if the community only aspired to repose in the enjoyment of the 

advantages which it has acquired" (Tocqueville 270). 

In the case of Upper Canada, these advantages were more syrnbolic than 

material, embodied chiefly in the paternalistic protection oi the British Empire: "To 
them . . . Britain rneant, more than anything, the red-coated grenadier, the Union Jack. 

the crimson patches on the map of the globe. the sum of which stood for law and order 

and decency in a wodd that would go rapidly to the dogs without themn (Kilbourn 28). 

Upper Canada's road to a democratic consciousness began wi t h William Lyon 

Mackenzie. While it would be prcmature to label him as a public joumalist, parallels can 
be drawn between his efforts to bring Responsible governrnent to Canada and those in 
the public journaüsm movement in the United States. Much of what appeared in the 

Colonial Advocate was the resui t of Mackenzie's speaking direct1 y wi th his readers. 



Among the several papers he founded in his lifetime. the Colonial Advocate and the 

Constitution were both virulent opponents of the colonial power structure and a forum 

for the cornmon man af the era. 

The erratic, unpredictable Scotsman also shared many of the characteristics of 

Arnerican democrats. He was an admirer of Andrew Jackson, and several years after 

his failed Rebellion in 1837, he worked as a reporter for Horace Greely's New York 

Tribune. M a c k e ~ e '  s stams as an independent in the House of Assembl y paraileled the 

growing anti-party sentiment south of the border. One of his major achievements in the 

House - the Report of Grievances - came about after countless interviews and petitions 

carried out while scouriog the countryside around York (Kilbourn 123)- 

Most importantly, Mackenzie's sympathies always fell to the common people. 

In pnnt and in person, he constantly promoted their intemts in opposition to Upper 

Canada's mling elites. Mackenzie himself had grown up in povew. To him. the 

Family Compact's stranglehold on power was the largest impediment in alleviating 

poverty in the colony. 

The same principles c m  be found in Joseph Atkinson Both p w  up in 

impoverished surroundings, both were possessed of a strong moral sense (in this case. 

Methodism). both were committed to social justice. and m a t  importantly, b t h  men 

defended the interests of the common people in their newspapen. One difference 

between the two is that the cornmon people of Atkinson's day were not farmers. but 

Toronto's industriai class. And while Mackenzie ran huge debts in printing his Colonial 

Advocate, by 1890 newspaper economics in Canada had caught up to the Arnerican 

mode1 - the profit motive was an inte@ part of the newspaper's operations. 

By 1900, there existed little difference between the Tomnto Star and the New 

York World, either in reporting style or in layout But while the end product in both 

countries was similar, their evoiutions followed different paths. The colonial press in 

Canada evolved in a strongly Victorian context in which individual political freedom 

was les  important than deference and loyalty. 

This began to change, however, with the arrivai of Joseph Atkinson at the 
Toronto Star. W l e  it is &rue that rnany of its headlines praised God and Country, 

Atkinson was far from a Monarchist. Like his American counterparts, his view s on 

social and politicai reform were rooted not in the wntings of Karl Marx, but of John 

Stuart Mill. Like his Liberal ally Sir Wilfnd Laurier. Atkinson strongly believed in a 

North American free-trading zone. Although the paper was a fervent champion of trade 

unions and public ownership of utilities. such a stance was bom out of the liberal belief 

in freedom of association and economic expedienc y: 



Whetber specific wrongs were corrected by socialistic 
means or otherwise was to him a matter of expediency rather 
than of prïnciple. And since this was only a matter of 
expediency , he could support measures that were sociaiistic 
without being a socialist, or use the rnethods of capitalism when 
they better suited the purpose he sought to further (Harkneu 9). 

Atkinson's support for organized labour was part of the Star's history - the 

paper was fouoded by printers laid off from E-E Sheppard's Toronto News. At the 

time Atkinson took charge. the Star was "the only exclusively evening paper in the city 

employing union labour" (Harkness 21). The ,gowth of the Toronto Star between 1900 

and 1914 also was helped by the "Laurier Boom." a period of industrialization. 

immigration and econornic p w t h  similar to that of New York 2û years earlier. 

A Troubled Estate 
By 1900, the people's press had laid down the conventions of modem pnnt 

joumalism: the use of large headlines and illustrations, the pyramid lead. simple. 

standardized language and the adoption of objectivity d l  date back to the foundations 

established by the New York Herald. 

These conventions are now held sacred among joumalists and journalisrn 

educators: any deviation from these time-wom codes is looked on as. at best. 

incornpetence, at worst, subversion. But however useful these conventions have k e n  

in providing useful, timely information. there are now signs that they are no longer 

working. More precisely. there is rnounting evidence that readers are unreceptive to the 

idonnation joumalists are providing. Numerous surveys in both Canada and the 

United States indicate that a growing number of people now see the media (in dl its 
forms) as a barrier, not as a solution, to long-standing problems. Many citizens look 

upon joumalists, especidly those in the elite national press, as having little or no 

interest in their own concerns. In addition. a large portion of newspapen in Canada and 

the United States are owned either by large corporations whose cornmitment to 

democracy is tenuous at best; or by entrepreneurs such as Rupert Murdoch and Conrad 

Black. w hose right-wing , free-market political views are thought to jeopardize the 

presence of differing politicai viewpoints in their newspapers. 

This is a dangerous trend, Along with a solid public education system, a vibrant 

press offering a varïety of opinions is essential to ensure a free and democratic society. 

The United States and Canada are active promoters of democracy around the world. Yet 

tbere is a widely held sentiment among their citizens that their own democratic societies 

are under siege. A global economy, more fluid movement of goods and capital and the 



information explosion al1 have eroded the political and economic sovereignty of nations 

around the world. 

Newspapers in North Amenca have reacted to these charges in a number of 

ways. Readership surveys, layout changes and special "happy news" sections are 

among the tactics newspapen have used to regain their readen' trust. For the most 

part. however. these changes have amounted to little more than window dressing: 

"[Some] contend that the gap between joumalists and the shrinking consumer pool is 

simply a matter of discoverhg the right formula: a magical new color weather map, just 

the beght mauve and off-white news set, a highly-targeted demographic niche. . . But 

al1 these arguments . . . trivialize the problems" (Merritt 10). 

However, several newspapers in the United States have begun a movement 

entitled public, or civic joumalism - a practice that views the reader as an active citizen. 

nof as in the language of the corporate wodd, a news consumer. What the practitioners 

of public jomalism bave recognized, in declining readership. voter apathy and a 

sometimes undisguised hostiti ty tow ards the media in general, is that their readers no 

longer feel served by their product. And in spite of charges of boostensm by the 

established press, the praaitionen of public j o u d i s m  realize that journalists do indeed 

have an active role to play in society , a role that involves much more than detached 

observation- This is not a new idea, M e r ,  it can be traced to the foundations of 

American democracy: "A paper . . . takes up the notion or the feeling which had 

occurred simultane~usly~ but singly. to each [man]. Al1 are then imrnediately guided 

toward this beacon; al1 these wandering min& . . . at lenath meet and unite' 

(Tocqueville 1 20). 

Public jouraalists also realize that objectivity is a flawed constnict that has 

contributeci greatly to the discomect between the media and their constituents. n e y  

contend that the increasing fragmentation of No& American society is making mie 

public debate increasingl y dinicul t: "In a society of scattered individuals glutted wi th 

contextiess information, effective pubIic life must have shared, relevant information and 

a place to discuss its implication. M y  free and independent journalists can provide 

these things" (Merritt xi). 

While the peoples' press reflected an era of nation building, public joumalism is 

concemed with nation re-building. As part of aggressive promotion campaigos. many 

promineut New York dailies of the penny press era funded large-scde civic projects, 

and actively enlisted the help of their readers in their completion. The New York 

World's campaign to solicit pennies for the base of the Statue of Liberty raised over 

$100,000: "This enabled the World to p i c m  i tseif as the champion of working people, 



to criticize the 'luxunous classes.' and to promote simultaneously the city of New 

York, the mass of ordinary titizens, and, of course, the New York Worldn (Schudson, 

JfJews 106). 

While it is true th& most editors of the penny press era were unabashed 

capitalists. their papers. particularly Pulitzer's World, addressed their readers' concerns 

in simple language that gave the sense that they were an important part of their new 

society. In this sense. the press (and by extension. journalists) were participants in their 

society, acting for the p a t e r  good One bundred years later, practitioners of public 

joumalisrn are trying to engage their readen in tackling long-standing social problems 

in their communities such as crime and racial tensions- That Pulitzer instilled in 

newspapers their obligations to social reform and dernocracy is one of the few saving 

Daces of an indu- known primariiy for sensation and exploitation. 

What is interesting to note is that both the peoples' press and public joumalism 

are both founded on the same principles. 

One key difference. however, is that public joumdisn is a concerted. organized 

effort. Instead of handing their readers the news fmm upoo hi@, public journalists 
listen to citizen' concems with a belief that when people feel involved in their media 

they feel l e s  cynical toward joumaiists and the public officiais they write about. 

This is not a new concept. Tocqueville sugpests that when the civic life of a 

community is in good health, "feelings and opinions are recruited, the heart is enlargeci, 
and the human rnind is developed by no other meam than by the reciprocal influence of 

men upon each other" (Tocqueville 1 17). According to Tocqueville, these influences 

must be created. and newspapen are the best way to achieve this. 

Public journalists also realize tbat the polarized format of most political coverage 

both attracts and promotes extreme opinions w hich aiienate the majori ty of readen: 

''Discussions about solutions degenerate into shouting matches across an ideological 

gap that is a false constmct of extremes designeci by politicians and perpetuated by 

joudis t s"  (Memtt 3). 

Another area of concem on both sides of the border is the growing 

consolidation of newspapers into fewer and fewer hands. In Canada, Conrad Black has 

a controlling interest in the majority of Canadian newspapen - this &spite two royal 
commissions denouncing concentration of media ownership and a great deal of 

handwringing among joumalists themseives. Although Black professes not to interfere 

with the editorial content of his papers. the emphasis on pfitability that now 

dominates the boardrooms of his newspapen has more than one journalkt womed 

about the diversity of content in the Canadian print media The sarne can be said in the 



U.S.. where most newspapers are ownsd by chains such as Gannett and Knight- 
Ridder. 

What public journalists want to restore is a rniddle ground to public debate in 
America. They believe most people to hold moderate viewpoints which. aven the 
paradigms of modern newspapering , are systematicall y shut out This middle ground 

"is not simple compromise . . . Rather i t represents a shared conclusion about w hat is 

best, al1 things considered and in the àrcurnstance for everyone. A public judgment 

never loses sight of the importance of the good things that might have to be assigned 
relatively less ernphasis in order to resolve a conflict. (Memtt 104). 

The curent media climate in North Amenca, however, favours sound bites over depth, 
ideology over consensus 



CHAPTlER 'IWO - THE AMERICAN PRECEDENT 
Introduction 

This chapter will examine the mots and evolution of the penny press in the 

United States. It has been staîed that this new f o m  of joumalism grew out of the ne& 

of the emerging industriai America. which saw the country undergo four major 

changes: political, social. economic and techuologicai. With the election of Andrew 
Jackson to the presidency in 1829. a new mood of political and social egalitarianim 

began sweeping country. Rail transport began to open up America's domestic market, 

just as techniques of m a s  production were king  perfected. 

Throughout the century. the promise of personal economic improvernent was a 

powerfd force in the p w t h  the Amencan dream. The years following the Civil War 

saw the Amencan economy evolve from its mercantilist beginnings to an industrial 

powerhouse. Between the years 1830 and 1900.  the country's social fabric was greatly 
changed. Westward expansiog and settlement during the 1830s brought professionals. 

famers and joumalists to the frontier. During the 1880s. industrial centres such as 

New York and Chicago attracted waves of immigrants from Itaîy. eastern Europe and 

Scandinavia. Reeing religious persecution and in search of a better life in the New 

World, these immigrants would make up the major@ of the penny press' radership. 

However, none of these factors would have brought such dramatic changes in 

Amencan life without the comsponding changes in technology. In addition to 

deveioping rail transport, the invention of the deam cylinder press and the telegraph 

shaped the modem definition of news, and ushered in the age of the m a s  circulation 

daily. The telegraph brought diverse regions of the country into instant contact with 

each other as was never before possible. and the enormous s t e m  presses distnbuted 

fast-breaking news on an industrial scale. The combination of these four factors 

dramatically rewrote the social contract in America, and the most important vehicie for 

disserninating this new reality was the penny press. 

What has not k e n  examined in detail, however, is the mie of Reform in 

Arnencan journalism. While it is widely acknowledged that the country saw at least two 

major periods in which Refom was prorninent, i ts influence on Amencan journalism is 

widely ignored. This is an unforninate oversight, as Reform is as central to Amencan 
life as is the press itseif. In addition to their circulation wars and self-promotional 

stunts, the pctitioners of peoples' journaiism were p t l y  interested in promoting 

dernocraîïc ideals and improving the living standards of their Radership. American 
economic progress had corne at a high social cos. as the great majonty of the people 

who worked to produce the goods sold in department stores manageci only a meagre 



existence in harmwing slums. Newspapers such as Horace Greely's New York 

Tribune and Joseph Pulitzer's New York Worid were just as passionate in their crusade 

for circulation as they were in their campai gns for urban and social ref o m .  An 

important element in both Reform movernents was the journalia himseif. As the 

centuiy progresed, it was the socially conscious and increasingly wet l-edncated 

j o u d i s t  who embodied Reform and democracy. Contrary to the ctimate in which 

many of today 's joumalists work, reporters of the penny press era were looked upoa 
by readea as champions of the new democratic ideais. This is an important legacy of 

the penny press that has been ovenhadowed by present-day concems about the 

economics of journalism. 

This chapter aiso will examine Amencans' atîïîudes towards the press in a social 

context. Press critickm came into k i n g  soon after Benjamin Day began printing his 

New York Sun. Not on1 y did the penny press lay the groundwork for contemporary 

journalistic practices. it aiso brought about contemporary journalistic problems. 

Pamsanism, subservience to advertising and sensaîionalism have posed diffi~cul ties for 
over a century. 

The cenual theme of this chapter is that the news that came out of the penny 
press was a product of the industrial revolution. produced and treated in much the same 

way as the mas-produced goods advertised in its pages. As Davis Merritt illustrates: 

Journalism is not only a literary art: it is an industrial art. 
The inverted pyramid, the 5 W's lead.. . arejust as mucha 
product of industnalization as tin cans. The methods. procedures 
and canons of j o u d i s r n  were developed not only to satisfy the 
demands of the profession, but to meet the needs of the industry 
to tum out a mass-produced commodity . . . [IJn this s e w ,  the 
techniques of journalism defined what is considered to be real 
(16). 

While the penny press gave its readers the language and f o m  with which to 
participate in their industrial society , nei ther the United States. nor Canada rernains an 

industrial society. It was during the last century that journalkm became a social 

institution. And in that respect, ail institutions are subject to social and poli ticai change. 

Jacksoninan Democracy and the Common Man 

Above d l ,  Andrew Jackson's presidency was characterized by a faith in the 

common man. Jackson had grown up in poverty, and even after rising to national 

prominence, his sympathies remained w-th those people whose situation closely 



mimred that of his own: "Jackson was one of the few presidents whose heart and sou1 

were completely with the plain people. He sympathized with them and believed in them 

partly because he had always k e n  one of hem" (Nevins and Commager 165). His 

prwidency also was marked by a rejectioa of the enmnched pnvileges of the east, 

particularly the intricacies and idluen-ce of its bauks. Jackson's support lay arnong the 

pioneea, smdl planters, shopkeepers, laborers and immigrants who were cornmitîed to 

improving îheir social standing without the benefits of the eastern social establishment 

They did not believe for a minute that the geat prizes of public life were reserved for 

the rich, the weïl-bom, and the educated" (Nevins and Commager 166). Jackson also 

was popular arnong religious congregations such as the Methodists, Baptists and 

Campbellites, whose demonstrative gatherings and democratic smictures were the 

opposite of eastern deference and restraint 

What Jackson's supporters had in common was their experience of the frontier. 

Regardless of their previous life experience, education or social standing, the hardships 

of the Arnerican West irrevocably shaped the politics of every settier: "It was more than 
a iine - i t was a social process. 1 t encourageci individual initiative: i t made for political 

and econornic democracy; it roughened rnanners; it broke down conservatism: it had a 

spirit of local self-determination coupled wi th a respect for national authority" (Nevins 

and Commager 175). 

Jackson's supporters made up the third wave of settlers to the West. Unlike 

previous migrations. these people left a lasting impression on Amerka's social fabric. It 

was they who built what wodd become the economic and social idrastmcture: "In 

short, they represented the more enduring forces in Arnerican civilization" (Nevins and 

Commager ln). In addition, these settiers were imbuing their children with the new 

egditarian ethos: "By 1830, more than half the Amencans had been brou@ up in an 

environment in which old wortd traditions were absent or very weak . . . Men were 

vaiued . . . for what they could do" (Nevins and Commager 178). 

However, none of Jackson's egalitarian ideais would have been brought to 

fruition had the country's political machinery not changed as well. Fortunately, his 

tenure as president was marked by unprecedented advances in elechon procedures, 

most notably in the efection of the president. In 1800, under the Elactoral College 

system envisioned by Thomas Jefferson, the legislature had chosen the presidentiai 
electors in 10 states, and the people in only six (Brinkley 245). By 1828. electors were 

chosen by popular vote in every state except South Carolina. Much of this was due to 

the spread of democracy in the 1 1 frontier states, which had either granted white 



manhood dfrage outripht, or erected only nominal bamers against it (Hicks 224). 

This in tum resulted many eastem states abolishing or Dofeatly reducing their own 

property qualifications for voting. As John Hicks observes, increased suffrage bad 

reduced the Electoral College to a mere f o d i t y :  "No longer were the people satisfied. 

as Jefferson had supposecl they would be. to fil1 the offices from among thei r betten. 

Popular rule had come to mûan that the common people should choose their mlea from 

among themselves . . . m h e  masses in a good majority of the states had the ballot 

[andl the y had acquired the wi 11 to use i t" (224). 

The influence of the frontier states on the country's electoral procedures resul ted 

in the number of registered voters nearly doubling to 2.4 million (Nevins and 

Commager 166). Consequently, the expansion of voting rights forced aspiring 

politicians to change their attitudes toward "mob rule." By 1840. universal white 

manhood suffrage was so widely supported that to have ever advocated anything else 

had become a liability (Williamson, qtd in Schudson. News 17). In addition. the 

according of political rights to rnembers of that "mob" left a powerful impression on the 

country's political amtudes: T h e  old cleavage so sharply visible between the g d  

deporiment of the gentry and the wretched deportment of the ' mob' had k e n  large1 y 

obli teratedm (Nevins and Commager 170). 

That he assumed power on the eve of the first penny papers is of great 

si&icance as well. Jackson was greaîiy interested in spreading the ideals of political 

and social equaiity. and he saw the press as the perfect vehicle for spreading that 

message. He appointed more j ournalists and edi tors to political off~ce than had any 
previous president. In 1829, the National Journal listed 40 joumalists he had 

appointed. By 1832, that number had grown to 57 (Dicken-Garcia 102). Jackson also 

was the first president to seek public approval not through eloquent oratory, but 

through newspapers. In this respect. he had put into practice political techniques that 

were indeed innovative: "By the 1û2û1s the iraditional belief that poli tical leaders must 

be eloquent leaders able to persuade the educated e ti te had given way to the view that 

they must appeal directly to the public and be capable of persuading the masses and 

shaping public opinion" (Schlesinger, qtd. in Dickeo-Garcia 38). This shift brought 

American democracy one step closer to the common man: "As poor farmers and 

workers gained the Mot,  there developed a type of politician that had existed oniy in 

embryo in the Jeffersonian penod . . . These leaders encouraged the common feeling 

that popuiar will should controi the choice of public offices and the formation of public 

p l i c  y" (Hofstadter 49). 



Arnericans' new-fond enthusiasm for Jac ksonian Democracy was s till 

spreadiog rapidly when it received approval from Europe. Alexis de Tocqueville's 

Democnicv in America remains a perceptive and relevant examination of American 

society on the c q  of the Indumial Revolution. Not only does its author explain the 

Amencan dernonatic expriment to Europe. Tocqueville's insights on the d e  of the 

press in that society also offer proof that Americans' views towards the pnnted word 

were very similar to those held by English libertarians. In addition. Tocqueville's views 

on the ability of popular democracy to create considerable economic prosperity serve to 

highlight the clifference between the U.S. and Canada. Tocqueville saw pmblems with 

the American model, most notabl y the pssibility for the tyranny of the majority , but he 

commended the economic and social progress it had produced so shortly after the 

revolution: "No political form ha9 hitherto been discoverecî, which is quafly favourable 

to the prosperity and the developrnent of al1 the classes into which socieiy is divided" 

(259). 

Tocqueville put on p a p a  ideas that bad until then in America only circulateci in 

personal expression. His understanding of Jacksonian pinaples such as popular 

institutions and popular wiil rernains concise to the modem reader: "In America, the 

peopie appoint the legislative and the executive power. and furnish the jurors . . . the 

American institutions are àemocratic, not only in their principle but in al1 their 

consequemes . . . The people is therefore the real directing power . . . In the U.S. the 

majority govems in the name of the people" ( 184). 

It was Tocqueville's understanding of American dernocracy tbat popular 

institutions. not organized religion or noble birth. had created the country's social 

contract: 'The political institutions of the United States constantly bring citizens of al1 

ranks into contact, and compel them to pursue -pst undertakings in concert" ( 182). An 

important elernent in this contract was its emphasis on personal and national 

improvement. As money was reptacing birth and titles as a meam of social distinction, 

such improvement was usually equated with economic gain. Such an outlook would 

cause problems after the Civil War, but at the time of Tocqueville's wnting, improving 
society through economics was a belief held in common by the majonty of the 

American population: -*In the states it is not only a portion of the people which is busied 

with the meiioration of its social condition. but the whole cornmunity is engaged in the 

task; and it is not the exigencies and the convenience of a singie class for which a 

provision is to be made, but. . . of al1 ranks of life" (221). 



The prominence given to Tocqueville in this chapter i s based on his  observation 

that not only is a free press beneficiai to democracy, but the two are indeed inseparable: 

"When the right of every citizen in the govenunent of a society is achowledged, every 

citizen must be prwumed to possess the power of discnminating between the cîiiferent 

opinions of his contemporaries . . . The sovereignty of the people and the liberty of the 

press may therefore be looked upon as correlative institutions" ( 1%). 

W l e  it is true that the Amencan Constitution forbids goverurnent censonhip of 

the press, it was written at a time when the social import of the prïnted word was 

limited both in its site and its reach. The nurnber of States in the union had grown 

considerabl y in the intervening years, as had the nation's population. At the time of 

Tocqueville's writing, Americans were only beginning to gpsp the potential - and the 

problems - of a free press. Regarding censorship. Tocqueville's observation of the 

impossibility of finding someone beyond the sway of personal or politicai interests is in 

essence a secular interpretation of John Milton's AreoDamtica- T o  act with effkacy 
upon the press, it would be necessary to find a tribunal not only devoted to the existing 
order of things, but capable of smounting the influence of public opinion" ( 197). 

Tocqueville extended his insights from the absîract to the practical applications 

of newspapers. AIthough views on the precise role of the newspaper had yet to be 

clearly defined Tocqueville's observations on the necessity of the newspaper. both to 

democracy and to the sociai contract. are the most enduring. As newspapers offered the 

population the only window on the outside world (or, in Walter Lippmann's terms, the 

ody pseudoenvironment). Tocqueville saw America's newspapen as vehicles through 
which its citizens could work toward the cornmon good: 

[The press] is constantl y open to detect the secret springs of 
political desigris, and to summon the leaders of ail parties to the 
bar of public opinion. It rallies the interests of the community 
round certain principles, and it draws upon the creed which 
factions adopt; for it affords a means of intercourse between 
parties which h e m  and which addresses each other without ever 
having been in imrnediate contact. In the US each separate paper 
exerts but littie authority; but the power of the periodical press is 
only second to that of the people (200). 

In sum, de Tocqueville was one of the first to examine and articulate the 

emerging sociai contract in Amenca His views on the socid impact of popular 

institutions. as well as the necessity of a free press to rnaintaining and sîrengthening 

those institutions will be revisited in chapter four. 



Social Changes - Immigration and Reform 

In the 1830s. the social lmdscape of the U.S. was largely one of s d l  mrai 
towns. Apprenticeslips and master craftsmen had yet to be repiaced by large factories, 

and only one person in 15 lived in a city with more than 8,000 inhabitants (Hofstadter 

55). In the next 10 years, however, the country's population would increase from 12.9 

million to 17.1 million. In the same period, the percentage of urban residents nearly 

doiibled. from 0.9% to 1.5% (Schudson, Oneins 3 1). It was during this period that 

America would undergo its fim period of Refom. As the country's industrial 

revolution was still some years away. this first period of Reform was based not on 
solving the problems of urban l Xe, but on estabiishing a moral framework more suiteci 
the new Amencan reality. Holding individualism as its central tenet. the Refonn period 

of the 18U)s was strmgly reiigious in tone. Its advocates sought a r e m  to morality 

and what they considered etemal Bibiical tniths: "We are to revise the whole of Our 

social structure, the State. the school. religion, mamage, trade, science. and explore 

their foundations in our own nature . . . What is man bom for but to be a Refomer. a 

Re-rnaker of what man has made: a renouncer of lies; a restorer of tnith and good . . . qT 

(Emerson 142). For its adherents, poverty was the chief enemy of such truths. Thus. 
their main goal was its eiimination, not for simple materiai gain. but to irnprove the 

conditions of the 3angerous and penshing classes of society" (Nevins and Commager 

173). 

It was a movemeot that touched on al1 facets of Me, and saw the participation of 

every section of the population: "As every institution's functions and effectiveness 

came under scnitiny. Americans' collective set of assumptions about government, 

individuais' rotes. society and the worid changedn (Dicken-Garcia 41). The most 

important articulator of this new thought was the newspaper The era of reform, 1830- 

1860. saw the press taking positions on an array of social issues that . . . were not tied 

to govemment and party structure" (Dicken-Garcia 32). This lack of political affiliation 
served two ends in the American populace. Rrst. its emphasis on individualism fit  the 

country's prevailing political sentiments. Second, it laid the foundaûon for refomis 
undertaken in the name of the disinterested citizen, not the partisan. Although a loyal 

Whig (and thus by definition opposed to popular sovereignty), Horace Greeiy did seek 
to improve the conditions of dl his readers. regardles of their party loyalties. For him. 

combioing journalism and Reform was a perfectly nanual union: "Not to have been a 

reformer is not to have t d y  lived" (Nevins and Commager 174). 





annurn . . . lWje may be pemiitted to remark that the penny 
press. by diffusing usefui knowledge among the operative 
classes of society. is effecting the march of instruction to a 
p a t e r  degree than any other mode of instruction (qtd. in 
O'Brien 50). 

The arrivai of the SUR on the streets of New York was indeed timely. With 

Whig versus D e m m t  giving way to smaller, regional contests, and with voting rights 

extended to d l  white males, the need for ctear, simple information was pressing: 'The 

Sun was a recognition of the cornmon man on the communications level. The working 
man had already won the right to vote. Now the p e ~ y  papers could reach out to him as 

no other medium could . . . At the same time. =den began to show a little more 

interest in the goverrunent they had the power to controlw (Emery 217). 

Day's journalistic generosity toward the working classes also was profitable. A 
mere three years after he began printing, circulation of the Sun had reached 27.000 - 

5.600 higher than the city's L 1 six-cent dailies combined (O'Brien 1 16). In 1837. Day 

iostaîled his first steam cylinder press. 

Like those editors who would follow his lead, Day devoted his newspaper to 

actively engaging his readers in a dialogue. Not ody did the Sun prornote this dialogue 
between labouren, but between ail classes of New York society. Merchants tumed to 

the Sun for its advertising, while labourers bought it to be both entertained and 

informed. The era of Everyrnan's newspaper had begun. a transition not lost on Day 

himseif: 

Since the Sun began to shine upon the citizem of New 
York there has been a very great and decided change in the 
condition of the laboring classes and the rnechanics. Now every 
individual, from the rich aristocrat . . . to the humble laborer . . . 
reads the Sun. . . Already c m  we perceive a change in the mass 
of the people. They think, talk and act in concert. . . The Sun 
newspaper has probably doue more to benefit the community by 
enlightening the min& of the common people than ail the other 
papen together (qtd. in O'Brien 129). 

Two years after the Sun's appearance. another penny paper appeared on the 

streets of New York James Gordon Bennett's New York Herald borrowed Day's 

innovative approach and further refined it to the point where the two editors would 

engage in viQous personal attacks and battles for circulation. Bennett represnted a new 

element in Amencan journalism. He was the fvst reporter - not a printer - to start a 

newspaper. In addition. Bennett was quick to use any and al1 new technologies to 

produce the Herald, including gathering news by pigeons and ponies. More importantly 



was Bennett's recognizing the importance of business to the newspaper reader. On 1 1 

May 1835, the Herald published its first money market report (O'Brien 109). Bennett's 

paper would aiso be the first to run a letten column and a sports section. al1 geared 

toward establishing a personal relationship with his readers. Benneti often took this 
mission to extremes. once including in his editorial column news of his upcominp 

wedding. It was a successful formula. B y 1845. the Heraid's circulation had jumped to 

12.000. rive years later, it stood at 33.000. due in large part to Bemett's installing a 

new Hoe Lightning press, capable of printing 12.000 sheets per hour (Emery 257). 

Tbe success of the Herald did draw its share of criticism. however. In addition 

to his  banles with Benjamin Day, Bennett would be accused by the six-cent papes of 

charges including libel. lying, indecency and blasphemy. But as Emery bas observed. 

this CR ticism sternmed l e s  from their moral outrage than their own declining 

circulation: "He had made his nvals appear stldfy and outdateci" (224). The appearance 

of the Sun and the Herald was the first s i p  that the mercantilist, aristocratie America 

was begiming to fail. With advertising replacing political patronage as the primary 
means of economic survivd. many elite newspapen saw journalistic upstarts such as 

Benneti and Day as a threat to the established social order. As Schudçon expiains: 
The i r  moral w m  were not so much business cornpetition as deadly serious sociai 

conflict, a class conflict in which they were on the defensive against a new way of 

king in the wodd which we awkwardly surnmarize as ' rniddle class' and which was 

symbolized and strengthened by the rise of the penny press" (News 56). 

To the newly-invigorated wortd of New York journalism. one more important 

editor wouid add his mark. Horace Greely would build his New York Tribune into the 

most tnisted newspaper of the era. Like Day and Bennett, "Uncie Horace" brought a 

nearly fanatical devotion to news. But w h e ~  his contempomies were content with 

climbing ad revenues and increased circulationT Greely added to the Tribune a stmng 

moral dimension and a sometimes fanatical devotion to political reform. It was Greely 

who exhorted the young to seek their fortunes in the West ,  and would himseif m for 

president in 1872. A loyal Whig, Greely was hesitant to turn over political control to 

the Jacksonian "mob," but he did recognize the need for the common man to participate 

in Amencan society: "His idea was to direct the forces of capitalisrn so that industry. 

labor and agiculture could complement each other in improving the common lot" 

(Emery 226). 

Like Day and Benneg Greely established a pemnd rrlationship with his 
readers through the pages of the Tribune: "The Tribune was a trernendous force in the 



country because of the personal faith of the plain people in the honesty of i ts editor. 

Every word the TrÏbune p ~ t e d  was believed irnpliciil y because he was the man behind 
it" (Godkin, qtd. in Emery 229). 

But unli ke the Herald and Sun. which offered readers a steady diet of 

sensational, human interest stories, Greely filled his newspaper with politics. But the 

Tribune was by no means exclusively a Whig paper. I t s  contributors included Kart 
Marx and the radical Canadian exile William Lyon Mackenzie. So impressed was 

Greely with Mackenzie that in 1û46 he made the Canadian the Tribune's conespondent 

in Albany (Kilboum 241). The Tribune also was a success. Far h m  tuming readen 

away from politics, Greely 's Tribune attracted readers of al1 political aliegiances and 

social classes. Its pages would see debated a new politicai thinking, as Greely 

envisioned the paper to be "a journal removed from the servile partisaoship on the one 

haod and from gagged mincing neutrality on the othei' (Schudson. News 39). The 

Tribune was soon viewed as the authonty on the political questions of the day: 

"Whether he wrote on politics, farming, labor, marriage. the frontier. or slavery. al1 

classes of society took note of the Tribune" (Emcry 232). So popular was the Tribune 

that after only one month its circulation jumped to 1 1.000 (Emery 228). 

Penny Pioneers - the Joarnalists 

The innovations bmught about by Day. Bennett and Greel y also brought about 

a new breed of joumalist. Prior to the advent of the penny papers, joumalists' 

subservience io their political patrons was commonpiace: "Journalists were little more 

than secretaries dependent upon cliques of politicians, rnerchants. brokers and office 

seekers" (Schudson, News 34). As the joumalists' principal task consisted in 

furthering their respective party's plaîfonn. the need to converse with and gain the uud 

of the working classes was nonexistent. 

With the publication of the Sun and Herald, however, the need for stories aimed 

at the working classes required journalists to go into the streets in search of news. Not 

ody was this change essential for the newspapen' financial success. but in the pmcess 

joumalists discovered an important element in their w ork: "Journalists after the 1 830s 

d i scoved  that this focus [on ordinary people1 provided an important link between 

papers and readers" (Dicken-Garcia 229). In this new quest for sensational news. 

j ournalists succeeded in establishing a trust with the laburing classes thai read their 

newspapers. Such a transition signaled that on the surface, at least. newspaper content 

was based less on party rhetoric than on the aspirations shared by joumalist and d e r  



alike: "Joumaiists could spontaneously see things fmm the standpoint of the typical 

Arnerican who was eager for advancement in the dernomtic game of cornpetition . . . 
He understood . . . the westerners' resentmeat of the entrenched East, the new 

politicians' dislike of the old bureaucracy, and the aspinng citizen's hatred of pnvilege" 

(Hofstadter 55). 

Dawn of the Democraüc Conscionmess 

Robert Park has rernarked that the power of the press can be measured by the 
nurnber of people who read it (80). With their d n g  circulations, it can be safely 

argued that i t was the cumulative effect of the Sun, the Heraid and the Tribune that laid 

the foundations for Amerka's emerging democratic conscioumess As advertising had 

become essential to their nirvival, penny papers were obliged to accept aimost any type 

of advetising aimed at the general reader while laying no daim as to its validity. While 

this practice drew strong criticism fmm the elite press, The Boston Dailv Times of 1 1 

October 1837 remarked. T o  this cornplaint we can only reply that it is for our iaterest 

to insert such advertisements as are not indecent or improper in their laquage. without 

inquiry whether the articles advertised are what they purport to be" (Osier 80). 

The biggest change. however, was in newspaper content. No longer could 

newspaperowners content themselves with printing the latest Whig or Democratic 
pronouncement. What was essential to the democratic conscioumess was the belief that 

ordinary peoples7 lives were of interest and vaiue to others and to the community. As 

Schudson explaios: 

For the first time. the Amencan aewspaper made it 
regular practice to print politicai news not just foreign but 
domestic, and not just national but local. For the first time it 
printed not just affain of commerce and state but reports from 
the police. from the courts. from the streets, and from pnvate 
households. One might say that for the first tirne the newspaper 
reflected . . . social life (News 40). 

Park's understanding of the power of the newspaper to act as arbiter of political 

dialogue is also important to note. While it is doubtful whether Day or his 
contemporaries drew parallei s between their newspapers and the Athenian agora, Park 

saw the early penny papea as performing the same public service as had Plato and 

Socrates: V h s t  the popular teachers did for Athens in the p e n d  of Socrates and Plato 

the press has done in modern times for the commoo man" (82). 



With the populations of' New York and Chicago increasing rapidly. the early 

penny papers were quickly supplanting the face-to-face communication that had 

charactenzed early Amencan society. Day recognized that a large number of his readers 

had grown up in srna11 villages and towns, and his Sun was instrumental in maintaining 

that intimate social structure in a larger urban environment As Park explains: 'The 

motive, conscious or unconscious, of the writers of the press . . . [was) to reproduce . 
. . in the city the conditions of life in the village. ln the village everyone knew everyone 

else. Everyone called everyone by his first name. The village was democratic" (84). 

The foundations laid by Day. Bennett and Greely would serve as the new 

fundamentais in American journalism. Joumalists and editors alike had recopized the 

importance of maintaining a dialogue with their readers. and in the new American 

poiitical landscape, the importance of providing thern wi th the idonnation necessary to 

effect meaningful participation. The newspaper had replaced gossip as the primaxy 
means of transmittiog information. In the pmcess. reporters would corne to understand 

their new-found power to speak on the public's behalf: "In short. it meant that 

joumalists increasingly recognized the press' role in maintaining. advancing. and 

promoting society ' s goals" ( Dicken-Garcia 1 1 1). 

Press Criticisrn, 1800 - 1850 

In Journalistic Standards in Nineteenth-Centuq Arnerica, Hazel Dicken-Garcia 

states that for an industry to achieve intenial permanence, it musr meet four 

requirements. First, it needs a stable stnicture. operation and policy; second. a sense of 

cornmunity among its practitioners; thira a shared notion of purpose and standards: 

and fourth. a self-held concept that it serves the whole society and is involved with 

social issues and movements (24-26). In her view. American journalisrn came into i ts 

own in 1833 (26). By no means did every newspaper in the U.S. meet each of these 

cntena Even at the height of the penny prss,  partisans wuid still receive their party 

papea. Nor were these standards to rernain unaltered. However. by the early 1830s. 

the popular press in Arnerica had gained suffi tient social i mport to be considered a 

permanent industry . 

The first article of American press criticism was written by E.L. Bulwer and 
Sergeant Talfourd, and appûared in 1836 in the Amencan Ouarterlv Review (Dicken- 
Garcia 136). That i t appeared a mere three years after the founding of the New York 
Sun is indicative of Americans' interest in the new journalism. Bulwer and Talfourd - 
endorse the American concept of a free press. As profitable as the S m  a d  the Herald 



appeared to be in catering to public tastes, however, they were not ready to accept the 

idea of a press run by members of the mob. Iodeeû, prior to the Civil War, much 

American press aitici sm dealt heavil y with the morality (or as they saw if imrnorali ty ) 

of the penny press. As late as 1844, the press was in some circles deemed a product of 

"Divine Providence" (Dicken-Garcia 138). Bulwer and Talfourd did acknowledge and 

did promote the idea that the press should be used to promote the common good. 

However, the individus they deemed rnost fit for ihis job were the wealthy. educated 

eti te. In their view. newspapers were to be "vehicles of sound politicai doctrine," with 

their editors being "alive to the great responsibility of their station" (qtd. in Dicken- 

Garcia 149). 

As the profits of the penny papers increased, u, too did the insistence that they 

take their moral responsi bilities more seriousl y. For many, a moral press was '*as 

important an article of daily food for the moral man, as bread is for the physicaln 

(Dicken-Garcia 138). Bulwer and Talfourd write again in 1843 that "[j]oumalists 

should f o m  a virtuous tesolution, that they will hereafîer mntrol their passions, 

moderate their langoage. p u m e  the tmth . . . and maintain it with decency and 

decorum" (gtd. in DickenGarcia 150). 

Much of this rhetonc was based on the principles espoused by Reformes such 

as Emerson. Refomen recognized thaî the newspaper was quickly outstripping the 

pulpit in reach and influence. and so exhorted journalists to engage themselves in 

seeking out the tmih on their behalf. Wbde this search for tnith is still high on the 

journalist's list of prionties, Emerson's definition has little to do with accurate or 

objective reporting. It wouid not be until after the Civil War that Amerifan joumalism 

concerned itself less with providing its readers with moral guidance than with useful 

information. Until that time, press criticism in America promoted the idea that "truth 

m u t  be loved for i tself alone: and society . in al1 its leading characteristics. must be 

@y reformed and repnerated . . . [JJoumalists must put their own shoulders to the 

wheel and exert al1 their strength" (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 151). 

An qually important characteristic in eariy Amencan press cnticism is its 

optimism. Aside from the concem about an "immoral press." aitics were quick to 

articulate their enthusiasm regarding the possibilities of the newspaper. It was an 

optimistic era in the country. and in this respect. both editors and critics viewed the 

p w t h  of the press as leap forward for civilization. The newspaper, it was viewed, 

was rapidly becoming a necessity for every city in America. An author in the Southem 

Ouarteriv Review in 1842 remarked: 



Wow duU and stupid a city or village must be where there 
is no newspaper . . . What would life be worth, in an 
enlightened age, and in a country full of plans and projects . . . 
where facts and idormation of prime importance must be 
speedil y known . . . without some organ of intelligence. 
reguiart y publishd on whose statements the people Nght rel y 
with perfect confidence (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 139). 

Considering that eady press cri tics were often just as overwhelmed and 

confused by the penny papers as were the joumalists themselves. the fact that their 

insi ghts into the social nature of the press remain relevant to contemporary study is 

remarkable. Even before the amval of the mass circulation daily, critics were well 

a w m  of the social nature of the newspaper. Not only did they see in its pages a 

reflectini of the wodd outside, they drew parallels to ancient Greece: "Newspapers are 

what the ancients used to d l  a oiicrocosrn - a littie world in miniature, where without 

going out of the house or rningiing with the mass . . . a man may look on . . . and see 

whatever of interest is passing . . . amund him" (qtd in Dicken-Garcia 139). Eariy 

press critics articuiated what had already been dixovered by Day , Bennett, and Greel y: 

that in order to remain social1 y relevant, newspapers had to achowledge the needs of 

their readen: "In addition to providing a link outward to the rest of the world. the 

newspaper became community-centreà., thus c o ~ e c t i n g  individuals to both the 

immediate surroundings and the larger polity" (Dicken-Garcia 42). This realization was 

crucial not only in gaining the trust of their readers, but to their own economic survivd. 

Early press critics also took note of a factor very often overlooked in 

contemporary attitudes towards joumalism - the pitfalls and demands of the job. The 

Southem Ouarterly Review could see as early as 1842 that editon had linle time for 

"calm reflection," and that joumalists sometimes made "loosely drawn conclusions 

from altogether hypothetical prernises [with] careless disregard or utter orni ssion of 

weighty objections, and by a h u m e 4  indifferent and quite dinished style of 

composition" (Burlingame. qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 147). Would that modem criticisrn 

allow joumalists that sarne admission. the seemingly impermeable nature of news and 

journalism's own resistance tu reform would not be neariy as strong. As early as 1842, 

the Southem Ouarteriv Review realized that a nation's press was o d y  as good as the 

people who operated it. 

Eariy press critics aiso u n d e r s t d  the poteutid for the press to shape public 

opinion. More influentid than pulpit or pamphlet. cntics recognized tbat the penny 

press did on more than one occasion "instigatle j reforms and changes in popular 



opinion, and the action of the whole masses, whose influence [wasl sensibly felt 

throughout the entire society. even by mlers and legislahues" (Burlingarne, qtd. in 

Dicken-Garcia 141). Such an effect would only be increased with the ascendance of 

Joseph Pulitzer's New York World. 

The most problematic element for eady press critics was partisanism, the party 

papen' comrnon practice of advocatinp the ideology of a given party. Though it 

differed from the later concept of objectivity in thaî it did not involve a distrust of one's 

own observations. the two concepts do touch upon the role of the press in providing 

disinterested information. Unfortunately for early &tics. finding a viable alternative for 

partisanism was to prove difficult. Disinterested citizens - be they journalists or other - 

were in very short nipply. The ,oretest editors of the day - Raymond, Greely and 

Bennett - bad themselves hained solely as poüticians before entenng joumaiism 

(Dicken-Garcia 47). The Southern Ouarterfv Review in 1843 remarks: "Our best editors 

are. unfortunately, partisans, and party spirit . . . is the bane of our institutions - a foui 

blot upon our liberty. discreditable alike to our assumed intelligence and our vimie" 

(qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 143). 

There were others, however, whose definition of partiality went beyond matters 

of Whig vernis Democrat. William Cobbett, a lifelong Engiish liberal and career rabble- 

muser who had worked as a joumalist in the US., addeû his voice to the debate from 

across the Atlantic. For him. partisanism was aot about giving equal voice to opposing 

ideologies, but about a dedication to the individual citizen's ability to draw his own 

conclusions: 

Professions of impartiality . . . are always useless . . . 
when used by a newsmonger, for he that does not relate news as 
he fin& it. is something worse than partial, he that does not 
exercise his own judpent . . . is a poor passive tool, and not an 
editor . . . I feel the strong? partiaiity for the cause of order and 
good govemment and against every thing that is opposed to it 
(Shilen, qtd in Dicken-Garcia 99). 

To those who undertook the task of reporting the news. most early press critics 

could offer only a vague definition of the procedures or ethics they should consider. As 

late as 1850, Bulwer and Talfourd were the onl y ai tics to propose a set of guidelines 

for properjournalistic cooduct Arnong these were the beliefs that the press should be 

independent, fearless and report on ail topics; that the newspaper should state its views 

boldly and brave the consequences; that, in accordance with J.S. Mill's marketplace of 

ideas, the newspaper should let readers make up their own rninds on matters; and 



lastl y, that editon should be above prejudices and passions ( Dicken-Garcia 153). 1 t is a 

testament to their perceptiveness that these are still commendable goals for the modem 

newspaper joumalist. 

When matters tumed to the role of the newspaper in a democracy, however. 

critics were much more precise. The principles outlined in 1842 by the $outhem 

Ooarteriv Review are very much in the same political vein as Jacacksonian Democracy 

and the place of the individual citizen: "1 t i s the peculiar province of the newspaper 

press to maintain the principle of a free government; to advocate popdar riais, to be 

. . . the champion of the people; its chosen protector for interna1 and external foes. its 

pioneer in removing difficulties and leading the way to peace, happiness and national 

fame (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 50). 

Arnerican press criticism in the first half of the nineteenth century was in many 

respects as excited about the potential of the press as were the editors and joumalists 

themselves. They can be forgiven for lacking specifics in some areas? as repoting at 

the tirne had yet to change from the story as a sermon to the story as information. 

However, their views regarding the duty of the newspaper to strengthen democracy and 

protect the individual were two tenets that would be further refined and pmmoted as the 

cenhiry went on. Many press critics saw the press as providing the way to society's 

salvation. This was nowhere more evident than in the philosophical parallels between 

Emerson and Greely. 

The Telegraph - Central Nervous System for the Nation 

The final element in establishing the dernomtic consciousness in America's 

newspapen was the telegraph. James Carey has described it as "an agency for the 

alteration of ideas" (204). With the spread of the telegraph came a revolution in 

journalistic wtiting and a dramatic change in Americans' social and political attitudes: 

"Now that thought could travel by 'the singing wire,' a new form of reporting and a 

new f o m  of knowledge were envisioned that would replace traditional literature wi th a 

new and active form of social know ledge" (Carey 202). 

It is, therefore. slightly ironic that in large part the press did not take a more 

active interest in the telegraph's evolution. What journalists and editon did not 

overlook, however, was the perceived potential of' the telegraph to advance civilization. 

In the optimistic spirit of the times, Samuel Bowles envisioned on 4 January 185 1 a 

giorious future for the numerous technological innovations of the era, which included 

the telepph: 



The increase of facilities for the transmission of news 
brought in a new era. The railroad car, the stearn boat, and the 
magnetic telegraph . . . have brought the whole civilized world 
into contact . . . Nations and individuals now stand immediateiy 
responsible to world opinion . . . The [newspaper] is, and is to 
be, the high priest of History, the vitalizer of society, the 
world's geat informer . . . and the circulating lifeblood of the 
whole human mind. It is the g m û  enemy of tyrants, and the 
right arm of liberty . . . Laden with the fruit of al1 human 
thought and action, the newspaper will be in every abade, the 
daily nourishment of every rnind (qtd. in Pickett 109). 

It was the formation of the Associateci Ress in May 1848, thaî allowed New 

York's most influentid newspapers to extend their influence across the country. By 

agreeing to share the cost of tefegraph wires and pool their contenf Bennett, Greely, 

Raymond and James Beach ensured that objective reporting would become the standard 

in Amencan journalism. Newspapers' transition to objective reporting would become 

fully apparent after the Civil War. With the Erie Canal having solidified New York's 

stanis as a transportation capital, the telegraph would ensure the city's penny papers a 

much higher national profile: "By eliminating tirne and space in news presentation. the 

tele-gaph diminished the privacy of the book form and heightened . . . the new public 

image of the press" (McLuhan, Understandina Media 214). 

Thmugh economic necessity - transmission cos& stood at five cents per word - 

these editors ensured the end of partisanism in the penny press. The telegraph allowed 

j oumalists the political neutrality they had been seeking: 

The telegraph, by creating the wi re service, led ?O a 
fundamental change in news. It snapped the tradition of partisan 
joumalism by forcing the wire services to generate "objective" 
news . . . that could be used by papes of every political stnpe . 
. . The wire services demandeci a forrn of languap stripped of 
the local, the regionai, the colkxquial . . . in which the 
connotative features of utterance were under ri gid control (Carey 
208). 

The leveling effects of the telegraph also would affect the newsrwm. Editon, 

sorting through a continual flow of now formulait news, altered their criteria for 

selecting the stones to mirror the same process that had created them. in terms of both 

its production and its handling, such mass produced news was no different from soap. 

shoes and other industriai goods. Telegraph =ports becarne selling pointç. as 

newspapen began to boast about the amount of telegraphic news they printed. Front 

pages were filled with as many items fmm places as far away as possible. James Carey 



describes the transition in this mannec "In the face of what was a real @ut of 

occurrences, news judgment had to be routinized and the organization of the newsmm 

made factory like . . . The spareness of the prose and the sheer volume of it allowed 

news . . . to be treated Iike a commodity . . . It was subject to rates, contracts. 

franchising, discounts and thefts" (2 1 1 ). 

Yet this front-page jurnble of unreiated items did play a large part in estabiishing 

newspapers' democratic consciousness. By bringing together such diverse material on 

a single page, the newspapers succeeded in creating a dynamic that had not existed in 

the party press era: human interest. As McLuhan explains: "It is the daily communal 

exposure of mu1 tiple items in j uxtaposition that gives the press its cornplex dimension 

of human interest" i un der stand in^ Media 204). 

What joumaiists gained in their new, standardized vocabulary , they lost in 

professional standing and influence at their respective newspapers. As news reporting 

became standardized, the joumdist saw himseE removed from the story he was 

recounting. The telegraph worked to replace the journalist's own talents and 

observations with neutral information: "As words were expensive. . . it separated the 

observer from the wt-iter. Not only did writing for the telegraph have to be condensed 

to Save money, but aiso from the marginal notes and the anecdotes of the 'story 

divorced from the story teller"' (Carey 21 1). 

In this respect, Carey's observations regarding the effects of the telegraph 

correspond with those of Michael Schudson. who. quite optirnistically. describes 

objectivity as the separation of facts h m  values (News 3). Schudson defines facts as 

"assertions about the worid . . . beyond distortion by personal preferences." while 

values consist of "conscious or unconscious [preferencesj for what the wortd should 

be" (News 3). In Schudson's view, objectivity bestowed a new power upon on the 

journalia Whereas he had previously irnparted the rhetorical authority of either Whig 
or Democrat. the journalist's objective news story would become "a claim to license 

within a defined field of activity and claim to mandate the rneaning of that field for 

othen" (Hughes, qtd. in Schudson, News 7. And as the reading public became 

increasingly hungry for information, so too, did the number of fields in which 

joumalists would exercise that license. 

This resulted not only in newspapers' acquiring an increasingly formidable 

veneer of truth in matters of public conceni, but their irnparting to their readers the 

precise language with which these matters were to be d i s c u s d  Through the adoption 

of objective reporting, the penny press would becorne a social authority: 



[Objectivity ] is not just a claim about what kind of 
knowledge is reliable. I t  is also a moral philosophy, a 
declaration of what kind of thinking one should engage in 
making moral decisions. It is . . . a poiitical commiîment, for [it) 
provides a epide to what groups one should acknowledge as 
relevant audiences for judging one's own thoughts and acts 
(Schudson, News 7). 

Objectivity. however, did not ensure that the joumdist's own impressions did 

not find their way into the news, nor did it ensure news reporting free of ideology or 

distortion. These problems will be discussed in detail in chapter four. 

So powerfui and widespread was the telegraph's impact that it wonld alter the 

social and political organizations in the U.S. in the same manner that it had altered the 

new spaper. When combined wi th the railroad. the telegraph altered Ameri c a s '  "very 

structures of awareness" (Carey 210). The most significant element in the new social 

contract was the need for cornmimication, especially among the emerging urban middle 

class. Carey cites 1896 as a pivotal year in the telegraph's effects on the American 

social fabric. It was the year in which national time zones replaced those set by 

individuat states- These new time zones were based not on state boundaries, but on 

geography. By elirninating local state authorities in favour of a disembodied. electric 

authority, the telegraph created what McLuhan has described as the national centrai 

nervous system: "Whereas al1 previous technology may be said to have outered the 

centrai nervous system itself, including the brain, our central nervous system is a 

u&ed field without segments" (Understandine - Media 247). 

The standardizarion of news mporting and newspaper organization would corne 

to the Amencan social landscape. In Carey's view, the arrivai of the telegraph and its 

impact upon newspaper readers played a large part in creating the Amencan rniddle 

class: ilmprovernents in long-distance communication created a series of horizontal 

classes . . . first in business but eventually spreading out into every domain of human 
activity" (Carey 159). The social leveling brought on by the electricity flowing through 

the telegraph wires enabied Amencans to achieve the eighteenth-century ideal of 

Universalism. Central to this ideal was the belief that "[pleople were everywhere the 

same. Communication was the engïne that powered this ideal. Each improvement in 

communication, by ending isoiation, by Linking people everywhere, was heralded as 

realizing the Univerd Brotherhood of Universal Man" (Carey 208). 

The t e l epph  was the most influentid factor in America's transition from a 

cennalized and hierarchical society to one based on uni versali ty and egaliiari anism. 



While it is tnie that manufacnving and transportation were also sipificant influences, it 

was the instantaneous and organic nature of eiectnc communications that took power 

away from local authorities such as the p s t  office and brought these changes to the 

population as a whole (Innis 169). By adopting the telegraph as its primary means of 

information gatbering, the penny press brought Americans together in a national 

dialogue never More possible: The simultaneousness of elecbic communication, also 

characteristic of our nervous system, makes each of us present and accessible to every 

other person in the worid" (McLuhan, Understanding Media 248). The principal 

characteristic of the new natiooal conscioumess was its democracy. According to the 

Chicago School, "[tlhis pmess of comrnunity creation, of institution building was . . . 
the formative process in the p w t h  of American democracy* (Carey 144). 

Civil War - The Emergence of Industrial Amerka 

The Civil War was the catalyst for both the rise of mass industrial production 

and dramatically changing Amencans' reading habits. The physical demands of the war 
stepped up the need for raw materials as well as finished goods. The war's complexity 

introduced a new type of reporting which required journalists to consult more than one 

source to accurately convey theû story. ï h e  definition of news itself was changing. It 

was during this period that newspapen completed the shift from news as a moral guide 

to news as pure information. a trend which had begun years earlier: 

Those newspapermen who took the lead in seeking out 
the news, and reporting it in the interest of the public alone. 
found their ranks increasing during the war years . . . [Rleaders 
wanted to be certain that they could form their own opinions 
based on factual and comprehensive presentation of the news . . 
By the end of the century the editor who felt himself to be a part 
of a political party . . . was a liability to his newspaper (Emery 
3 17). 

The spread of the telegraph allowed reporters to file their stories faster than ever 

before. But what newspapen gained in speed, they lost in depth. It was during the 

Civil War that evolved one of the most lasting of journalistic practices: the pyramid 
lead. Afraid their connection might be cut before conveying the essentials. reporters 

would begin stories with their most significant elements. Such a practice has not gone 

out of fashioa: "Some of the copy, such as that transmitted out of Washington . . . and 

out of Richmond. . . would not be much out of place in a modern newspaper" (Emery 

3 IO). The war would also see the invention of the typewriter, the adding machine and 

the cash register - d l  essential to the operation of the expanding industrial press. The 



increase in news volume also had a significant effect on Americans thernselves. 

Anxious to leam of both the latest war developments and of the fate of their loved ones. 

newspaper readenhip soared. By the end of the war, reading the daily newspaper had 

become firmly entrenched in Americans' social habits: "Because the press met one of 

the nation's greatest needs, a need no other institution could satisfy . . . [its] place in 

the larger polity's structure was crucial and its information role becarne crystailimd 

Only the press could provide information about the course of the war . . . and hence. 

some sense of whether the nation would endure" (Dicken-Garcia 51). 

From 1865 until the end of the century, the US. saw a dramatic increase in its 

industrial production. The total number of industries quadnipled, providing a sevenfold 

incrûase in the country's industrial output. industrial employment increased from 12 

million to 29 million (Nevins and Commager 260), with the national wealth jumping 

from $20 billion to $88 billion (Nevins and Commager 237). As Emery wntes, the 

i ndustrial revolution represented "[t ] he dynamic capital ism of an expandinp America. 

seizing upon ~11paraLleled natural resources and utilizing the new machines of the 

industrial revolution [to transfoml the national econorny" (338). None of this could be 

achieved, however. without the expansion of the railroads. which allowed industrial 

products to reach new markets. Between 1865 and 1900, the U.S. would see iü rail 

lines increase from 30,000 miles to 20.000 (Nevins and Commager 237). 

More important to this study than sheer numbers, however. are the people who 

provided the labour that fueled Arnerica's rise to industrial prominence. Corresponding 

with industrial expansion was a wave of immigration - millions of Italians. Poles and 

Austrians arrived in the U.S. and settled in its major urban centres. These people would 

make up much of the p e ~ y  press' readership - Joseph Pulitzer was himself an Austrian 

immigrant. 

Between 1alO and 1910, some 20 million immigrants dramaûcaily altered the 

cultural character of Amencan cities. By 1900. two of three people of foreign birth 

lived in urban setiings (Nevins and Commager 294). As diverse as their national 

origïns were, however, al1 had one thing in common: "whatever their reasons for 

taking this step, [dl 1 were caught up in the pst advenhire; all drearned of a better life; 

and most of them helped build such a life for themselves and for their children" (Nevins 

and Commager 293). 

To succeed in building that new life. immigrants were required to adapt 

themselves to America's new social norms. In 1880s America, this included putting 



their p s t  ethnic. religious, or class distinctions behind them in favour of a simple 

ballot: 

There were no le@ divisions or distinctions: class did 
not betray itself by accent nor did it follow religious lines: and an 
open society made it relaîively easy . . . to move from class to 
class. Free public education enabled the children of laborea to 
nse in business and the professions, and the bailot was a 
potential weapon whereby workingmen could . . . compel 
legislators to pass friendly laws (Nevins and Cornmager 283). 

This social and political leveling was one of the most significant effects of 

America's industriai revolution. Factory working schedules succeeded in eliminating 

immigrants' p s t  working habits, and soon the machinery that produced shoes and 

condemed milk had standardized the country's social habits as well (Nevios and 

Cornmager 260). In fact, the new American social contract was in large part based on 

the economic interdependence of entrepreneur and labourer: "In its ideal fom, the 

market system rests on the assumption that the subjective discussions of separate 

human beings. each acting rationally to promote his or her own economic wealth. will 
produce the greatest possible aggregate wealth for society as a whole. The individuals 

in this system [are] motivated pnmarily by material want" (Schudsoq News Ln. It 
would be the task of the newspaper to replace workers previously-held religious and 

linguistic ries with the new social American social vocabulary. 

The Civil War's Effect on the Press and its Readers 

The Civil War created what can be cailed the modern newspaper n e  demands 

of the war accelerated trends and innovations that had previousl y been merel y tentative, 

untested and unreliable. Among these was the extended use of illustration (Dicken- 

Garcia 55). Picntres were not new to newspapen. but following the war, to conceive 

of a major news story without an accompanying line drawing was sirnply not feasible. 

After taking contml of the New York World, Joseph Pulitzer would use illustrations as 

never before. 

Another important innovation was the multi-source story (Dicken-Garcia 55). 
Until the war, news reports rarely contained more than one sounie. Often the only voice 

in the story beionged to the joumalist However. recounting dramatic battles accurately 

and thoroughly required more complex stories. And the speed with which the stories 

were circulated increased the human dimension of the news: "[Aliming to be the eyes 

and ears for the individuai affected newsgathering and reporting techniques. 



Eyewitness and interview accounts became important for the fim time. and the speed of 

transmission became even more crucialw (Dicken-Garcia 46). Though this new fonn of 
reporting encountered charges of distortion (a charge that remains to this &y), "reading 

descriptions of unfolding events that one had witnessed in person was a new 

experience" (Dicken-Garcia 83). Roviding their readers with such extensive coverage 

of the war was not inexpensive, however. B t ~ e t t ' s  New York Herald spent beween 

$500,000 and $750,000 from 1861 to 1865 (Dicken-Garcia 56). However, Arnericans' 
newfound need for the press resulted in substantial profits for the newspapers as well. 

The combined efTect of these innovations on newspaper readers was indeed 

si,&ficant. Newspapen' transition from news as sermon to news as information was a 

large part of Arnericans' p w i n g  sense of nationhood and citizenship. The newspaper 

viewed its readers not as anonymous members of a religious or linguistic gr~up, but as 

individuals. And the newspaper began to give them the langage and the knowledge 

they wodd need to understand their communities, and how to live in the new industrial 

ordec 'The newspaper press informed individuals about the society they were party of 

to increase their knowledge of their surromdings, institutions and goverrunent 

providing what they needed to participate as citizens" (Dicken-Garcia 82). 

The Industrial City - D e m o e r a q  by Osmosis 

"The people ofrhe big ciries. being molded togerher as ecommic and c u l m l  

units. increasingly tumd tu the dai- newspopers for the stoy of their urban lue and 

their cornmon imeresr " (Entee 346). 

It would be impossible for the penny press to have as lasting an effect on 

Amencan joumalism had there not k e n  a forum which brought together the profound 

social and political changes of the era. That forum was the industrial city of the 1880s: 

"Inventions. as well as sudden or catastrophic changes seem to play a more important 

part in bringing about serial changes in the culhml rather than in the biotic community. 

But the principle involved seems to be substantially the same" (Park, qtd. in Goheen, 
Victorian Toronto 25). 

An urban phenomenon without precedent, the industriai city ernbodied the 

social. economic and political climate of the age - large. democratic, progressive. 

excitinp and weaithy, the industrial city was a rejection of mercantilist America in every 

respect: ''The pre-industrial city was charactenzed by a stable and clearly articulated 

social structure which was reflected in ai l  its simple precision in the d a n  landscape 

. . . Society was composed of p u p s ,  the division between which were so obvious 



and irrefragable that moa men lived their lives in the classes into which they were 

born" (Goheen, Victorian Toronto 7). 

It was in &es such as New York and Chicago that the modem Arnerican social 

contract was written. Peter Goheen has observed that "[t lhe city was seen by 

contemporaries to be composed of a series of forces resolving themselves into factors 

of posh and pull, al1 the resuit of interaaing forces of new technology, new demands 

and changing tastes" (Victonan Toronto 17). The interplay of irnrniagation. industrial 

production and democracy resulted in a new set of rules by w hich the city ' s inhabitants 

would Iive. Its foundations were no longer birth or property, but individual econornic 

potential: 'mhe economy was becoming more social: the market tied together people of 

unconnecteci occupations, while factones and offices linked people together more and 

more in a system inscribed in consumer goods" (Schudson. News 102). These forces 

would also have a tremendous effect on the newspaper. As Gerald Baidasty has 

explained: The city provided a focal point for changes wiwithin Americaa joumaiism. 

The sheer size of the growing cities of the nineteenth cenniry and the amount of activity 

within them necessitated new functions of the press: the observation and description of 

events and activities that were increasingiy part of newspaper content" (52). 

These changes produced a wealîhy, dynamic city which at its best couid extol 

the benefits of the modern urban experience. For its new citizens, a wide amy of 

amusements, entertainment and sports - ail previousl y the domain of the upper classes - 
were at their disposal: "Part of the experience of the city, even for the poor. was that it 

nourished dreams" (Schudson, News 101). Life in industrial New York was often 

viewed as a spectacle by labourer and joumalist alike. As Theodore Dreiser explains: 

"My favorite pastime when 1 was not out on an assiment . . . was to walk the streets 

and view the lives and activities of others" (qtd. in Schudson, News 105). 

There was. however, a darker side to this energy and enthusiasrn. The 

industrial city also was marred by racism, poverty and disease. The influx of 

immigrants who would go on to enrich the Arnerican cultural landscape were not 

aiways welcomed with open m s .  Tensions between established Americans and the 

incoming waves of humanity fostered a potentially explosive '-atmosphere of hate" 
(Juergens 240). Amid fears that Amerka would be "rnongrelized by castoffs from the 

gutters and alleys of Europe" (Juergens 240)' the weekly journal Amaica on 28 March 
1889 denounced what it saw as "the pollution of our national lifeblood by the stream of 

ignorance, misery and vice pouring into it from the lowest strata of European Me" (qtd. 

in Juergens 244). 



Poverty in New York near the turn of the century was a senous problem. In 

addition to inhabiting a climate characterized by profanity , dninkemess and violence, 

most immigrants were forced to live in ill-lit and poorly ventilated tenement buildings. 

The New York State Tenement Hoosing Commission reported in 1891 that Manhattan 

contained 22,000 such buildings, which housed as many as 500,000 people. Four 

years later, the number of tenements had more than doubl ed wi th the number of 
inhabitants mching 1 3  million (Juergens 240). The large majonty of these buildings 

was xarcely livable: 'Their toilets and indoor washing facilities were fouled beyond 
redernption, their airshafts littered with parbage discarded through open windows, their 

hallways sheathed in darlaiess and rancid with a huodred smells" (Juergens 266). 

Added to these deplorable conditions was a criminal shortage of safe foods. The 

New York State Charities Aid Association in 1893 concluded that 45% of infant deaths 

under the age of five was attri butable to impure milk, and that "many a sickl y and 

deformed bodily frame, and maay a warped mental and moral nature [could] be traced 

to the same source" (Juergens 277). In the absence of strict regdation, mil k producen 

would often "enhance" their pmiuct wi th "diseased particles w hich [ produced 1 c holera- 

motbus, diadoeal cornplaints and oft-times death" (Juergens 278). 

In addition to the physical dangers of the urban indusûial experience developed 

an equall y troubling aspect: anonymi ty. Released from the bonds of kinship in favour 

of a new-found individualism, citizens quickly becarne aware that urban life also could 

be very lonely. Louis Wirth bas described the negative aspects of urban living as "the 

substitution of secondary for primary contacts, the weakening of bonds of kinsûip, and 

the declining social signuicance of the family, the disappearance of the neighborhood. 

and the underminhg of the traditional basis of social solidarity" (qtd. in Schudson, 

News 59). - 
It would be the newspaper that would replace citizens' Old-World ties with 

those necessq  for surviving in their new urban sumundings. Unlike in Europe. 

where newspapea were still either party publications or serious literary reviews. the 

American newspaper was one institution that directly addressed its readea' needs: T h e  

work of the newspaper as a gatherer and interpreter of the news was but an extension 

of the function which was othenvise perfomed spontaneously by the community itself 

through the medium of personal contact and gossip" (Schudson, News 41). The more 

people read, the more "people understood their own ordinary lives to be of value to 

themselves and of possible interest to others" (Schudson, News 19). 



The penny press' legacy of public educatim was a result as much of its 

publishers* humanitariankm as their economic self-interest. The unprecedented 

demands of living in the industrial city necessitated a solid relationship between the 

newspaper and its readen. Neither could survive without the other: "The metropolis, 

with al1 its diversity and anonymity, necessitated a newspaper that twk a broad view of 

local events" (Baldasty 48). For both publisher and reader, the need to be informed 

about their new surroundings was equall y great: "There were no patterns of 

expectatiom upon which they might rely for their interpretation of the new 

environment. an environment growing even less familiar at each new expansion of the 

physical fabnc of the city made the whole eveo less recognizable*' (Goheen. Victorian 
Toronto 15). 

One of the most important accompiishents of the penny press was its 

influence on increasing literacy. Apain, this was due in large part to economics - a high 

rate of literacy is an essential component not o d y  for personal success, but for a 

society 's economic well-king. But the benefits of literacy extend beyond simple 

emnomics. The ability to speak and understand the printed word is at the heart of the 

democratic consciousness. Paulo Firere describes it as 

a hurnan act irnplying reflection and action. As such it is 
a primordial human right and not the pnvilege of a few. 
Speaking the word is not a true act if is no& at the same time 
associated with the right of self-expression and wodd- 
expression . . . of creating . . . and ultimately participating in 
society's historicai process (qtd. in Schudsoo, News 37). 

Through simple languap and grammar, the penny press helped illiteracy rates 

in the U.S. drop from 20% in lglO to 10.7% in 1900 (Ernery 346). Most of the people 

discovering the pleasures of reading were immigrants living in New York. The city's 

population increased by 1.5 million between 1880 and 1890, resulting in 80% of the 

city's population k ing  foreign-bom or of foreign parentage (Emeiy 343). The penny 

papen' influence on litenicy resulted in its readen acquiring the sense that they were 

acton in their own history (Schudson, News 37). This was to have long-lasting effects 

on the country's politicai attitudes, as literacy is essential to sustainhg democracy. In 

societies in which the general public is excluded from public Life, such as mercantilist 

America or colonial Canada, there was very Little need for mass literacy. In colonial 

Canada in particular, literacy was the exclusive domain of the ruling elite. 



The Post-Civil War Reform Movement 

America's p w i n g  industrial prowess cbanged the way businesses were 

structured. Mass production and national distri bution necessitated more complex 

operating structures, known as corporations- Defined as a device resembling '[al 

fictitious p e m  who could enjoy the legal advantages but avoid most of the moral 

responsibilities of a human being" (Nevins and Commager 268). the corporation 

provided its ownen greater efficieocy and higher profits. However. it dso widened the 

gap between ptoprietor and worker: The changing sale of manuf'acturing and 

commercial enterprise fractured the old relationship berween owner and producer - a 

characteristic of the small shop and craft system of production" (Goheen, Viaaian 

Toronto 13). The eventuai combination of record profits and alienated worken would 

be an important stimulus to America's next period of Reform. 

Corporations were a double-edged sword. While they provided the consumer 

with higherquality goods at lower prices, the more of these he bought, the more he 

became mereiy a cog in Amenca's new economic frarnework, "exposed to the 

vicissitudes of policy over which [he hadj no control" (Nevins and Commager no).  
Local factories were closed in favour of larger, more profitable ones elsewhere: T h e  

creative instinct of craftsmanship was largely destroyed, and workinpen were reduced 

to a mere part of a mechanical process" (Nevins and Commager 279). Trusts. unwritten 

agreements between the captains of a given industry to fix prices for their mutual 

benefit, spread across the country's industrial landscape so rapidly that won almost 

everythinp a person wme, ate or worked with was made or controlled by trusts (Nevins 

and Commager 270). 

Such collusion among industry leaders was illegal. Many States had anti-trust 

legislation on their books. but it was rarely, if ever, enforced. It would not be mtil 

workers' growing sense of dienation and exploitation threatened to escdate into a futl- 
scaie social crisis that legislators began to take notice: 

Labour was one of the basic factors in the p w t h  of big 
business, but in the division of piofits i t was conspicuousl y left 
out. It was left out, too, when the social rewards were 
distributed: workinpen rarely lived on "the nght side of the 
tracks," they were not asked to join the countq clubs, and their 
leaders were ignored by the coileges and universities that every 
year bestowed honoras, degrees on rnasters of capital (Nevins 
and Commager 278). 



It would not be long before America's increasing prosperi ty tumed Sour. 

Operating large corporations required substaotial political support, be it above or below 

board. Soon it becarne clear that across the country. corruption had entered into both 
politics and industry : "[ai ties became power centers w here poli tical machines reigned 

and corruption spread" (Schudson, News 59). GraduaUy, people began to notice that 

unfettered economic cornpetition could bring poverty as weil as prosperi ty . As during 
the era of Emerson, poverty was viewed as a national weakness. With politics offering 

'the choice between merely seMng the business class or living off it as a sort of 

parasiten (Hofstadter 204). a large number of Americans tumed away from politics and 

business as arenas in wkch to make their fortunes (Hofstadter 2û3). The social 
contracf in which the wealthy entrepreneur both acknowledged the existence and 

needed the participation of the labourer. was being onraveled. As Theodore Roosevelt 
explained: T h e  commercial classes are ody  too likely to regard everything merely from 

the standpoint of 'Does it pay?' and many a merchant does not take any part in politics 

because he is short sighted . . . and too selfish to be willinp to undergo any trouble for 

the sake of abstract duty" (qtd in Hofstadter 205). 

For laboming classes, there came to exist the generai sentiment that the promise 

of Amencan life was not k i n g  filled, a feeling that "science and machinery had outnui 

social science and political machinery" (Hofstadter 338). America had corne to realize 

the dehumanizing effects that its industnd machinery had biought upon its population: 

"People were king uprooted physically and mentally by the effects of the econornic 

revulution, and the in the new environment no socid institution could remain static" 

(Emery 9). It was a rralization that would bnng about the second wave of Reform in 
Amencan life and Amencan journalism. Like the first, it would entail an examination of 

al1 facets of American life: "Social relationships were reconsidered - the impact of the 

city , immigration, inequafities in wealth, the ,pwth of classes, a l i  came in for cri tical 

attention" (Hofstadter 336). 

The Penny Press Grows Up - The Editor as Reformer 

In both pmfits and social import, the 1880s marked the apogee for the penny 
press in Amerka. Both Hearst's New York Evenine - J o d  and Pulitzer's New York 

World had cîrculations in the millions, and were posting record profits. And their 

sensational rrportinp had earaed them a devoted readership. Behind this exci ting 
facade. however, the city's social problems were becoming harder for readen to 



ignore. Death rates in the tenement buildings were four times higher than in richer 

areas, and hnkenness was rampant. 

Concemed by the increasing gaps berneen the captains of industry and their 

employees, the country once again put itself under the rnicmscope.  muc ch like the earlier 

period of Refonn. this was a collaborative effort among al1 elements of society. As 

Theodore Dreiser would recount, literatirre of the period "turned from local color to 
problem novels and moral sermons . . . Scholars emerged from their ivory towen to 

grapple with social problerns . . . Preachers ndiscovered the social gospel and troubled 

respectable parishioners with a literal reading of the New Testament" (qtd. in 

Hofstadter 338). This p e n d  of Reform also held a great advantage over that of 

Emerson's time. The spread of the telegraph let the entire country see what was 

happening in New York, ensuring the idea of the newspaper as agent of Refonn would 

spread across the country: '%on newspapermen in other ci ties were making simi lar 

reports, and the nation awoke to a realization that the challenge of the city was no less 

urgent than the challenge of the farm" (Hofstadter 341 f. 

As in the days of Emerson, the newspaper was seen as the most efficient 

vehicle with which to discuss and initiate these reforms. And readers were receptive to 

their message: T h e  reader rnight find himself admiring the financial coups and the 

graceful living, but he also was disturbed by the excesses of economic individudism. 

Newspapen which attacked the . . . dangen of reckless market specdation found 
widespread popuiar approvai" (Emery 352). An important difference for later 

Reformes, however, was that many critics saw the newspaper as complicit with 

corporations and trusts (particularly the railway cornpanies) in bringing about the 

industrial malaise. In 1882, George Rider. in his article T h e  Pretensions of 

Journalism," would charge the popular press wi th "insinceri ty and dupiicity ," 

condernning what he saw as its "subjection to cliques of traders and manufacturers" 

(qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 179). Rider felt that newspapers' increasing dependence on 

advertisers and manldacturers robbed them of their duty to =port the tmth (Dicken- 

Garcia 179). His cfaims were not inaccurate. While it would be &air to condemn al1 

popular papers of what Rider called "vend affiliations," adveibsing executives did 

know how to influence newspaper reporting. The trade journal Printer's Ink of 5 

Febniary 1890 states: "A five-dollar bill in the han& of a reporter or editor will secure 

what fifty dollars will not buy at the counting roorn" (qtd. in Baldasty 73). 

Its entertainment role already fimly established, it was during the 1880s and 
18% that the penny press solidified its role as public educator. No other instrument 



could articulate the ideas of urban refom and public dialogue more effectively. more 

quickly or as widely. In New York, the charge for Reform was leâ mainly by three 

men: Edwin Lawrence Godkin of the New York Evening Post, Charles Dana of the 

New York Sun and Joseph Pulitzer of the New York World. 

Godkin filled his Post with several progressive ideas, including womanhood 

suffrage, public education, Negro rights and civil service reform. An adherent of J.S. 

Mill liberdism. he nevertheless supported the idea that governments should be active in 

the social sphere (Ernery 328). His  ideas regarding the role of the newspaper as a 

public forum had its mots in ancient Athens: "The modem newspaper is the equivalent 

of the Greek agora, the only means possessed by the citizens of interchanging thought 

and concerting action" (qtd. in McCollurn 2). Godkin attached the same weight to his 
journalists' obligations to educating their readers: "A society of i gnoramuses each of 

whom thinks he is a Solon would be an approach to let Bedlam lwse" (qtd. in 

McCoilurn 2). 

Charies Dana also wouid be known for his faith in the newspaper to effect 

social change. Although not as outwardly political as Godkin. Dana advanced the belief 
that newspapers should not shy away from topics deemed too unseemty to discuss in 

polite Company. In his first editorial after taking control of the Sun, Dana prornised his 

readers "a daily photograph of the whole world's doings in the most luminous and 

lively mannef' (qtd. in Emery 324). h a ' s  view was that newspapen were bound to 

report whatever "Divine Providence" allowed to happen, "whether it be choiera, 

murder, abortion [or] tomado" (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 209). 

Dana also was a strong proponent of the educated journalist. For him, a 

reporter's ability to put an event in context was far supenor to simply recording the 

facts: "If 1 could have my way, every young man who is going to be a newspaper man, 

and who is not absolutely rebellious against it, should leam Greek and Latin . . . 1 had 

rather take a young fellow who knows the Ajax of Sophocles . . . to report a prize-fight 

or a spelling match . . . than to take one who has never had those advantages" (qtd. in 

O'Brien 242). 

Dana enforced only one rule on his reporters: be interesting. News failing this 
test was reputedly eaten by the office cat. Although dependent upon wire services for 

foreign and national news, Dana gave his city reporters the freedom to report on events 

with their own voice, not with thaf of the telegraph. For Dana, taking a literary 

approach to the news was beneficial to the nader and to society alike: "Suppose you tell 

al1 tbe tniths of science in a way that bores the reader. What is the good? The tniths 



don't stay in your mind and nobody thinks any better of you because you have told the 

tmth tediously" (qtd. in McCollum 4). 

Dana's formula was successful. Although the Sun remained for a long time a 

four-page paper, its circulation a fraction of either the Wodd or the Journal, it was 

hi@ y regarded by joumdists as a publication that valued its reporten for their 

intelligence and the quality of their writing: "His men did the work he wanted them to 

do. not by following instructions. He set the writer free and let him go his own way to 

dory or failure. There were no conventions except those of decency, of respect for the 

English language" (O'Brien 245). 

Neither Dana, nor Godkin, however, could match the stature of Joseph 

Pulitzer. And no edi tor would eam the sarne respect of his readen. A Jewish Ausîrian 

immigrant born in Budapest, he was well aware of the difficulties facing newcorners to 

industrial America. Aftertaking control of the New York World in 1883, Pulitzer 

would provide entertainment, education and a cnisading spirit for the city's working 

There were in industrial New York a myriad of problems to solve: housing. 

perilous working conditions and improving schools and hospitals were dl of great 

public concem. However, as  George Juerpns has observed. none was more 

fundamental for Pulitzer "than the right of al1 Americans. native and foreign-bom. to 

take their place as equal members of the society" (237). Pulitzer's was a cmsade to 

extend the promise of Amencan life to dl immigrants: "Pulitzer conferred a dignity of 

sorts on popular journalism . . . beyond profits and losses, that ul tirnatel y influenced al1 

newspapen, and that is still reflected in the lip service the press renders to its role as 

servant of the people" (Juergens xii). 

Pulitzer did not invent the concept of the newspaper as agent of social reform. 

However, he brought this concept to the forefront of the Worid's operatiom. While the 

newspaper industry had taken on the same organization and operating procedures as the 

largest manufacîurers, Pulitzer still regarded his Worid not as a product, but as public 

property (McCollum 3). On 3 October 1886, he articulated the World's mission: 

The newspaper that is irue to its highest mission will 
concem itself with the things that ought to happen tomorrow . . . 
and will seek to make what ought to be to corne to pass. It is not 
enough to c h n i c l e  the life and thought of the people . . . A 
paper which has the moral sense, the intdlectual perception and 
the political independence to speak the h m ,  the mind and the 
conscience of the people . . . can do more to benefit the country 
than can a hundred pulpits or a score of Governon . . . The 



World . . . seeks the highest aaainable point in character. 
educative force and actual public service rendered (qtd. in Pic kett 
179). 

Pulitzer also understood his readers' needs for entertaimnent as weli as 

information: "[Hie understood the desire of his readen for effective leadership 

reflectiog progressive attitudes, as well as for entertainment'" (Emery 379). And he gave 

his readen large doses of both. Unng simple. almost colloquial language. Pulitzer's 

reporters succeeded in bnnging a steady Stream of poetry, short stories, theatre reviews 

and sports news, the last k i n g  "no small concession to men who had little opportunity 

to play the garnes themselves" (Juergens xi). Ln shori, Pulitzer made the Wortd relevant 

to his readers' urban experiences By gaining readership with entertainment, he could 

then open the city's eyes to the refoms it needed It was one of the mies forjournalists 

at the Worid "never [to J be satisfied with merely printing the news" (Emery 374). 

Although the WorM would be read by members of d l  of New York's economic 

classes. the great majority of i ts readenhip was among the ci ty 's i m m i e t  population. 

As an immigrant himself, Rilitzer realized that newcomers' economic success 

necessitated speaking English. More importantly, he recognized the temptation for 

employen to prevent such empowement by keeping their immigrant empioyees 

second-class citizens. As Juergens observes, the World would take up the seemingly 

thankless job of becorning their spokesman: "[Immigrants] needed a champion, and at a 

time when few were willing to enter the lists. the World came forward. The timing of 

its support, as much as the support itself, is what endeared it to the tens of thousands of 

people w ho asked nothing more dramatic than the nght to be accepted on their own 

merits" (246). 

Regardless of America's egalitarian ethos, racial tensions stil l ran high in 

industrial New York. Scandinavians were seen as more desirable than Russians, the 

Irish were mgarded as a constant t k a t  to national security, and at the bottom of the 

ladder sat the Italians, many of whom made their homes under bridges. Pulitzer was 

not ignorant of this fact, and it can be argued that the W d d '  s use of racial stereotypes 

did little to alter public opinion regarding race relations in the city. However, he was 

aware of the potential benefits that couid result from such a diverse lin,@tic and 

religious mix. His editoriai of 27 January 1884 states: "Our greatest ment . . . is that 

we have assimilaîed al1 that is vital frum every available stock, and. uttedy disregarding 

the class distinctions of the past, have given Nature a new freedom to work out a new 



race . . . What [irnmigrmtsl bring to us is stmng blood and unlimited possibilities" 

(q td  in Juergens 246). 

The miserable living conditions of over one million immigrants and labouren 

was but one of many problems tackled by Pulitzer and the World. Jacob Riis' series of 

aiticles entitled "How the Other Haif Lives" brought the perilous living conditions to 

the attention of everyone. During July and August 1883. the paper ran headlines such 

as "How Babies are Baked," "Little Ones Dyiag 0n" and "Pestilence Nurseries" 

(Juergens 272). Pulitzer aimed to instill in his readers sufficient moral outrage to 

prompt political action In shedding light on the living conditions of the poor, he 

advanced the concept of what qualifieci as news: The World fulfilled its pnmary 
mission just by considering the plight of the poor to be news. It gave extensive 

coverage to the reports of the various Tenement House Commission and related 

agencies, and on at l e s t  one occasion played a part in having an investigation 

launched" (Juergens 267). 

By the turn of the century, Pulitzer had greatly dtered the face and practices of 

American j oumalism. Innovations such as coloured banner headlines, il1 ustrations and 

white space made the newspaper exciting to the eye. His emphasis on simple lauguage 

played a large part in the increase in literacy rates in New York Not only did this work 

to increase the Wodd's circulation, it also helped solidify a democratic consciousness in 

its readen. With the World, readers saw a paper that undentood their needs and fean. 

spoke to them in a language they could understand- This provided them the means with 

which to play their part in the American industrial experience. Pulitzer's crusades for 

safe milk and better living conditions were a catalyst for a pneration of rnuckraking 

joumalists. As Juergens explains: 

In providing such publicity, Joseph Pulitzer filled a 
function not unlike that which bmught fame to rnuckrakers tike 
Upton Sinclair and Lincoln Steffens; indeed, in many ways he 
qualifies as the first of the breed. He understood . . . that horror 
stories too often repeated soon lose their impact, and avoided 
this danger by using the pubiicity for a purpose, to win a reforrn 
or to punish a wrongdoer (283). 

That the Wortd becarne the rnost widely-read newspaper in the western world at 

the time is a testament to the revolutionary vision and innovative techniques Pulitzer 

brought to the job. Newspaper stunts and sensational reporting had existed long before 

he took charge of the Worid. However, beîween 1883 and 1885 he would increase the 

level and scope of these stunts beyond the means of any of his cornpetitors: "His 



greatness is that he taught himself and his successon how to use them" (Juergens xi). 

No d e r  paper could match his sending Nellie Bly around the world in 32 days to  beat 

the record of the fictional Phineas Fog (Juergens ix). Newspapers prior to 1883 were 

unremarkable in their anrelieved grayness and s d l  type, and illustrations were viewed 

as an occasional frill. After 22 May 1883. however, when the Worid ran a four-column 

woodcut of the Brooklyn Bridge, no newspaper codd design a front page without an 

illustration. (Juergeas x) By adopting the Bodoni typeface, Pulitzer made the World 

both easier to r a d  and more attractive to the eye. Pulitzer made sports and womens' 

pages, frivolous pictures, stories and poems a regular feature in the World: "&ch of 

these responses, unknown or conceived in only a rudimentary way prior to 1883, 

becarne the journalistic conventions of a later decade" (Juergens xi). 

Pulitzer's other great accompiishment was his dedication to his readea. There is 

nothing in New York joumalism pnor to 1883 to match his crusades on behalf of 

immigrants, tenement dwellers, middle-income taxpayea and so on. Were this not the 

case, the penny press would be a mere historicai footnote in the history of American 

journalism, and the prestigious pnze awarded in his oame would not exist However. 

Pulitzer's cornmitment to social reform is a tradition that has lasted into the modem era. 

Adwertising - Tite Double-Edged Sword 

The phenomenal success of the penny press in the US. could not have been 

achieved without advertising. It had been clear to editors since Benjamin Day that 

enthusiasm alone would not pay the bills. The rise of advertising was as important. if 

not more so, to the rise of the penny press as was the news itself. 

Manufactures' need for adverti sing grew in concert with the country's 

population and economic progress. Rior to the Civil Wu, the American economy had 

been one of small local markets and poor distribution. Often. a merchant could sustain 
his business simply by having a sign outside his store (Baldasty 52). With the 
increased need for mas-produced goods brought on by the Civil War, however, came 

the spread of the railroad and national distribution rhemes. The scale of Amencan 

manuf'achrring had increaçed to the extent that "[tlhe New England shoe producer who 

sought to sel1 goods in ORgoo could not rely on word of mouth; national markets 

required national marketing" (Baidasty 53). 

Techniques for increasin p sales were also chaoging. N a t i o d  marketing 
schemes were on their way to replacing word of mouth communication. and commerce 

based on trust and consensus was king replaced by b m d - m e  recognition. This 



transition was brought on in large part by advenising agencies. who could offer 

manufactures e x p u r e  to national markets. The year 1869 would see Amenca's fim 
Newspaper Directory . which provided advertisers with the circulation and publishing 

details of major newspapers across the country. as well as demographic information 

that would help advertisers answer what would soon become their key question: "What 

class of persans does this publication reach, and are they likely to be the purchasers of 

my goodsl' (Baidasty 64). Most often. advertisements for consumer goods would be 

aimed specifically at women. As Nathaniel Fowler, an early advertising executive 

explaineci, "A wornan who does not read ads would not be a woman. consequently al1 

women read ads. Women are the buyers of everything everywhere . . . Woman is the 

pivot which tums trade" (qtd. in Baldasty 65). The rise of the advertising apncy would 

leave no industry untouched. Manufactu~rs of beer, soap, patent medicines. baking 

powder, pianos, seeds and typewtiters were dl among those to benefit from this new 

approach. And the best way to mate brand recognition was the newspaper. 

With daily circulation figures in the millions. the penny press offered 

rnanufacturers the ideal medium to ensure the hi@-volume sales necessas, in America's 

new econornic climate. An eady advertising agent. E.H. Morse, noted ihat the 

newspaper "leads both in reaching the people and producing the results" (qtd in 

Baldasty 55). But it was not simply its reach that made the newspaper the ideal 

marketing tool. With a preponderance of questionable (and sometimes clangemus) 
patent medicines still king advertised. manufacturers needed to establish in their 

customen a trust that the product would deliver on the claims made in its advertising. 

Consequently, advertisers 1 wked to exploit readers' trust of the World to confer upon 

their ads this necessary credibility. George H. Daniels, then a passenger agent for the 

New York Central Railroacl, would cornment that newspapers' character made his 

advertising "particuiariy appropriate for their columns" (qtd. in Baldasty 56). 

So important was advertising to America's newspapers and industry, that it was 

largely responsi ble for the creation of department stores. These large, anonymous 

temples devoted to mass-produced goods couid only esist with the daily advertising 

available in the newspaper. Soon, department stores such as Macy's. Bloomingdale's 

and Wannamaker's in Philadelphia would become an important source of news copy. 

In the optimistic economy of the times, many journaiists were quick to portray the 

opening of a new department store as evidence of the city's progress and prosperity. As 

Robert Park has observed: 'The department store is . . . a creation of the Sunday 

newspaper. [Wjithout the advertising that the Sunday newspaper was able to give it. 



the department store woutd hardly have gained the vogue it has today. It is important in 

this connection that women read the Sunday paper before they did the dailies. n e  

women are buyen (96). 

In both size and profits, the department store was an evolution from the srnail 

merchants of earlier decades. Between 1888 and 1- Macy's advertising budget 

increased from $60,000 to $227,142 during which tirne its sales increased by 400% 

(Bddasty 57). The deparmient store also had changed the nature of new spaper 

economics. Between 1879 and 1899, advertising revenues for New York's peoples' 

dailies increased from $29 million to $% million (Baldasty 57). 

It was the 1880s that, with respect to the influence it exerted on a newspaper's 

operations, the advertising desk would corne to rival the editorial desk. Newspapen' 

nsing profits gave rise to speciaiized job areas. each doing one of the many tasks that 

Day and Bennett had once performed themselves. For advertisers, gone were the days 
when they could content themselves with monthly ad submissions. With the circulation 

and cornpetition from rival advertisers increasing at such a dramatic rate. the placing of 

advertising became a daily event Bemett would on L January Lm be among the fim 
to make this transition. From then on, al1 ads would have to be submitted daily. 

Advertisers were more thm happy to accommodate these new demands. And 

they imposed some of their own. Manufactnren were often detennined that their ads 

ran next to news articles, not next to those of their cornpetitors. Advertising ageocies 

were quick to exploit their commercial clout In their eyes. there was no question as to 

which party held the reai reins of power. A trade journal in 1899 rernarked that "[a] 
newspaper should do everything within its power to bnng results to those who are 

using its columns'' (qtd in Baldasty 70). 

As questionable as some advertising was. the immediate benefits for the reader 

were numemus. Advdsers' soliciting consumers' input on their products imbued 

consumers with a sense that their opinions and participation were essential to the 

nation's economy. Pmducts would succeed or fait based on their performance, not on 

the reputation of the store owner. Also, advertisements made exciting reading. As Fred 

Hudson, then the managing editor for the New York World would remark, *[t]he ads 
form the most interesthg and practical city news. They are the hopes, the thoughts the 

joys. the plans, the shames, the losses, the mishaps, the fortunes, the pleasures, the 

miseries, the politics and the religion of the people" (qtd. in Schudson, News 43). 

Newspapers and national advertising ma& the purchase of baking soda seem an 

exciting way for women to participate in the new industrial society. Newspapen' 



increasing dependence on advertising wouid also complement one of the penny press' 
more enduring legacies: educating their readers. As McLuhan has o b m e d ,  "Al1 media 
that mixes ads with other programming are a form of 'paid leaming.' The sensational 

press was the forerunner of paid learning" CUnderstanding Media 206). 

Muekrakers and CoUege Boys - The New Journalists 

With the maturing of the penny press came a new breed of joumaiist. Now 

familiar with objectivity and the pyramid lead these new joumalists came in two 

varieties: the muckraker and the college boy. Both represented a sib-cant evolution 

from the dninkard of the 1830s. The rnuckrakers brou@ a dedication to urban and 

social reform: T h e  rnuckrakers were not only themselves instruments of reform. but 

their astonishing popularity was a symptom that the public was ripe for their message" 

(Hofstadter 353). The collegeeducated journalist brought a solid understanding of 

politics. English, philosophy and history. And as the press grew both in complexity 

and social import, such education was desirable. Whereas joumalists of the previous 

era had written for their paycheck and nothing more. the joumalist of the 1880s was 

more inclined to believe he was conducting a social expriment: "Reporters in the 1890s 

saw thernselves, in part. as scientists uncovering the econornic and politicai facts of 

industriai life more boldl y, more clearly , and more ' realistically ' than anyone had done 

before" (Schudson. News 71). It also was the p e n d  which saw the establishment of 

joumalism rnanuals and university courses. In LW, Pulitzer endowed the Columbia 

School of Journalism with $20,000 (McCollurn 7).  

The question of the appropriate education for aspiring joumaiists was a source 

of great de bate. On one side resided those such as Louisville Courier-Journal edi tor 

Henry Watterson, who favoured rd-world experience over the classroom: "Special 
instructions in artillery does not make a man a soidier. Nor will speciai knowledp of 

one department . . . make a man an editof' (qtd. in McCollum 7). On the other were 

edi ton such as Charles Dana and Joseph Pulitzer, the latter in particuiar believing that 

educated joumalists were essential for accurate, reform-rninded reporting: '-An able, 

disinterested, public-spiritecl press, with trained intelligence to know the rigbt and 

courage to do it, can preserve that public virtue without which the popular govemment 

is a sham and mockery" (qtd. in McCoIlum 10). 

The chief argument of those edi tors opposed to journalism courses was that 

good joumalists were born. not made. n e y  believed that a so-called nose for news 

was not something that couid be cultivated in the classmom (McCollum 8). Those on 



the opposite side of the debate constnicted a s m g  countering araurnent It was their 

view that the newsroom was hardly the ideal training b ~ ~ n d ,  as harried editors had 

little time to devote to rwkie reporten (McCollum 10). Edwin L. Shuman. one of the 

eartiesî joumalism educators, likened the situation to that of a musician, who "must 

stumble dong alone and leam only by repeated trial and failure" (qtd. in McCollum 9). 

W~th industrial American society p w i n g  ever more cornplex. many editors saw the 

need for journalists to be able to understand this complexity. Remarked Samuel 

Bowles. -A joumalist without perspective has no right to exist" (qtd in Dicken-Garcia 

2 13). More importantly. many saw joumalism's ill-defined social status and hazy 
definitions as precisely the incentive to study it in more depth. George Smalley. a U.S. 
correspondent for the London Times, advocated studying joumatisrn "to ascertain its 

true relation to social and political Me, and the ripht methods to be followed in its 

pursuit" (qtd. in McCollum 9). 

Press Criticism, 1850 - 1900 
Just as the publication of the New York Sun sparked the first flurry of 

American press criticisrn, so did the Civil War spark an increase in thinking about the 

d e  and the impact of the newspaper in the Amencan democratic society. Press 

criticism from 1850 until the end of the century further refined and clarified concepts 

that had been introduced in earlier writing. More important1 y, aitics discussed 

problerns that have remaineci until today: sensatiodsrn, partisanism and the profit 

motive. So disgusted was Godkin with the drive for profit that he once remarked: "If 
people of other cailings operated as did some newspeople 'soiel y wi th reference to 

profits.' civilized society could not hold togetherg' (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 187). 

In lS60. Lambert Wilmer published Our Press Gang, the first book devoted 

entirely to press criticism (Dicken-Garcia 166). In the years following the Civil War. 

the U.S. would see several Tirsts" in its press criticism. Richard Grant White would in 

1869 be the first to mention journalistic standards. cailing the newspaper "the brain of 

the comrnunity " and "the organ of its collective thought" ( Dicken-Garcia 158). 1 n 1889, 

W.S. Lilly made the first mention of journalistic ethics (Dicken-Garcia 158). Most 

important was the cornmon thread among al1 three wntings: bImplicit in a i i  such 
discussions was the belief that the press shaped public opinion" (Dic ken-Garcia 16 1 ). 

Ameriûans' attitudes towards the printed word haci changeci considerably in the 

years since the New York Sun. If not unanimously enthusiastic about the new 

journalism. critics' mordistic tone of earlier condemations had boreatly subsided: 



"Whether homfied or nervously amused, most stopped at the realization that such 

information had been cornmitteci to print, for it did not fit prevaiting notions of the 

printed word's function" (Dicken-Garcia 2%). What had not changed was the 

optimism with which Americans viewed the power of the press. Samuel Bowles. 

having already exhorted the virtues of the telegraph. praised the newspaper as "the 

instructor. the comcter, the stimulator of the age" (qtd. in DickenGarcia 158). 

m U y  as important was critics' realization that the newspaper was not o d y  an 

institution. but a social phenornenon. James Parton would in 1866 r e q g z e  that the 

newspaper was indeed a key element of the Amencan social contract: "Newspapers 

connecteci each individual with the puera1 life of mankind . . . Those who didn't read 

the newspaper couldn't be 'memben of the human familv'" (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 

158). 

One of the biggest problerns facing critin of this era was one that had existed 

since the party prrss: partisanism. Although the spread of the telegraph and the 

Associated Press had succeeded in freeing journalists from their party masten, 

newspapen were still k i n g  cnticized for portraying on1 y one side of a story . I t was a 

charge journalists themselves recognized Godkin in 1868 rernarked that 

[i]f. . . newspapers ody present . . . one side . . . . a 
* h a p  judpent"  may bè taken, -Gd an appearance of popular 
approval be secured for the tirne k i n g  for anything the "leaders" 
like to bring forward. But the public does not remain long 
content with this half-lmowledge. The question is gradually 
turned atound, and the other side is revealed . . . Then corne 
disîrust. dissatisfac tion. disgust. and reaction ( qtd. in Dicken- 
Garcia 176). 

The area of newspapering which saw the rnost spiriteci debate was that of 

sensationalism. Some New York newspapen, namely the New York Times, prided 

themselves for their sober tone. The Times' Adolph Ochs in 18% caLied his sheet '-a 

mode1 American newspaper, a mode1 high-standard daily journal. a mode1 for faimess. 

cleanliness, independence and enterprise, a welcome daily visitor in the homes of 

intelligent and respectable people" (qtd. in McCoHum 14). However. Ochs was in large 

measure preaching to the converted. Aithough he had rescued the Times' from 

bankniptcy, its circulation was nowhere near that of the more colourful papers such as 

the New York World. BushueIl lamented îhat stories of sex and scandal created "a taste 

fatal to dl the ethics of purity and honor" (qtd in Dicken-Garcia 201). while Boucicault 

accused newspapea of diverting readers' attention frorn more presshg pditical issues: 



"It became a rag picker when the nation was engaged in a geai political struggie" (qtd. 

in Dicken-Garcia 1s) .  

To these niticisms of sensarionalism, some prominent j o u d i s t s  also added 

their own. Godkin was strondy critical of both the World and the Journal for their 

"[g ] ross misrepresenration of the facts [andl deliberate i mention of tales" during the 

Spanish-American war (qtd. in McCollum 13). while Arnbrose Bierce. himself a 

reporter for the Journal, denounced his employers and their industry as king 
"conducted by rogues and duoces for dunces and rogues . . . faithful to nothing but the 

follies and vices of our system. They fetter the feet of wisdom and stiffen the prejudices 

of the ignorant. They are sycophants to the mob. tyrants to the individual" (qtd. in 

McCollum 15). 

Proponents of sensaiional reporting lauded its practitionen not so much for 

their enthusiastic use of adjectives. but for their motivation. As Arthur Brisbane 

descri bed, "Y ellow Joumalisrn is a war, war on hypocrisy , war against class 

privileges. especially war against the foolishoess of the crowd that will not think and 

will not use the weapon that it holds - the invincible ballot" (qtd. in McCollum 12). To 
support his argument. Brisbane cited James 1:22-25. a passage which encourages 

acting over rnerely listening: "You see that his faith and his actions were working 

together, and his faith made him completely wbat he did. And the scripture was fulfilled 

that says, 'Abraham believed God, and i t was m d i  ted to him as  ri phteousness.' and he 

was called God's friend. You see that a person is justified by what he does and not by 

faith done" ( 1483). 

Nearly a century later, McLuhan would also corne to the support of yellow 

journalism. As he viewed it. sensationalism was a strong element in nenspapen' 

building communities: "[vhe press yields the inside story of the commlmity in action 

and interaction. It is for this reason that the press seems to be perfonning iü function 

most when reveaiing the seamy side. Real news is bad news - bad news about 

somebody, or bad news for somebody" (Understandino Media 205). 

Another important element in later pnss criticism was the realization that 

journalkm was often a difficult. thankless occupation. Godkin would descri be 

reporthg "as demoralizing a business as a young man c o d d  enter," lamenting the fact 

that aspiring joumalists' enthusiasm and concern for society was in the eyes of so many 
newspaper owners devdued in favour of "spice, smartness and enterprise" (Dickeu- 
Garcia 199). The newspaper industry had become so standardized and demoralizing 

that day-&&y reporting resembled "sending carts out for loads of soi1 and mbbish to 



dump them al1 in a heap" (White, qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 200). Even Godkin. an 

enthsiastic supporter of reform-mindeci joumalism, lamenteci j ournaiists' need to 

"collect, condense and clothe [news] in lan,ouage to make it a ponderable, merchantable 

commodity" (qtd. in Dicken-Garcia 2 1 1). 

A sharp contras to eariier press criticism was the view that a good newspaper 

should let the reader make up his owo rnind regarding issues. Critics now recopized 

that newspapex content had made the transition from news as sexmon to news as 

information, a change brought on by the Civil War and by the spread of the telegraph. 

Critics were aiso quick to endorse the independence that these developments brought to 

journalism. In many critics' view, newspapers were now free to seek the tmth 

"regardless of consequences to parties, to schools, to corporations, to individuals. and 

. . . to the interests of the editor and the owners of the papa itself' (White, qtd. in 

Dicken-Garcia 2 1 1). 

Cntics still larnented the fact that such reporting reduced complex issues to 

stemtypeci contests. but Samuel Bowles deemed it "better to hear only one side, than 

to be daily lied to . . . The honesi reader may take our opinion on trust. . . But if he 
prefen, as he ought, to compare and weigh and strike the balance for himself. we are 

bond  to furnish him the raw materiais" (qtd in Dicken-Garcia 216). 

An important legacy of the later press critics was their arrival at a code of 

journalistic ethics. As Dicken-Garcia has obsewed, "[rJudiments of codes of conduct 

articulated by individuals of this era paved the way for further definition of appropriate 

journalistic conduct in the early twentieth century" (222). It was Melville E. Stone who 
put the first version to paper. Among its central tenets were: no pandering to 

*'unthinking" tastes; no sensationaiism to boost sales; an adequate division between 
news and advertising. accurate and fair reporting, combined with the ability to make 

apologies where necessary (q tb  in Dicken-Garcia 2 19). 
Since the publication of Benjamin Day's New York Sun in 1833. Americans 

never lost their enthusiasm for the potential of the press. Despite charges of 
sensationalism. immorality, corruption and vice, Americans held the power of the press 
as civilizing agent of Refom in hi& esteem. It was this optimism and faith in the 

power of the press that allowed journalists to establish their politicai independence and 

status as social institution, It would be this enthusiasm as weil that wouid lead to 

newspapers' k i n g  tbe key element in the establishment of the democratic 
consciousness. 



Io sum. what had begun as simple scandai sheets hand-printed with the express 

purpose of malong a profit evolved into the modem newspaper. Under the influence of 

the telegraph, newspaper writing transformed iwlf from personal observations. 

sermons and party rhetoric into a stanQrdized, impersonal, industrial and predictable 

product, designed to be read and understood by as many people as p s i  ble. Editors. 

for the most part, had directed their anentions away from party pronouncements and 

toward sex. crime and scandai that would attract a far p a t e r  number of readen. 

bumalists, forced for the fim tirne to speak with ordinary citizens, found they shared 

many of the same goals and aspirations as their readers. With the telegraph also came 

objectivity, which, though freeing joumalists from their party rnasten, reduced 

complex issues and events into simplistic, often distorted concepts. 

Newspaper organization had evolved from the one-man operations of Day, 
Bennett and Greely into the complex corporate structures of industry. No longer was 

the editor in charge of advertising, distribution and reporting. By 1900, the editor 

would find himself in a battle with the advertising desk as to defining the newspaper's 

true mission. It is a baîtle that continues to this &y. 

Newspaper readers also changed. The small. monied socid elite who received 

their party paper by subscription to read in the comfort of their own home had k e n  

gradually overtaken by the workingman, who bought his Sun or Herald on the Street 

for a penny. As entertaining newspapen evolved into educational newspapers. the 
workingman's sense of political enfranchisement also increased. Tne penny papen of 

Bennett and Day became so influentid that soon the monied aristocrats were buying 

them as well. 

What this created in America's newspaper readers was the democratic 

consciousness. 



CHAPTER THREE - CANADA CATCHES UP 
Introduction 

If it can be said that the establishment and rapid growth of the penny press in 

the United States was due in large part to the economic, social, political and 

technologkat changes taking place. it also can be said that its Canadiao counterpart 

developed aimost in the absence of nich changes. That the Toronto Star and the 

TomntoTelemam had, by century's end, attained a prominence in Canada similar to 

that enjoyed by the New York World in the US. is a testament more to the pioneen in 

Canadian joumalism, than to a new-found cornmitment to freedom of the press. While 
Day and Bennett were helped by a vibrant indusaial economy and a cornmitment to the 

spread of democracy. ihe erratic, tempestuous William Lyon Mackenzie was one of the 

few men working to brhg the sarne philosophy to Upper Canada through the pages of 

his Colonial Advocate. His rebellion against the colonial powers in 1837 was a 

desperate attempt to bring about ~sponsible govemment, not "out of a perverse hatred 

of British institutions. but because an i n m i g e n t  provincial oligarchy had denied thern 

the representative institutions that B titish colonists had corne to look on as their right" 

(Duffy 24). 

Nevertheiess, between 1830 and 1900, the Canadian press did p a s  through the 

same stages of development as the American press. That is. from a landscape of part). 

papers, through to George Brown's Globe, Canada's first "popular" paper, to the 

independent rnavencks such as EX. Sheppard's Toronto News, William Maclean's 
Tomnto Wortd and John Ross Robertson's T-. 

As in the United States, the independent penny papen had a similar effect upon 
the elite Party papers such as the Toronto Mail and the Toronto Emriire, both financed 

by backen of Conservative Rime Minister Sir John A. Macdonald. niese papen did 

not abandon their exhaustive coverage of politics, but when faced with cornpetition, 

even the Globe began mnning sports and business news. For George Brown. sound 

economic principles were as important to good citizenship as social pro,ms. 

Toronto's Humble Oligins 
To John Graves Simcoe, Canada's fmt Lieutenant Governor, establishing a 

vibrant press was not a hi gh priority w hen he founded the town of York. Rather. the 

future provincial capital was established as a simple military outpost to protect Upper 

Canada from American invasion. This utilitarian outiouk was evidenced as much by its 

housing (which resembled barrach) as its almost cornplete lack of municipal senices. 

Lacking the sirnplest paved roads. Toronto in the 1830s was still best approached by 



boat, and it was oot uncornmon for  townsfolk to lose their way in the forests oorth of 

what is now Bloor St A full urban infrastructure was decades away: 'The 

administration of govemment and dispensation of justice did not provide that stimulus 

in any part of the nineteenth century, but rather serveci to confi~rm the founding of a 

srnail town and to assure its continued existence . . . York. . . remained virtually a 

village for several decades" (Goùeen, VictorianToronto 48). 

To those residents fafiliar with progressive Amencan cities, York's status as a 

"stagnant backwater" was a constant source of imtation. Many of York's residents, 

United Empire Loyalists who had k e n  dnven out of the Thirteen Colonies after the 

Amencan Revolution, had given up a geat deai to remain loyal to the British crown. To 
those settlen l e s  interested in Upper Canada's colonial stanis, however, the fact that a 

heavy rain turned much of the town into a bog was equally fcu~trating: The  situation 

seemed ail the worse by contrast with the young United States . . . The optimism and 

the progres and the very numbers of the people in the frontier States provided a 

dramatic cootran to the stagnation of Upper Canada, and in the eyes of the d i ~ s a t i ~ e d  

serveci as a constant reproach" (Kilbourn 26). 

Nor was this situation bound to improve any time soon. Executive power in 

Upper Canada rested in the han& of the Family Compact, a tightiy-knit association of 

wealthy families and Anglican clergy, few of whom displayed an interest in popular 

sovereignty. W l e  it is hue that Upper Canada ôoasted a Legislative Assembly to 

which rnernben were duly elected. their concems were rarely acted upon by the 

Executive Council. Members of the Executive Corncil were not elected, but appointed 

by , and accountable to the Lieutenant Governor, who took orders directly from Britain. 

Simply put, the machinery that would allow someone from outside this clique to 

infI uence i ts decisions did not exi st: 

This lack of opportunity for acîual participation in locd 
govemment meant a lack of oppominity for that orderly clash of 
opinion and eventuai compromise w hich distinguishes English- 
speaking communication in generai today . There was a lack of 
oppomuiity for corning into the open and uttering what the old 
Greeks called "The word said into the rniddle" (Landon 157). 

This political paralysis, while &neficial to the rnembers of the Family Compact, 

was a source of constant cornplaint from rnembers of the Legislative Assembly. In 
addition, their refusai to sully their han& with municipal improvements did little to 

increase Toronto's stature: "By the appropriation of the public lands, the Compact not 

only robbed the Commonwealth, but. . . obstructd settiement and retarded the 



prognss of the country. It enhanced its unpopularity by giving itself social airs . . . 
through the account of its grand mansions" (Smith 88). 

In addition to holding the political reins in Upper Canada. the Family Compact 

also controlled al1 the colony's business interests, its pst  office and its judicial system. 

In contrast to the egalitarian and accessible marner in which land was granted in the 

U.S., public lands in Upper Canada were the exclusive property of the Compact. As a 

result, famers were forced to pay rent on land they viewed as their own. This placed a 

heavy burden of the taxes for local improvements on settlers' own shoulders, instilling 

in them a geat  sense of injustice (i(i1boum 45). In his Rewrt on the Affairs of British 

North Amerka, delivered in 1839, Lord Durham observes: 

mbe whole of the public lands have been deemed 
property of the Crown, and the whole of the administration for 
disposinp of them to individuais . . . has been conducted by 
o f i c e a  of the Crown . . . P]t is either very difficult or next to 
impossible for a person of no infiuence to obtain any of the 
public land. . . Every where needless delays have harassed and 
exasperated applicants: and every where . . . pros favountism 
has prevailed in the disposal of public lands. [This is] but a part 
of the evils, grievances and abuses, of which Your Majesty's 
subjects in the colonies justly cornplain, as having arken from 
maiadministration in this department (qtd. in Earl76). 

While in retrospect i t is easy to cri ticize tbe Family Compact for running the 
province much like a private fiefdom, one must consider the political climate in Upper 

Canada in îhe y e m  following the Amencan Revolution. The War of 18 12 was still 

fresh in many peoples' mincis, and in Upper Cana& as well as in Britain, democracy 

was synonymous with mob de. Consequently, a push toward populady elected 

officiais was not likely to be greeted with auy degree of enthusiasm: "After the war, as 

Tories and mernbea of the Family Compact, the Loyalists n a d y  associated 

democracy with treasou. They regarâed the arriva1 of American democratic ideals in the 

new Parliament Buildings with as much enthusiasm as they had watched American 
soldiers set fire to the old ones" (Kilboum 27). 

Loyalism and Anti-Amerieanism 
To better understand the history of the press in Upper Canada. it is necessary to 

examine the Luyalist ethos: its origins, its tenets and the influence it exerted on ibe 

colony 's imagination. Loyaiism dominated the Upper Canadian imagination almost 

from the colony's foundation. The image of the moral, sober and respectable subject of 

the British m w n  has its origins in Colonial Arnerica. As revolutionary fever wept the 



mrteeo Colonies. the Loyalists were conspicuous by their desire to remain aloof from 

the confiict: 

They attempted no purges of colonial legislative 
assernblies where strange and seditious doctrines were preached. 
destmyed no printing presses screaming of royal conspiracies 
against colonial freedoms and the right of al1 men to choose their 
own govemoa . . . Instead, they replied rationally or satincally 
to the pamphleteers, made mild witticisms in the face of 
terrorists [and] beseeched the authorities for more protection 
( M y  14). 

However, the Luyalists' predilecûon for decomm was no match for Revolution. 

Forced from their homes by a violent tide of Republicanisrn, the Loyalists brought to 

Upper Canada mernories of humiliation and defeat. As DufTy ~counts.  their experience 

of the war was not one of professional rnilitary standards, but of crop bumings. 

midnight beatings and underground prisons: T o  endure defeat in this kind of 

immediate, personalized war was to d e r  gailing humiliation" ( M y  18). In the 

Loyalists' view. the Amencan Revolution had destroyed their covenant with the British 

crown and replaced it with decadent rnob rule. This impmssion was strengthened by 

Americans' attitudes towards the L o y a l i ~ :  T h e  victors viewed their one-time 

opponents as reprobates and traiton to a self-evidently just and noble cause. Even . . . 
Geaed Washington sought nothing for the Loydists but dispossession and dimissal, 

. . . thou* not More they had been spoiled of every possession their opponents couId 

mgab" ( M f y  20). 

Many Loyalists were forced to leave cornfortable and prosperous lives, despite 

their being sympathetic to some of the principles driving the American Revolution. The 

centrai thernes of the Declaration of Independence - a synthesis of Roman 

Republicanism and Enghsh Liberalisrn - were not antithetical to the Loyalists' own 

political beliefs: "A p t  many English-speaking persons beiieved in one or two of 

them. It was the new arrangement. the linkage of previously separate ideas, that came 

as a shock" ( M y  L6). 

The Loyalists' flight to Upper Canada required their creating a myth th& could 

sustain their energies in their new surroundings. The Loyalists viewed themselves as 

keepers of the covenant with God and Kùig, as those who sought to preserve decorum 

and order against the u d y  American mob. in fashioning this myth, however, the 

Loyaliçts were forceci into an uncornfortable retationship toward their American 

heritage. It was impossible for them to completely ignore their former homeland, due 

either to familial ties or simple geography . Nevertheless, the literature of Upper Canada 
works to stress the Loyalists' un-Amencan traits: "If there were such a thing as a 



Loydist mentality, one aspect of it would have been a certain hesitancy about 

acknowledging one's American mots. A person may overcornpensate for the similarity 

of his ongins to his opponents by denying any eventual resemblance (Duffy 25). 

The Loyalists came to view their expulsion as possessing a Christian 

dimension. They had lost oot o d y  their homes, but a promised land (Duffy 9). In their 

new Eden of Upper Caoada, salvation would corne at the han& of the British 

authorities who provided them with shelter and supplies to begin anew. For the 

Loyalists, these material g d s  were rewards for their loyalty to Bntain and the value it 

placed on civility: 

The covenant made possible a land perched precariously 
between a wildemess on one hand and an aggressive enemy on 
the other. What seemed a political and geographical impossi bili ty 
could be preserved only by adhering to the pact. Here stood a 
land and a degree of prosperity stemrning not from conquest and 
enslavement, but h m  the toi1 of those who had irnproved the 
empire thai nurtured them [and gave] an ideal of civic behaviour 
which set &hem apart from the oath-breakers to the south. 
Canada was perilous and unique because it depended upon 
mutuality, trust. and cohesion in the face of a continental power 
acknowledging no laws but its own . . . and powerless to 
impress upon its citizens proper standards of behaviour (hrffy 
8) 

The Loydist myth was further strengthened by the War of 1812. Isaac Bmck's 
victory over the U.S. at Queenston Heights brought Upper Canada neither fame nor 

territory. but instead symbolized the Loyalist values of grit and perseverance (Duffy 

23). Bmk's  victory also strengthened the Christian dimension of the Loyalist 

expenence. Having sufTeRd agony and defeat at the han& of republican America. the 

Loyalist victory at Queenston added the principle of resumction ( D m  23). Even 

General Brock a good, but personail y unremarkable soldier. came to be viewed as a 

martyr for the Loydist cause: "The very fact of survival vindicated the Loyalist 

pnnciples" (Duffy î3). 

As newspapen in Upper Canada had yet to attain a significant level of mass 

influence. the Loyalist myth was first disseminated through the colonial literature. 

According to Duffy , the values inherent in Loyalism fit the li terary imagination of the 

time: "The romantic and cultural creed that swept the West at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century could view these exiles with particutar affection both as outsiders 

and as intrepid citizens - defenders of a threatened state. An optirnistic pattern had been 

salvaged from tragic materialn (DufS 28). The Romantic nature of the Loyalist 

experience suited perfectly its Christian dimension. By combining Chnstianity and 



Romantic overtones. the Loyalists were able to portray themselves in the colonial 

foiklore as the despised yet true inheritors of North Amenca (Duffy 28). 

This rnythology was viewed as protection against the encroachment of 

American values in Upper Canada. After the Amencan Revolution and the War of 

1812, the stability provided by the British flag was a welcome relief. As Dldfy 
recounts, the scars of the Loyalists' defeat and their heahg under the shelter of the 

irnperial authorities produceci a "pervasive allegiance to the crown and a deep dislike for 

its enemiesw ( M y  20). 

Another important element in the Loyalist myth was its emphasis on social 

cohesion and class harrnony. This was based on their desire to re-establish their social 

vision in Upper Canada. In contrast to the social hierarchy imposed by the F a d  y 

Compact, "Loyalism cut across class lines . . . [Nlo great disprïties of occupation or 

social station made them easily i d e n ~ a b l e  to each other" (Ddfy 15). In practical t e m .  

Loyalists were faced with the difficult task of absorbing Amencan influences such as a 

free press without succurnbing to Republican ideals. The Loyalist rnythology was such 

that i t was easy to either dismiss or brand as a trai tor those sympathe tic to these ideas. 

It is in the writings of Mazo de la Roche that one fin& the most succinct 

expression of the Loyalists' need for social cohesion. According to Duffy . the 

Whi teoak famil y of her Jdna series represents a stable, harmonious famil y w hose 
idyllic existence is constantly threatened by outside influences. Most often these are 

such American concepts as individualism and materialism. The Whiteoaks are inward- 

looking and self-sdficient. emphasizing such Loyalist virtues as stability and 

continui ty . The fact that their home is located in the forest is a h  significant. According 

to Didfy , Jdna represents 

an imaginary kingdom in which the threats posed to 
social Face by appetite and individualism could be safely 
absorbed and contained . . . so long as the house stands. the 
pleasure principle . . . and the pursuit of it  never becornes 
wholly destructive. II]t is called a paradise, one in which the 
snake of vitdity c m  be accomrnodated withoutfatal disruption 
(Duffy 87)- 

The byalist myth aiso could be found in those ~ o n ~ p g a t i o n s  outside the 

Anglican church. Lutherans. Catholics and Methodists ail had established churches in 

Upper Canada weli before the rise of the Family Compact ( M f y  23, and had littie use 

for Bishop Strachan's plans to build a privately-nm Anglican state on Canadian soil. 

However, the Loyalist principles would be CO-opted by Strachan and the Family 
Compact to justify their lavish existence and their control over colonial &airs. Whereas 

the Loyalists wished to remain faithful to King and Empire, the Farnil y Compact 



wanted colonists to defer to its own authority. Whereas Loyalism cut across class lines. 

the Family Compact wished to establish their own aristocracy (Kilbourn 3 1 ). To 
achieve this, the Compact raised the spectre of the "low grovelling principles of 

dernocracy" (Kilbourn 161) to justify their contrd of the colony: 

Loyalty rather than Loyalism becme the oligarchs' 
watchword; the two words suunded close enough to the elite to 
appear as the colony's founders. Their rhetoric. the formulas 
they employed for puro@ng their enemies, emphasized that it was 
they themselves who were particularly loyal . . . with social 
dissenters easiiy iabeled as disloyal Amerkanizen of the colony 
(Duffy 24). 

M e t h d s m  and the Demoeratic Impetus 
Udike the predominantly secular mots of the Amencan press, the evolution of 

the Canadian press was played out against a strong backdrop of clashing religious 

denominations. While the Anglican cburch stressed deference and stability, Methodisrn 

and the Resbyterianism of Mackenzie and Brown provided much of the fuel for 

Canada's d e m m t i c  progress. The influence exerted by Methodism on the Canadian 
press owes as much to its doctrines of compassion as to its democratic structure. 

Udike the centdiring, authontarian structure of the Angiican church. Methodisrn was 

better-suited to the frontier of Upper Canada. It offered regional conferences and an 

itinerani clergy. The latter point is of particular interest. as a variety of ministen 
allowed for more than one interpretation of the scriptures - diering interpretations of 

the truth. Also important was the emphasis Methodists placed on group participation in 

church activities. 

Equally important to Methodism's influence on the colony's democratic 

evolution were its adherents. Although its congngation included those of British 

ancestry, they had M e  use for the Angiican church: T h e  Loyalists . . . wan ted nothing 

to do with what they considered the disorderliness. the militant dernocracy of U.S. 
governent and society . This had not however made them pine for a church and 

aristocracy" (Duffy 25). Upper Canada's Methodist congregation was made up Iargely 

of farmers, unskilled labourers, merchants, innkeepers, teachers and radicals, many of 

whom were opposed to the Anglican social hierarchy. It was these people who would 

read the Colonial Advocate , and it was these people who would make up the core 

readership of papers such as the T e l e m ,  the News and the Star. And while 

maintaining a social hierarchy was in the best interests of the Anglican church. "to 

becorne a member of [the Methodisq churcb was to some extent to lose caste . . . There 

were very few professioual men and none who were weaithy" (Goheen. Victonan 



Toronto 234). Aiso, the absence of class distinctions seen in Upper Canada's 

Methodist congregation further strengthewd the Loydist e h .  

I t  was among Upper Canada's Methodist congregation that the idea of popular 

democracy first tmk holb- "[Its adherents] represented the growing ~ t i o n a l i m  of the 

Canadian fmntier, just as they represented its restiess democracy in their resentrnent at 

the privileges and ciaims of the Engiish church" (Creighton 219). When viewed in this 
m m e r ,  it is not difficult to see how these principtes of group participation and 

flexibility affected peoples' attitudes towards the press. 

"The People" 
The social landscape d Upper Canada in the 1830s was polarized between the 

innilar worid of the Family Compact and the working classes. It was this latter grooup 
who m a t  eagerty ernbraced the promise of a free press and popular sovereignty 

The notion of the Press had been inextricably linked to 
the notion of popular sovereignty. The naive yet splendid trust in 
the efficacy of unrestrained debate and the rabionality of the 
common man was eventually sanctified by . . . "On Liberty," 
wbich was really an elaboration of beliefs alreadjr- cornmonplace 
throughout the British and American worlds (Rutherford, 
Canadian Media 26). 

Also, this group was bound together in a social contract entirely different from 
that being fashioned by the Family Compact. Thein was tempered by the experience of 

the frontier, of carviog out a m e q p  existence from the wildemess of Upper Canada It 

was an experience that ctosely mirrored that of settiers in the U.S.: ''The frontier 
imposed a demorracy of its own and allowed a certain freedorn to those who did not 

choose to be governeci by an aristocracy . . . The idea of an arïstocracy lent itself 

entirely too readily to ridicule [and] abusew (Kilboum 32). 
As restrictive as the laws in Upper Canada were (the colony's laws regarding 

freedorn of the press were decades bebind both the U.S. and England). the colony still 
enjoyed a free exchange of ideas. The colonial press certainly contributeci to this. but 

the success of debate was due in large part to the colony ' s smaU size and i ts proximity 
to the U.S. Upper Canada at the time of the rebellion was smd enough that news could 
stiil travel via persona1 contact. The free exchange of ideas envisioned by LS. Miii was 

mediated as much through the press as through the tavems and hotels dong the border: 
"In the records of travel of the tbirties, there are constant references to the inns and to 

conversations with strangers, and also mentions of evenings spent about the fireside 
with much debate and discussion" (Landon 157). In this respect, albeit nearly by 



default. Upper Cana& was very mucb an oral culture - a key element for the foundation 

of a democratic consciousness. 
1 t was during these discussions (in addition to the Methodist influence) that the 

idea of popular sovereignty took hold in Upper Canada. Fwled by a nurnber of Upper 

Canadian radicals and itiaerant Amcricans, the famers and labouren of Upper Canada 
fashioned a political consciousnws very similar to that k i n g  practiced in the US.: 
'Their cnisade was the cnisade of the mmmon man against the powerful individual and 

the great corporation . . . which was sweeping the western American sbtes and had 

inspire- the election of Andrew Jackson to the presideocy" (Creighton 233). 

The Colonial Press 
Joumalism in Upper Canada in 1830 was a frapented sporadic and haphazard 

venture. S M n g  a journal was nlatively inexpensive, but maintainhg it was 

cousiderabl y more difficult. The j o d i s t i c  iandscape during the L 830s  was made up 

largely of specialized trade journals, weeklies and ui-weeklies with meagre subscription 

lis& and a weak distribution system. In addition, the papers were unpredictabte in their 

content. Most often one-man operatious, they offered readen a sampling of the editor's 

own cunosities and eccentricities rather than any standardized definition of news. As 

Susannah Moodie would illustrate, early Canadian journalism consisted of "[a] strange 

mix of politics, religion, abuse and general information" (qtd in Rutherford, Canadian 
Media 13). Most irnportantl y, the rnajdty of the colonial papers were aimed at the 

literate inhabitants of the colony. 

WiUiPm Lyon Mackenzie 

The most energetic and influentid spokesmen for popular sovereipty and 

Responsible goverrunent in Upper Canada was William Lyon bhcke~e .  A 

traosplanted Scottish Presbyterian, M a c k e ~ e ' s  youth was shaped by qua1 doses of 

Scottish p ~ d e ,  Presbyterian rnorality and crushing poverty. In short, he was the 

anti thesis of Bishop S trachan's ideal colonis t: 

Mackenzie was proud of the humble independence in 
which he was raised. It taught him contempt for those who 
made their way up in the worid by being p lea~a~l t  He felt an 
almost physical loatbhg for people whose wealth or power 
was derived from what he chose to cal1 'YaWRing and 
cringing in the right tircles." . . . His greatest respect was 
reserved for thuse arnmg the common people who even in 
advertking had not allowed a good name to tum prmtitute 
(Kilboum 13). 



As enamoured as he was of the Amencan political system, Mackenzie was not 

interested in political union with the republic. Mackenzie was an ardent Canadian 
nationalist decades before Codederation. In the pages d his Colonial Advocate , fim 

published at Queenston on 18 May 1824, Mackenzie prornoted his vision of a purel y 
Canadi an repu blic: 

Ask a Caoadian - Would you desire an established 
church; the rninisten to be paid by the state? He will reply, 
No, no; let dl denominations be eqiial . . . The eiection of 
your own justices of the peace? Yes. The control of your 
own wild lands and other revenue? Undoubtedly. Cheap 
economical govemment? Yes. The electioo of your own 
governom? Ay. Of your legislative councilors? Ay. Well 
then, would you not also wish to be joined to the United 
States? No, never! (qtd in Kilbourn 121). 

Nor did Mackenzie despise his colonial masters in England - w hile defending 

himself in a libel trial he quoted at length the speeches of Engiish parliamentarians 
(Kilboum 81). Mackeruie based his virulent criticism of the Family Compact on the 

belief that it was they aione who were responsible for stalling Upper Canada's 
development and perpetuating the poverty of its inhabitants: "He believed . . . that the 

members with power and privilege, by holding back the development of the country in 
their own selfish interests, were responsible for that poverty . . . On top of that. the 

very existence of the FamÏiy Compact represented an affront to his o m  family pride" 

(Kilbourn 22). 

It was not simply the materid poverty of Upper Canada that so angered 

Mackenzie: it was the intellecttd poverty as well. While education was available for 
chiidren of the Family Compact, universal education did not arrive in Upper Canada 
until the 1880s. Mackenzie, who had read over 900 books before setting foot on 
Canadian soi1 (Kilbourn 18). decrieû the lack of public libraries in the colony. In 
addition, he viewed the founding of Upper Canada College as a plot by the Family 
Compact to s-gthen its hold on the wlony's political imagination (Kilboum 115'). 

Mackenzie was well aware of the importance of the printed word, and constantly 

stresseci the need for an educated electorate: T h e  question of whether a people should 
be Educated is the same as wheiher a people should be happy or miserable, iiberated or 

oppressedm (qâd. in Kitboum 1 15). In spite of the colony 's regressive postal tariffs and 
constant personal debt, Mackenzie devoted much of his energies to educathg the 
colony hiniself: "He believed [the printed word J to be the great educator in al1 virtue, 



and the sure means of stirring men to a fight for social justice . . . Books. pamphlets. 

collections of quotations. he was to disperse. bruadside, by the thousands upon his 

Upper Canadian public because they were 'efficient weapons in the haods of free men'" 

(Elboum 19)- 

To his passion for education and his strong moral sense, Mackenzie added a 

fervour for dernocracy and a free press. An admirer of Andrew Jackson. Mackenzie 

was determined to spread the gospel of social and political equality in Upper Canada. 

Mackenzie believed that "[gJovemmeot was a sacred trust to be administered on behalf 

of the people" (Creighton 236), and one of the most effective ways of bnnging this 

about was through a free press. In his Colonial Advocate of 26 January 1832. he 

writes: "Remember, that wherever the Ress is not free the people are poor abject 

degraded slaves, that the Ress is the Iife. the safeguard. the very heart's blood of a free 

country; the test of its worth, its happiness, its civilization" (qtd. in Rutherford, 

Canadian Media 25). 

In this respect, Mackenzie's political thinking was not as outiandish as it may 

have appeared. His opinions regarding the role of the press and democracy were rooted 

in both the U.S. Constitution and English liberdism. His vision of responsible 

government was direaly linked to parliamentary tracfi tions k ing practiced in Engiand. 

and his views of democracy as a Cod-given right were enshrined in the American 

Declaration of Independence. It was on the 60th annivenary of its signing, 4 July 

1836, that Mackenzie began printing the Constitution, witb the stated purpose of 

"preparing the public mind for nobler actions than our tyrants dream or (qtd. in 

Kilbom 159). Like his heroes Joseph Hume and J. S. MiIl, Mackenzie saw 

democracy as a conduit to the divine - a theory postuiated by philosophers such as Jean 

Jacques Rousseau: The emergence of the modem state. Rousseau argued, was an 

integral part of the history of need, a necessary coosequence of both luxury and 

inequality . . . The history of the state is therefore part of the history of man's 

alienation, his loss of a once undivided nature" (Ignatieff 1 17. 

As simple as these goals were, however, Mackenzie's publications were not 

easy reading, pariicularly for the farmers and labouren whose support he so eagerly 

sought. His Colonial Advocate was filled with len-&y sermons and libertarian essay S. 

For the uneducated reader. the road to political enlightenment was a long and arduous 

one: "By the standards of the yeUow press . . . it had aii the pacing of a three-volume 

Victorian novel. It took an evening, not a glace,  to do justice to the front page" 

(Kilbourn 36). Nor did the Advocate boast any pretense of entertainment The notion 



that one would read a newspaper for amusement was stiU decades away. For the 

colonial reader, politics was the only topic availabte: "As for comics. crime, gossip, 

pictures and sports, one must be satisfied with more political fine print and an ditorid 

or two. But then politics in those &y had something of the character of those things put 
togethe? (Ki lbom 41). 

Nor did Mackenzie's publications boat  any dedication to objectivity or 

journalistic ethics: "Once he laid hands on good copy he was incapable of restraint" 

(Kilboum 39). The nature of Mackenzie's career is ntch that it is impossible to separate 
his politics €rom what he printed in his newspapers. In this respect, Mackenzie fit the 

mold of the colonial journaList. Joumalism in Upper Canada had yet to attain either the 

sustained social impact or the expensive machinery that would eventually trander a 

large part of the editor's power to the advertking depariment Where Mackenzie 
Mered from other colonial joumalists was his political independence and the vigour 
with which he promoted the double-barreleci notion of a free press and popular 

sovereignty: "Tories! Pensioners! Placemen! Rofiigates! Orangemen! Churchmen! 

Brokea! Gamblers! Parasi tes! allow me to congratulate you. Y our feet are at last on the 

peoples' aecks" (qtd. in Kilbourn 159). Mackenzie did, however. possess many of the 

traits of laterjoumalists and editors such as Job Ross Robertson: "He had it in his 
blood to stir things up and to do so as public1 y as possible. He was the most unselfish 
of idealists - he also was a bom muckraker and scandal-rnonger" (Kilbourn 23). 

Despite his lack of traditional journalistic ethics, Mackenzie did embody many 

of the traits that that were to be the hallmarks of the penny press. Although elected to 

the Legislative Assernbly on the side of Reform, he often professed independence and 

was quick to find fault with his own party and the Tories alike. His cnticisms were so 

fierce that on four occasions he found himseff ejected from the House. His concerns 

were oot those of his fellow rnernbers. but those of the farmers and labourers. Growing 
up in niral Scotland, "[hie was weil equipped to understand their lot with a sensitive 

but unsentimental accuracy" (Kilboum 15). Despite the lack of decent roads around 
Toronto, he actively sought the opinions of those living on the town's outskirts as well 

as those Living within the city. 

Tbe Colonilil Press' Failares 

As instrumentai as the colonial press was in spreading the gospel of popular 

demorracy and rrsponsible govemment, it never attained the status of a mass medium. 

This is tme for i ts circulation as well as for its social impact. Its content was too 



eccentnc and its distribution too weak to fonn any lasting notion of s i a i  ccmtrol 

(Rutherford, CanadianMedia 36). In addition. Upper Cana& in the 183ûs was still too 

sparsely populated, its ecooomy too dependent on raw materials extraction and on the 

shippiog interests of Montreal to foster any signifïcant middle class More importantly, 

its administration was still in the hands of appointed off~cials. The activities of 

Mackenzie had succeeded in removing much of the stigma from the notion of 

responsible govemment, but this had not yet been translated into anything resembling i t 
in the legistature. The colonial government still offered its  inhabi tan& little oppominity 

to participate in local affain. 

One stigma still in place, however, was that of catering to the working classes. 

Excepting the six new spapers Mackenzie started during his lifetime, the colonial press 

had subscribed large1 y to the dominant Victorian bourgeois ethos so heavily promoted 

by the Family Compact: "The wave of popularization after the mid- 1830s may have 
given birth to the p ~ y  paper and modified an earlier pattern of joumalism but it had 
receded More substantiaily altering the bourgeois nature of the press . . . No more 

than a few joumals really tried for long to cater to the tastes of the lower orders 

(Rutherford, Canadian Media 29). 

The colonial press ais0 had littie effect on attitudes toward a free press. Two of 
the participants in the 1837 Rebellions were hanged, and Mackenzie escaped only by 

fleeiog into the woods and across the border into New York state. And whiie it is true 

that the two men were executed for treason. John Beverly Robinson atîributed their 

motivation to a free press: "It is one of the numerable consequences of the abuse of 

liberty. that a licentious press is permitted to poison the public mind with the most 

absurd and wicked misrepresentations. which the ill-disposed without inquiry, receive 

and act upon as tniths" (qtd. in Rutberforci. Canadian Media 1 ). 

The Colonial Press' Successes 

In spite of al1 this, the colonial press did lay the groundwork for Upper 

Caaada's ernerging democratic consciousness. Combined with the lively discussions 

taking place in the tavems and hotels in Toronto and other points dong the border, the 
colonial press. specifically the Colonial Advooite, did impart the notions of popular 

sovereignty and a free press that were to be the hallmarks of the peoples' press. The 

colonial press existed at a time w hen Upper Caosdian society was transfonning i tself 

from an orai culture into a written one - newspapers such as the Colonial Advocate and 

the Constitution put down on paper the ideas th& were being discussed in person: 'The 



early newspaper and its politics made democracy possible at the levei where it matters 

most - the exchange of ideas in the neighbourhood, the serious but not solemn 
conversation among fnends" (Kilboum 36). 

The domaio of the colonial press was strictly politics As the colony was 

lacking in popular entertainment such as sports and theatre, the political arena was the 

sole source of amusement and drama for the colony's inhabitants This, however, was 

beneficial to the newspaper readers. Such a heavy focus on politics was necessary in 

the early days of Canadian democracy, when the idea of public participation in 

govenunent was lwked upon as  heretical and treasonous: 

The newspapeis concentration upon political Life had 
stripped bare the mystery which had surrounded govemment. 
No longer could the off~cids pretend politics was a game only 
for the genteei and the pnvileged . . . As well, the press reports 
of parliamentary speeches brought the assembly into a much 
cioser contact wi th the electorate. The assern bl y became . . . the 
representative of the popular will . . . The way was paved for 
responsible govemment (Rutherford, Canadian Media 20). 

Another important legacy of the colonial press was its emesging national 

consciousness. Canada's political future was - and continues to be - a source of endless 
editorials and colums. Editors of every major Canadian paper that followed - whether 

a party organ or an independent - were faced with the challenge of shaping the future of 

the country: '+The press had added the national idea to the pantheon of principles, 
including liberty. pnvate property. and the British connection. which coostituted the 

Canadian orthodoxy" (Rutherford, Canadian Media 353. What is ironic about these 

principles is that liberty and private property came not from England. but from the U.S. 

Canada in Transition, 1850 - 1%80 

In the years following the Act of Union of 1841. Canada underwent its most 

pmfound changes since the amival of the Loyalists. The most sigmficant of these 

advances were in business and transportaion. two areas which would have a profound 

influence on the Press. It was during this pend that Canada's first successfui daily 
newspaper, the Globe, appeared. 

On 16 May 1853, the first passenger train in Upper Canada made its inaugural 

trip, from Tor011to to Simcoe. in the following years, the country was to see its rail 
system expand at an impressive rate. The Grand Tnuik had connecteci Sarnia to Maine 

by 1859, the Great Western linked Hamilton to Windsor and Toronto by 1855, the 
same year that the Northwestern joined Toronto to Coiliogwood. By 1900, Canada 



would h a s t  17,600 miles of track, compared to a rnere 2,000 miles in 1860. 

(Rutherford, Victorian Auîhoritv 10) As Peter Goheen observes, the railway was a key 

factor in Toronto's economic ascendancy: "[lit psented  Toronto with new 
opportuni ties to exploit its long appreciated gmgraphical position and i t s  newl y- 
developed relationship with the Canadian West, with New York. and with Ontario" 

CCurrents 218). 

But the expansion of Canada' s railways carried  percussions that transcended 

economics. As much as Prime Minister John A. Macdonald would view the railways as 

the key to Canada's political and economic independence, any progress in this direction 

would be large1 y superficial- Lacking the economic resources to fund the project i tself. 
Canada was forced to depend on Amencan entrepreneurs to build its national railway. 
This influx of Amencan dollars sîarted the irreparable linking of Canada's economic 

interests to the U.S. (Moffett 56). 

Such advances in transportation also had a simcant impact on the 

transmission of ideas between the two countries. As Goldwin Smith observeci at the 

üme, the transportation revolution facili tated not onl y the shipment of grain between the 

hvo countries, but of ideas as well. This was not brought about by any government 

initiative. but simply by someone's leaving a newspaper on the train: 'Trains between 

Buffalo and Detroit p a s  through [St Thomas1 every day: the newspapers of either 
[city] could be read at the breakfast table, and the resident of St. Thomas could go to 

either place in the moming and corne home the same evening" (qtd in Moffetf 66). 

Developing at the same time as Canada's rail system were Toronto's large 

commercial interests. The founding of the Toronto Locomotive Works, the city's first 

large-scale factory. in 1852 (Goheen, Victorian Toronto BO), was followed by the 

establishment of the Toronto Board of Trade in 1856, the Imperid Bank of Commerce 

in 1867. and Eaton's department store in 1869. The establishment of the Toronto Stock 

Exchange in 1818 marked the city's evolution from a military outpost to an increasingiy 
important commercial centre. 

The city 's population also was expanding at a rapid rate. The number of 

newcomers to Toronto had already increased by 500% between 1833 and 1851 

(Goheen, VictorianToronto 52)' and by 1857 Toronto would see an inilux of 155.000 

more immigrants. (Rutherford, VictorianAuthori& 10) The rnajority of these 
newcomers were from rural Canada, seeking employment in the growing derical, 
building and rransport industries. 



This influx did not, therefore. geatly alter the religious or ethnic character of 

the city. In 1843, four out of every five residents were Protestant (Caretess, Brown 

30). The majority of newwmers to the city were overwhelmingiy of British ancestry, 
fmding camaraderie in the aiready established Engiish, Swttish and Irish communities: 
"In 1850 the institutions and the prejudices of the English Amencans were visible and 

i rnportant. The immigrant groups had not yet achieved any sîmilar status" (Goheen, 

Victorian Toronto 57). 

Aithough on its way to becoming an important econornic centre, Toronto was 

still in many respects a frontier settlement. Aside from the stately rnansions of the 

Family Compact and the sbops dong King Street, there was little to suggest the city's 

as were p w i n g  prospenty. Sidewalks d l 1  consisted chiefly of wooden planks. and pi, 

stili a commoa sight in many neighbourhoods. Despite its population in 1843 standing 

at 16,000 (CareIess, Brown 25), 

[r Jough board shanties disfigured the laneways: withui 
them. d d e n  brawls and knifings were a not infrequent 
occurrence. The city had inadquate water supply. five regdar 
police constables. and more than a hundred taverns and licensed 
premises . . . It was in rnany ways uncouth, untidy. and ill- 
built, a town stiil close to the frontier, ùoth in character and 
geography (Careless, Brown 26). 

Many of the reasons for Toronto ' s l e s  than refined character were the same as 

those that had so infuriated Mackenzie - citizens' ioability to infiuence municipal &airs, 

and the unwilIingness of authorities to initiate d o m s .  The Act of Union had resolved 

some of the probiems facing Upper and Lower Canada; however, the country was no 

closer to establishing responsible govermnent as was practiced in Britain. The re-named 

Canada West was still govemed by a Govemor General, whose policies were enacted 

not by a parliament. but directly by his ministen. Refomers insisted that responsi ble 
governent would not be achieved until the position of Governor-General was changed 

to a constitutional monarch, and tme executive power lay with Canadian ministers 
(Careless, Brown 29). Nor was the question of the country's future any clearer. 

Opinions regardhg the administration of Canada ranged from d e  by an English 
oligarchy to cornplete independence with an elected Canadian head of state. Others were 

content to live halfway between the two (Careless, Brown 29). 

Added to this were ever-present tensions between Toronto's religious 

communities, transplanted from Britain onto Canadian soil. Irish Protestants clashed 

witb Catholics, the city's Scottish Presbytenaos bickered among themselves and d l  



three populations were at Ioggerbeads with the English clerks and professionals. 

Anglicans whose trip across the Atlantic had not dampened their pderence for 

privilege and deference: "The emerging Victorian Canada was fiagmented and plural, 

its institutions more autonomous, its consensus more troubled . . . Its significance . . . 
can best be judged fmm the perspective of social change" (Rutherford. Vidonan 

Authone 8). 

Nor had Amenca's influence OR the country diminished. Canada's increasing 

economic integration with the US. only had accelerated the transmission of its 

powerful notions of democracy and its obvious economic wealth: The influence of 

American equality, democracy, and closely Nniiar ways of Me, pulled powerfully in 

one direction. Anti-republican sentiment and fear of an agpssively expansionkt 
American Union pulled strongiy in the other. The result was only to sharpen conflicts 

in Canadian affairs" (Careless, Brown 3 L ). 

Also changing were Canadians' attitudes towards politics. Although it was still 

the major topic of conversation among dl classes. Mackenzie's flight to the U.S. and 

the executions that followed the Rebellion of 1837 had put a damper on the extremism 

that marked that d e r  p e r d .  Liberalism was still a popuiar political topic, but its most 
ardent supporters were no longer famien and labourers, but middle-class merchants 

(Careless, Brown 28). With a p w i n g  number of people employed as such, this 
interest would continue to grow as the years progressed. Indeed, it would be one of the 

founding philosophies of George Brown and the Globe, Canada's first successful 

popular daily newspaper. 

George Brown and the Globe 

George Brown's ~ i ~ c a n c e  in Canadian joumalism is due not ody to the 

innovations he brought to his Globe. but because he shared the same devotion to social 

justice and dedication to liberty as did Mackenzie. Like his rebellious predecessor. 

Brown aiso was a transplanteci Scottish Presbyterian. While he did not suffer the 
hardships that had so Sected the young Mackenzie, Brown was no l e s  firm in his 

political and Mcial convictions, and there was nothing in his formation that would have 

enamoureci km of the ruiing Tory elite: 

Family prayers, Sunday schwl teaching for George. 
charitable work among the poor for his mother and elder sisters. 
al1 were an essential part of their lives . . . [Awther influence1 
was his father' s ardent Liberalisrn, his zeal for refonn and 
progress, the revelations of Adam Smith and his hein, and for 



the destruction of every aristocratie privilege and hidebound 
Tory pmjudice (Careless, Brown 7). 

Where Brown differed from Mackenzie, Dowever, was his rational, more 

ordedy approach to politicai reform. While Mackenzie was likely to try any method he 

thought would bnng government closer to the people, Brown was not prepared to be 

swayed by the passions of the masses. Both he and his father Peter were constitutionai 

liberais, not Jacksonian democrats (Careless, Brown 16). In this respect Brown's 

outlook was suited more to Toronto's fledgling middle class. 

Brown was not new to journalim upon his amval in Toronto in 1843. Having 

eariier estabiished the New York Albion with his father, he was familiar with both the 
business of joumalism and its prevailing philosophies. With religious tensions mnning 

high in 1840s Toronto, political psutisanship was the order of the day in its joumalism: 

"[Brown was ] soon to find that a detached non-partisan corne was impossible for 

anyone of strong convictions in Canada of 1843" (Careless, Brown 29). With his 

Sconish roots and bis dedication to political and religious freedorn. Brown quickly and 

eady found a home within the Reform party. 

When it was fint published as a weekly on 5 March 1844, Brown's Globe 

joined with the Examiwr in espousing Reform' s platform. However, in his prospectus 

of 23 Febmary, Brown had indicated that he would not necessarily put party loyalty 

above Canada's national interests: 'THE GLOBE will . . . strenuously support the 

party which ski1 advocate the measures believed best for the country" (qtd. in 

Careless, Brown 42). As well, Brown included in his paper a collection of news 
reports that went beyond domestic politin. The four-page papa featured (from page 

one onward) American and British news items, editorials and world news, local and 

business news and finally, advertising. Brown's agreement in 1847 to share te lepph 

costs with rival Hugh Scobie improved the paper's average of nationai affain. The 

Globe sold for five pence, and, like the cornpetition, was available ody by 

subscri ption . 
The influence exerted by the Gbùe on Canada's democratic consciousness 

owed as much to its innovative features as to Brown's own personality. An energetic 

campaigner, Bmwn criticized his opponents in the press with an enthusiasm not seen 
since the days of the Colonial Advocate. Like Mackenzie. Brown was not above using 

a healthy dose of invective againsî his opponents. refemng to the Conservative-backed 

Bntish Colonist as "the literary common-sewer of Toronto" (Careless, Brown 44). 

However, Brown's cnticisms were more substantid than simple vitrioi. He supported 



his arguments with well- balanced, coherent arguments: "Charges were made on public 
issues, and sincerely made, expressing the editor's buming sense of justice" (Careless, 
Brown 44). 

These innovations had a profound impact on Toronto's established aewspapers. 
The abundance of party papen in Toronto offered readers a cboice of viewpoints. but 
rarely were these debated in print. Both Tory and Refonn were content to promote their 

own ideologies, presenting their readers views that they f i d y  believed to be the only 

true patb. This stance was further strengthened by the fact that both camps camed 

signûicant religious overtones. Their respective faiths ampiy were not open to 
discussion. By directly attacking his opponents in his newspaper, Brown succeeded in 

establishg Mill's vision of a marketplace of ideas, and another element in the 

democratic consciousness- 

To his feisty political arguments, Brown added a reputation for solid aews 

practices. The maturation of the Globe, much like that of the New York Times, 

reveded the poteatial of the popular press to become more important to a young nation 

than simply conveying the news of the street. Brown based his reporting not on mmour 

and speculation. but on facts. His growing reputation for reliable reporting was 

something new in the joumalism of Canada West, and it attracted even his most 

vociferous opponeots. The Globe "energetically went after the news. and presented it 

fully. Even convinced foes would pdgingly admit that its information . . . could 
usually be trusteci. . . As time went on, politicians of both camps came regularly to use 

the Globe as a ready reference for the contemporary history of Canada" (Careless. 
Brown 45). 

These changes also represented a revolution for the colonial reader as well. For 
the first time in the colony's history, there existed the possibility that a reader from the 

opposing political camp would read the 'enemy" paper: ''Mven political opponents 

could hardly forebear buying the Globe to see what (or whom) Brown was 

dernoiishing today" (Careless, Brown 44). Brown's paper tore holes through the 

rhetorical walls sumunding both Tory and Reform camps. This podsibility ~ s u l t e d  as 

rnuch from the excitement surrounding Brown's attacks to the Globe's reptation for 

reliable news. In effect, the dpamic of the colonial press had been reversed. Whereas 
Mackenzie's Colonial Advocaîe articulateci the discussions king carriecl out on the 
street, Brown's Globe created in his newspaper a discussion which would in tum be 

taken up in the pubs and tavems. 



The circulation of ideas was both enhanced and accelerated as the Globe became 

more profitable. The paper set a nurnber of important firsts in the history of the press in 

Canada. After a mere two mooths of publication on a wooden hand press. Brown could 
afford to install a Hoe steam press capable of printiog 1 sheets per hour (Careles, 

Brown 46). By 1860, Brown would again update his machinery, installing a Taylor 

press capable of printing and folding 3,000 sheets per hour (Rutherford, Victonan 
Authority 40). These advancements were facilitated by Brown's association wi th the 

Riordan brothers of St. Catharines, the first in Canada to make newsprint from wood 

By 1853. the Globe was profitable euough to print a daily editioo - anothec 

first. This was a major step for the Press in Canada, due largely to another of the 

Globe's innovations - advertising. Brown had nin advertisements in the Globe since its 

inception. For years. however, they had largely been drab and low-key affairs. 

announcing the arrival of major grain shipmeuts, legal senices and steamship 

schedules. The speed of Toronto's commerce in the 1840s was such that ads often 

went unchanged from season to seasoa Simply alerting the customer that these goods 

or services existed was sufficient to ensure continu& business- 

Brown's emphasis on advertising was indeed a gamble. The majority of 

newspapers in the 1850s could boast a circulation no higher than 2,000 (Rutherford, 

Victorim Authoritv 3 2 ,  and almosî al1 of them were heavily dependent on their 

creditorx "[A] modest subscriber list kept publishen closely in touch with the parochial 

concems of their paying customers" (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 38). Brown 

d i z e d  that the on1 y way to end this subservience and expand his paper' s influence 
beyond his regular readership was to solicit advertising. His solicitation of ads for 

goods and services outside the needs of his wealthy Refonn readers was another 

element of the Globe's p m n g  appeal arnong the general population. Inde* the 

general reader was in part the creation of these journalistic innovations. Advertising 
also provided a reason for people to read the Globe other than for political cummentaiy: 

"The pide  taken by the Globe . . . in its list of 'new ads' each issue proved that the 

publisher looked upon his commercid messages as a feature of the news" (Rutherford, 

Victorian Authoritv 1 18). 

In addition to advertking anci iively poli tical commentary, Bmwn dded other 

i~ovations in his campaign to target the growing nurnbers of pneral readers. Its 

publication now a daily event, Brown fùled the Glg- with information usefui to 

businessmen and labourers alike. His paper also was entertaining. In addition to 



shipping schedules. the Globe featured the serialized novels of Charles Dickens. These 
held no oews value, but created yet another reason to read the Globe. By 

Confederation, the paper had outgrowu its Reform party roots and evolved ioto a 

general interest publication: "mhe Globe meant to eam [itsl patronage by offering [the 

reader] a wider and more varied fare, the latest news . . . and the most correct 

commercial information, al1 w i thout weakening its poli ticai characte?' (Careless. Brown 
46). In this respect. the Globe closely minored the direction taken by the New York 
Times. 

Through his use of advetising and varied contenf George Brown had 
succeeded in lessening newspapen' dependence on political absidies. He also 

succeeded in breaking down the ideological walls between Tory and Reforrn 
publications, bringing Mill's marketplace of ideas to Canadian soil. Where he did not 

succeed, however, was in bringing the paper closer io the masses. Brown's general 

reader may not have embraced Tory or Reform. but he was still educated and highly 
literate - rare qualities in pre-industrial Toronto: ''The language and style employed in 
longer items . . . could suit the laiowledge and taste of only the well and truly literate. 

The Globe . . . was not meant for anyone hesitant about his ability to read" 

(Rutherford. Victonan Authoritv 1 18). This final s e p  would be taken up by later 

papers such as the ToroatoTelegiam and the Toronto News. 

Confederation 

A momentous occasion in Canadian history, Confederation was ody of rninor 

interest to the democratic conscioumess of the Canadian press. The negotiations and 

backroorn deals that had brought about the British North Amerka act had been closed to 

press and public alike - neither had any sigmtÏcant input into the political union of the 

colonies. Nevertheless, the Globe regarded the colonies' unifkation on I July 1867 as 

a bold step: "With the fvst dawn of this gladsome midsummer mom. we hail the 

birthday of a new nationality. A united British Amerka, with its four millions of 
people. takes its piace among the nations of the world" (Brown 1). The occasion was 

of little interpst to the foreign press, though - Canada's past and future economic 

masters seemed somewhat bemused by the sudden outburn of newfound national 

ferveur "Tùe attitude of even Great Britain and the U.S. . . . was an attitude of 

complete indifference, qualified on one side by a bored sense of obligation and on the 

other by an unmistakable feeling of hostiliîy" (Creighton 3 12). 



Newspapers that did exist ai the time embraced Confederation as essential in 

seniring Canada's economic prosperity: "With its emphasis upon expansion. national 

unification, and independence, h a d i  an Confederatioo w as a typical expenment in 

nineteenth-century nation building" (Creighton 305). To the editoa of the penny papers 

that followed, Codederation would p v e  to be a useful tool. It provided newspapers 

such as the News, the Wodd and the Teleeram with the raw matenal with whicb to 

consûuct the emerging myth of Canadian nationalism. That myth would play a large 

role in Toronto's industrial revolution. 

fndastrial Toronto 

"City ive is Iike a spider's web - pull one thread and you pull rveq  thtead" (J.S. 
Woodrworrh 1. 

The decades 1880-1900 markedToronto's ascension to statu as a major 

industrial centre. By the turn of the cenhiry. the city had grown from a temporary 

rnilitary outpost into a powerful economic engine: "Whereas Toronto in 1856 was a 

smail trading centre, by 1900 she had achieved the rank of a p s t  rnanufacnrring and 

indusüial centre" (Goheen, Currents 226). Waves of irnmibmts frorn Eastern Europe 

swelled the city's population. drawn in by the promise of factory jobs and religious 

freedom. By 1890, one-ihird of the city's inhabitants would be of foreign origin: 

-None of the cities in Ontario or Quebec rivaled it as a destination for immigrants' 

(Goheen, Victorian Toronto 23 1). It also w as a period of intense urbanization. From 
1871 to 1901, the proportion of Canadians living in urban centres would rise from one- 

sixth to one-third In that time, Toronto wodd also see a 130% increase in the number 

of people holding industrial jobs (Granatstein et al. 63). 

In raising its economic clout, Toronto also acquired the benefts of modem 

urban living. Chief among these benefits was the democratic influence of the 

nineteenth-century urban environment. Lndustrial expansion and immigration had 

eliminated many of the aristocratie privileges of the Family Compact. As well. sports. 

theaire and concerts - once the exclusive domain of the upper classes - were now 

available to d. 

Among the most s i ~ c a n t  benefits afforded to the uhan populace was an 

i n c m  in literacy. While not of great importance in a rural setting. the ability to read 

and converse in written fotm was essential for survival in the city. Cornpared to the 

simplicity of most immigrants' former lives. urban living was a complex and confushg 



challenge in which the simpiest activities required basic literacy skills: 'The big cities 

boasted the de partment store, the trade union, the public library, the &il y newspaper, 
and organizeù sports. dl of which assumed literacy skills among their clients" 

(Rutherford, Victorian Authority 29). Literacy also was a key element in Toronto's 

economic p w t h .  as these immigrants would be the principal consumers of rnass- 

produced goods such as soap, shoes and canned foods. 

The push to create a large, literate work force was quickly embraced by 
publisher and manufacturer alike. And it resulted in an enthusiasm for reading material 

that the city had not previously seen: 'The greatest rea&rs . . . were in the big cities. 

There, the sheer number of publications and the soaring circulation suggested an 

insatiabie hunger for newspapers. Popular culture had anived in Canada and with a 

vengeance" (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 35). The population's new-found passion 

for reading was good news for newspapers and book publishen. Between 1870 and 

1880. Canada's daily newspapers doubled from 47 to 94 (Rutherford Viborian 
Authoritv 51). This followed a jump in the value of books imported into Canada from 

$479,000 to $959,000 between 1868 and 1814 (Rutherford, Victorian Authoriv 29). 

This increase in literacy was the final step in incorporahg Canada into the 

social changes that were taking place in the US. One of the most sigdifant of these 

was the transition from an oral to a written cultureT which was aided in large part by the 

rise of advertising and the department store. Mackenzie (and to a lesser extenf Brown) 
had begun printing w hen popular literature and printing tecbnology in the colony were 

rare. At the tum of the nineteenth century, the whole of British Amerka muld boas 

only nine active printers (Rutherford, CanadianMedia 2). By the tirne the Toronto 

Telemm and similar papen arriveci on the scene, however. ideas would circulate 

chiefl y on paper: "r] he social import of a high level and a hi gh quality of l iteracy is 

enhanceci as an oral culture is transformed into a print culture. That grand event 

occurred in Canada during the East half of the century" (Rutherford, Canadian Media 

25). 

It was during this p e n d  that the penny press in Canada came to full maturity. 

The invention of the linotype in 1870 removed the 1st bottleneck in newspaper 

production, and advances in printing technology dlowed for larger sheets, banner 
headlines and illustrations. Between 1874 and 1891, the oumber of dailies in Canada 

m e  from 46 to 91 (Rutherford, Canadian Media 49). It also was the age of m a s  
advertising, with department stores supplementing smaller shops. and brand names 

npiacing personal contact with local craftsmen. The spread of the telegraph forced 



joumalists to standardize their writing in order for their stories to be understood by as 

rnany readers as possible. It was a time of excitement and uncertainty, as technology 
and democracy were rapidly rewriting a new social contract. The need for a newspaper 

that could make sense of nich changes was considerable: -The growth of the city , an 

increasing democracy and social tension. and the rise of organized labour as well as 

orpanized sports contributed to an urban pamchialism among both classes and masses. 

The chaotic society required definition, and celebration" (Rutherford, Canadian 

Media 135). - 

Immigration - New Faces, New Skills 
Beginning around 1870, the number of newcomers to Canada increased 

sharply. During the 18803, neariy 80,000 immigrants each year made Canada their new 

home (Granatstein et al. 69). Most newcomen setfled in large urban centres, especially 

Montreal and Toronto. This wave of hurnanity was significantly different €rom 
Canada's previous experiences. Whereas past newcomen to the city were of 

predominantly British stock sent over to strengthen the Empire's strategic ioterests, the 

huddled masses of the 1880s included Germans, Chinese, Poles, Scandinavians. 

Italians and Jews. Most of them had little knowledge of English or of dernocratic 

institutions. Few, if any of them. belonged to the city's established faiths. Their arriva1 

at Toronto was the first influx to significantiy alter the religious and linguistic c b c t e r  

of the city. 

But while their religious beiiefs may have been cause for concem to the city's 

business elite, these new Canadians made important contributions to Toronto's 

prowing industriai prowess. Having first-hand experience of industriai Europe. they 

possessed skills and knowledge that native-bom Canadians were lacking (Granarstein 

et al. 67). 

Labour - An Lmpetus for Reform 

The expansion of the railroads spelled the end of Montreal's century-long 
dominance of Canada's üade and economic interests. N o  longer would Canada West 

serve as a simple way station for lurnber and gain traveling down the St. Lawrence 

river. Toronto's increasing &nity with American commercial and transportation 
interests ailowed the city to open its own markets and develop its own factories: 

"lndustry was by 1900, perhaps, the single most important source of employment and 

of income in the ci ty* (Goheen, Currents 222). 



As was the case in Britain and in the U.S., increased industrial production also 

brought on sigdcant changes to the production of consumer goods The skilied 
craftsmen of 1850 saw their livelihoods threatened by the increasing numben of semi- 

skiiied factory workers. Between 1810 and 1901. Toronto would see the number of 

industrial employees more than quadruple, from 9,400 to .125 15. The value of goods 

produced would rise from $13,093 to $58,415 (Goheen, Currents 222). Wcekly wages 

rose from $5.50 in 1888 to $750 in 1901 (Rutherford, Victorian Authority 19). 

As was the case in Britain and the U.S., however, Canada's industrial 

revolution was not without its problems. Abundant factory jobs were frequently 
dangerous, and most newcomers to the city were forced to live in slums, houn were 

long and wages were ïow. 

An unfortunate consequence was the rapid rise of child labour, which nplaced 

apprenticeships in nearly every domain. By 1881. children, many of whose mothen 
worked with their men in Toronto's factories, would account for an estimated IWO of 
Toronto's industrial work force (Kealey 175). Equally troubling were the concîitions in 

which these children and their parents worked. Factories were p r l y  lit, p d y  

ventilated and offered only a minimum of barely maintained sanitation facilities. Sick 

leave was nonexistent, and worken were severely reprimanded for missing their shifts. 
It wouId be several years before the city would p a s  laws requiring that machinery be 

turned off before k ing  cleaned. It was not until 1889 that the city undertook any efforts 
to examine the situation. Its Labour and CaDital Remrt left little doubt, however, as to 

the reasons for such deplorable conditions: "In acquinng the indu- at one bound we 
have become possessed just as quickly of these evils which accompany the factory 
town which in other lands were the creatures of graduai p w t h  . . . They spnng from 

the desire to acquire vast fortunes in the shortest possible interval of Ume. regardles of 
the suffering which might be causeci" fqtd. in Kealey 193). 

These Dickensian conditions provided much of the fuel for the fint wave of 

uhan renewal in Canada. Like Mackenzie's crusade for responsibte govemrnent, the 

push to combat poverty came not from the municipal government, but from the press. 
Robertson's Tomto Teiegram, - as well as William Maclean's Toronto World ( 1880) 

and E.E. Sheppard's Toronto News ( 188 1 ) took up the task of promoting urban reform 
with energy and vigour: "These self-proclaimeci tribunes of the people were most 

conscious of political corruption and vague1 y distressed by the squalor of h a n  1 ife 
(Rutherford, Urban Refom 3 15). 



John Ross Robertson and the Telegram 

Oae of the most important figures of the penny press in Toronto was John Ross 

Robertson. More than his cornpetitors, Robertson wbodied the values and attitudes of 

indumiai Toronto: Toronto evdved . . . with steady, measured sixides because it was 

steeped in English autocracy, Scottish caution, and Irish earthiness . . . John Ross 

Robertson was bom ioto this milieu and was moditiowd by it until he became 

completely without guile, eternally impatient, and rarely neutral about anythiag" 

(Poulton 5). 

Like his American counterparts, Robertson was possessed of a bundless 

optirnimi regarding the newspaper's ability to work for the p a t e r  good. For him, the 
press acted as the "lungs of civilization, inhaling current history, science. art, politics. 

theology. literature and social problems, and assimilating hem to the people from the 

highest to the lowest" (qtd. in Rutherford, Canadian Media 38). What was important to 

Robertson, and to the democratic consciousness, was that dl Ievels of çociety were 

receiving the same information. And like his American counterparts, Robertson 

believed in the political necessity of a free press to comment fairly on the matters of the 

&y. In his pmspectus for the Toronto Tele- of 2 1 May 1866, he states: *Journals 
fettered by political ties and biased by political interests are not free to present to their 

readea these issues in the broad and cornprehensive mariner which is now more than 
ever desirable . . . Discussions will be presented freely, honestly, and in a spirit of 

justice to al1 parties, opinions. and men" (qtd. in Poulton 72). 

Although Robertson never hid his Tory sympathies. he promiseci his readen 

that theTelem - wouid not be a simple mouthpiece for Sir John A. Macdonald. H i s  

prospectus promises "a newsoarier, not an organ: it wiU have no patron but the public" 

(qtd. in Poulton 72). In this respect, Robertson's views were similar to those of the 

American penny press. He accomplished this by printing a large number of wire 

stones, which were a constant source of pride for the newspapêr. Roberw>a also took 

a distinctly Amerkm view when discussing objectivity and the work of a T e l e m  

reporter: "[Mis primary object [isl to get the news he bas sent for, and this he does 

irrespective of his own likes or dislikes, w hether they be of a personal, social, or 

political charactef' (qtd. in Rutherford, Victorian Auth* 81). Robertson also was 

quick to borrow the successful American approach to editorials 

Robertson took special pride in replacing the long- 
winded and patience weary leaders with colourf", short editorial 
paragraphs. another American innovation. The key to his 
success . . . was that he kept the 'Tely" defiantly local . . . His 



paper boosted civic ambitions and criticized civic leadership, 
always from the perspective of the ordinary citizen (Rutherford, 
Victorian Auîhoritv 54). 

Such an approach proved irnmensely successfui for the newspaper's 

profitability and the dernocratic conscioumess of its readen. Popular enthusiasm 
sumunding the penny press was so high that ail 3,480 copies of the Telemam's first 

issue sold out within one hour (Poulton '73). By 1878. the newspaper's circulation had 

risen to 6,m. In July, L880, profits were sufficieut to install a new press capable of 
pnnting 10,Sûû eight-page papers an hour. In 1888. Robertson was pnnting five 

editions between L 1 am. and 5 p.m. By 1891. circulation stood at 20,857 (Poulton 

92). 

Much of the success of the Telemam was due to the relationship it established 

with its readers. From its first edition, the T e l e m  announced to Toronto's working 
classes that it would voice their concenisr "Robertson preferred to wri te about people, 

and he did not regard politicians as people" (Poulton 25). Employing the belief that 

ordinary people could k o m e  interested in politics and become beîter ci tizens, 

Robertson filled the pages of his paper with every public document his reporten could 

dig up: "Robertson began printing details of city contracts . . . enabling citizens - for 

the first time - to see where their money was going" (Poulton 78). 

One area in which the T e l e m  was distinctly Canadian was in its attitude 
toward the U.S. Like his cornpetition, Robertson did not hesitate in criticiing Canada's 

southeru neighbours for the perceived threat of economic imperialimi. Such strong 

Canadian chauvinism did. however, meet the required mythology of the &y: 
"Canadians have suffered long enough from the vexatory policy of the United States 

govemment, the illiberal interpretation of treaties, the m i n g  of petty advantage. and 

the over-reaching spirit which have invariably characterïzed its dealings with foreign 

powers" (qtd. in Poulton 83). 

The key element in the T e l e m ' s  success was its emphasis on personal 

contact. Although i t boasted about its paying the highest telegmph rates in Toronto. the 

paper's emphasis on local news kept an army of reporters bus, talking to everyone 

connected with breaking news. This replacing of rhetoric with real words confirmed in 

readen' minds that their participation in their society was an essential compnent of 

urbao life: 

Robertson's methods and innovations caused a 
metamorphosis in the city ' s administration, and in Canadian 
joumaiism. There was a depression, and bis reporters canvassed 



businessmen about the economy. A heresy triai was in progress. 
and clergymen of every denomination were intenriewed. These 
opinion poils were stanlingly new to a public that had rarely 
been consulted about anything (Poulton 77). 

Reform and Connaunity-Building 

The penny papen of Maclean, Robertson and Sheppard were the crucial 

missing link in Canada's evolving democratic conscioumess. It was these editors who 
twk Brown's successful mix of advertising and pasion for Reforrn and packageci it in 

newspapers that could be understood by those who possessed only a bare minimum of 

literacy skills. This was achievad using the sarne techniques as Pulitzer and Hearst: 

large headlines, extensive use of illustrations, contests. self-promotion and simple. 

standardized language. In addition, much of the content of Toronto's penny papen was 

American. Like the New York World, Toronto's three radical dailies also promoted a 

dedication tu inban refom, civic responsibility and community . Their cnisade also was 

similarto that undertaken by Mackenzie, in that Robertson and Sheppard incorporated a 

strong sense of morality into their crusade. More thao simply alleviating poverty, these 

men sought the creation of a civil and humane society based on Loydid principles: 
They were inspireci by the possibility of improvement, by a belief in their ability to 

mold the urban environment and to create a humane. rational society . . . They fostered 

a concept of the pubiic interest based on the primacy of the civic community, social 

justice and order, and good government" (Rutherford, Urban Refonn 3 15). 

J u s î  as Brown had advanced Mackeuzie's fight for social justice and refom. 

Toronto's penny papen expanded that crusade to the entire population of Toronto. The 

penny press in Toronto expanded the defini tion of the general reader to include the 
working classes. For the first tirne, those working in the city's factories would have a 

publication addressecl directly to them: 'The popular newspaper . . . was far and away 

the most effective agent of a sense of community, a civic conscioumess in the big city. 

I t  told people about their civic leaders and government, how the locai sports heroes had 
fared, w hat the market was like, and where to go to find amusement" (Rutherford, 

Victorian Authoritv 135). 

Because of this, Toronto's penny press was able to foster in its readen the 

sense that they were not only active participants in their society, but that their 

participation was essential. Reading a newspaper was soon regarded as a civic vimie. 

as the papers sought to not only entertain readers but to infwm them of their 

responsibilities as citizens in Canada's new democracy. Essential to a dernacratic 



consciousness is this impression th& readen have the capacity and the duty to improve 

society. Editors such as Robertson, Maclean and Sheppard understood that an engaged 

reading public was the key to this, and to their newspapers' pditability: -(The penny 

press 1 fostered that extraordioary surge of interest amongst the populace in the 
technique of public ownership of civic utilities. electrical power, even telephones and 

railways. The Ontario carnpaign for public hydro took on the guise of a holy crusade 

for economic progress, social justice. and political democracy" (Rutherford, Canadian 
Media 67). 

As had happened previously in the U.S., the growing popularity of the penny 
papers had a profound impact on Toronto's elite party press. While Brown had shown 

that attracting readers outside a new spapers' target readership was possible, the penny 

papers made such a tactic necessary for a newspaper's survival. This financi al reality 

also was beneficial to the democratic consciousness, as working class readers bepan to 

see that elite papes such the Mad and the Ekmk were courting their opinions as well 

as those of the well-heeled. In this respect, the democratic consciousness was largely a 

by-product of the economics of newspapering: 

A quali ty paper such as Toronto's Mail and Empire, its 
rnoming edition for the classes, published an evening edition for 
the masses . . . Cornpetition . . . had forced oewspapen to find 
readers among ail classes of the comnuni ty. B y the end of the 
century, the popular press was an authority ihat both reflected 
and bridged the social ,@fin the big city (Ruthe~ord. Victorian 
Authority 77). 

Newspapers were not unaffected by industrialization. In terms of their physical 

production, they had gone from king producecl by hand to being printed on massive 

stearn-driven presses. This was equdy tnie of the T e l e m ,  the World and the News. 

In contrast to the era of the colonial press, starting a newspaper now cmstituted a major 

investment of manpower and machinery. Newspnnt was no longer sold in sheets. but 

in 100 Ib. rolls. Twin cylinder presses capable of pnnting 20,000 sheets per hour, rose 

in cost from $û,ûûû in 1812 to $30,000 in 1878 (Rutherford, VictorianAuthoritv 87). 

What had not changed, however, was the precarious business of maintainhg a 

newspaper once it began prioting. Despite seeing circulation numbers incrûase steadily 

over the years. no newspaper was immune from financial collapse. George Brown was 

$60.000 in debt when he los& control of the Globe in 1880 and E.E. Sheppard was 
forced to suspend circulation of the Toronto News in 1884. In spite of its popularity 

and a sharp decrease in the price of newsprint, The News 'had seldom suppües of 



paper for more than a few issues and sometimes hardl y enough for one* (Rutherford, 

Victorian Authorihr 106). For rnost editors this was not an uncornmon situation. 

Toronto's social landscape difTered from that of New York in an important 

aspect. The move to urbanize did not result in au imrnediate flight of weaithy citizens 

from the city centre. Though this did occur in time, a signifjcant number of wealthier 

citizens chose to remain in the city centre. their houses no& more than a few blocks from 
the working classes: "While the wealthy were able to segregate their quarters. they were 

in general constrained to remain in the centre of the city in order to take advantage of 

urban amenities and manage the life of the city" (Goheen, Victorian Toronto 138). This 

settlement pattern+ largely unchanged since the 1830s, prevented the inner city from 

falling into disrepair, as well as preserving a mix of social and economic classes within 
a single neighbourhood. 

As in the era in which George Brown began publishing the Globe, the question 

of Canada's political future was far from being senled. In the years between 1880 and 
1900, Canadian political thought still oscillated between increased political and 

economic integration with the U.S. and outright independence from Britain. Despite the 

division of powers outtined in the British North Amenca Act, debates between Tories 

and Reformen perpetuated "[t] hat tedious battle over the exact structure of federalism. 

the respective powers of nation and province, [it] saw Conservative . . . organs 

carnpaign vigorously against the bane of "sectionalism" while their Liberal nvals strove 

to crush . . . the spirit of "centralism," each p r o c l a i d g  its devotion to Confederaûon" 

(Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 180). 

What had changed, however. was the political landscape in Canada West. A 
new political force had arisen, one which subscribed to neither Tory nor Reform. The 

new "Radicalw movement rejected the party principle altogether, putting i ts fai th instead 

in popuiar democracy. Its most articulate spokesmen were the penny papers of 

Robertson. Sheppard and Maclean: "Democrats by instinct, these dailies displayed a 

contempt for social convention and a disrespect for established authority linked to a 

faith in the wisdom of the common man and a deep admiration for success" 

(Rutherford, Canadian Media 49). And while these editoa eagerly embraced and 

promoted independent Canada, they were often merciless in their criticimi of the 

poiiticians and institutions who were directly responsible for its creation. By criticizing 

the politician's methods while applauding his goals, Toronto's penny papea 
perpetuated the dynamic that had k e n  started by George Brown's Globe. The Radical 
movement gave Canadian citizens a new option in politics, one that ~ p l a c e d  the old- 
world prejudices of Tory and Reform with a faith in the common man. And among its 



most samed tenets was its inàstence on democracy: The  triumphant cry was first 
echoed by the people's journais, which seemed hell-bent on transfomiing Chnada into a 

democratic utopiaV* (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 161). It is not a coincidence that 
their conceptions of the common man and democracy - both ideas championed by 
Mackenzie - were largely American in origin. It can be argued that the "common man" 
in North Arnerica was largely a product of the penny press: T h e  typical newspaper 

endeavoured to reach a m a s  audience by supplying . . . much of the same kinds of 

information, entertainment, features, and comment. The logic of rnass communication 

had fostered a roughiy homogeneous jomalism. The age of everybody's newspaper 
had dawaed" (Rutherford, Canadian Media 5 J ) .  

Despi te appearing in Canada nearl y 20 years later t han their Amencan 

predecessors, Canada's penny papes  were quick to borrow many of the feanires and 

attitudes that had proven so successful south of the border. Newspapers such as the 

T e l e m ,  - the News and the Wodd ail boasted banner headlines, a wealth of 

advertising and a mix of local and international news, the latter being made available by 

the t e l epph .  As weii, ihese papers al1 displayed a dedication to h a n  reforrn, 

organized labour, economic progress and democracy: 

Canada's first mass media were, by persuasion but even 
more by nature, the spokesrnen of democracy . . . By the 1890s, 
the press had begun to p w e y  that cuit of the comrnon man 
which would evennially attain a high place in the pantheon of 
Canadian onhodoxy . . . News columns opened much of society 
. . . to his eyes. Advertising sanctified his tastes, the special 
departments reinforced his passions, and the editonals flatter& 
his wisdom (Rutherford, Canadian Media 72). 

The democratic conscioumess was undoubtedly the result of the interplay of 

advertising, news and commentary in one single newspaper, al1 made possible by the 

advancements in communications technology. However, it is necessary to examine 

each element in isolation to see how it fit into the newspaper itself, as well as to 
determine its role in forming the democratic consciousness. 

Advertising - Farewell, Victoria 

No Sogle feature was more important to the success of a newspaper in the 
1880s than advertising. By ninning ads in the Globe which did not cater directiy to the 
needs of his target audience, George Brown creaîed an entirely new reason for buying a 

newspaper. This principle was perpetuated - and advanced - by ail the editors of 



Toronto's penny Papen. What they alter& were the scaie. arnount and frequency of the 

advertisiag that would appear in their newspapers. 

The= were two reasons for this, both of which trace back to one of the most 

important commercial developments of the industriai age - the department s t o ~ .  While 

such economic phenornena were already established in the U.S.. it was not until 1869 

that the department store came to Canada. And just as the Canadian p m  mimicked the 

American models, so t m  did Timothy Eaton when he opened his fim store. Eaton's 

policy of "satisfaction or mowy back" also was the policy of most Amencan 

department stores. Udike the mal1 m e ~ h a n t  of the 18Ms, the department stores' 

emnomic survival did not depend on fhe owner's personal reputation. The department 

store was for the most part an anonymous entity, as faceless as the factory that 

produced the go& it sold. What was essentid to its success was a quick turnover of 
p d s  and narne-brand recognition. The department store needed to create in the 

populace not only the need to buy (and buy often), but to buy specific brands. The 

most effective way to do this was through oewspaper advertising: "[Blrand-oame 

advertising was by the late 1880s the fim spokesman of the gospel of mass 

consumption, the F a t  ally of North Amencan abundance" (Rutherford, Victorian 

Authonty 125). 

In addition to its impact on Canada's economic growth, the department store 

also was influentid in the country's tmnsition from an oral to a written culture. For the 

s d l  merchant or ciry-goods wholesaler, prices were often determined after bargainhg 

with the customer. As moa goods were sold in buik. such a flexible pricing policy was 

commonplace. With the arrival of Eaton's fixed pricing system, however, such 

interaction between buyer and seller was no longer possible - shopping ceased to be a 

transaction based on trust and consensus. But what the buyer lost in personal contact, 

he gained in his sense of social standing: "It made the humblest customer feel that he 
was on the same footing as everyone else so far as price was concemed, and that under 

a d e  of 'satisfaction or money back,' there was linie chance of having defective goods 

foisted on him" (Stephenson and McNaught 44). 

The advertisements that appeared in Canada's later penny papen differed 

sharply frwm those first rm by George Brown. Eariy Victorian tastes required that ads 

be sober and restrained After 1810, however, the accelerated speed and larger scale of 

mas marketing demanded that ads create a sense of excitement about new products. It 
was the department store that ove-ed the Victorian prejudice against "puffery" in 

favour of a more Amencan appmach (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 123). Mass- 



produced products such as shoes, coats, bakinp powder and soap began using the 

tactics originally the domain of patent medicines: "If some ads rernained staid, many 

others employed slogans, wit, specific information, testimonials, 'reason why ' 
explanations, or Little chats to capture the reader's attention. The pedantic tone or an 
earlier time had given way to . . . the 'Tall Tale' of a democratic age*' (Boorstin, qtd. in 

Rutherfod, Victonan Authoritv L 25). 

News - Idonaation and Entertainment 

As with the popular American press, news reporting in Canada's penny 

newspapers took two basic forms: the report and the story. The report resernbled 

Schudson's view of news as information, in that it presented a logical, ordered account 

of an event. It described what happened, its causes and the principal actors. The report 

was, in fact, the precursor to the objective news story, and was practiced most often in 

the GIobe. The report, which was the specialty of the penny papers. presented the 

reader with a much more rnelodramatic account The report was intended to capture the 

atmosphere and drama of an event, not just the facts. The report engaged the reader on 

an emotional level, and was usually used when covering murden, suicides and other 

scandalous events. 

It is important tu note that Toronto's penny papers imported these approaches to 

newswriting from the U.S. vimially unchanged: 'The Canadian joumals are Arnei-ican 

in their whole tone, their makeup, their typography, their estimate of the value of news 

and their marner of presenting it. They patronize American press associations and 

'syndicates' and much of their matter in consequence is furnished by American writen 

from an American standpoint" (Moffea %). 

What is more sigoificant in ternis of the democratic coosciousness, however, 

was that Toronto's penny papers as well as its elite party papen used both foms of 

reporting. To sel1 aewspapea, publishers redized they had to give their readers a mix 

of information and entertainment. 

The other staples of the penny press were business and sports. Both of these 

domains were important in creating a democratic spirit in both Canadian society and 

Canadian newspapers. A growing nurnber of men were entering business, and the 

fortunes of thousands more were dependent on it for their economic survival. Equally 
important was the way in which business and sports were covered. Eotrepreneurs and 

local sports heroes received laudatory coverage, as the press saw their success as 



indicative of the success of the city. As well, business and sports had corne to 

complement politics as a source of drama and intrigue. As late as the 1880s, 

business and sports were still very much the preserve of 
the "classes." But the press had popularized and promoted these 
kindred worids, opening them to the worid of the "masses." If 
politics and religion had been the enthusiasms of men in the 
nineteenth century, then business and sports were their 
coucterparts in the twentieth century (Rutherford, Canadian 
Media 61). 

The Roie of the Jonrnalist 

One mi@t think it ironic that the people most responsible for the actual content 

of such revolutionary papes are most often overtooked in the literature surrounding the 

penny press. The truth. however, is that as an individual, the reporter was the least 

valued cornponent of the newspaper. This applies equally to American and Canadian 

reporten. Of the hundreds of reporters who ever obtaioed a byline iu the U.S.. only a 

few, such as H.L. Mencken, Jacob Riis and Theodore Dreiser remain in the popular 

imagination. Famous Canadian joumalists of this p e n d  are even fewer. One reason for 

this is the iow regard for the occupation itself. Joumalism in Canada "was too often the 

abode of the ne'er do well. the failed clerk, the dishonest snibbler. and the party hack" 

(Rutherford, Canadian Media 79). Unlike skilled craftsmea or the semi-skilled factory 

worker. the journalist needed very little training, and his wages reflected this In 1884. 

the average yeariy salary for a full-time reporter in Toronto was $550, and he was 

usually working 62 hours per week: "Most often reporting meant a life of dependence 

and anonymity, as much dnidgery as excitement, long houa and low pay" 

(Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 8 1 ). 

Attempts to i r n p v e  their lot met with Little success. Unlike contemporary 

joumalists, their predecessors were without the benefit of union protection. and were 

regularly fired without legd recourse: 'The root problem iay in the fact that j o d s m  

was effectively a headless profession. Its naturai leaders the publishers. were more 

and more entrepreneurs first; their worries differed . . . from the concerns of the rank 
and file" (Rutherford, Victorlan Authoritv 87). 

Although the major@ of journdists have not attracted a p t  amount of 

scholarty reseafch, their collective effect on Canada's democratic conscioumess was 

considerable. Working in an age without press agents and spokespersons, the joumalist 

was public's closest link to the newspaper. Joumatists based their stories not on 
strategically prepared statements, but on personal interviews with citizens. As a result, 



joumalists were able to establish an oral culture at the street level. What was created 

betweea the two parties was an understanding that both were working for the cornmon 

good: 'The declared goal of the peoples' joumalist was to sel1 a genuine newspaper. 

which would suppiy every reader with al1 the information he or she ueeded to 
understand the community and the worid" (Rutherford, Emereence 171). 

Equaily important was the joumsiist's enthusiasm for progress, which equaled 
that of his editor. Joumalists were often as enamoured of capitaiimi as their editors. 

While this might today be consbued as bias, such an attitude was prevalent in the larger 
commrmity . Journalists simply reflected the tenor and social contract of the times: 

"Fiom the beginniog of the century, journalists had rhapsodized about the Canadian 

potential in the smug belief the colonies would soon emulate the American achievement 
. . . So the press icieaiized the progressive farmer, the busy workingman, and above al1 
the entrepreneur" (Rutherford, Canadian Media 24). 

Where the penny papes differed from the cornpetition was in their choice of 
news. AI1 of Toronto's papers featwed local and political news. but Robertson. 

Maclean and in particular. Sheppard offered their readers a steady diet of sensation. 

The eclechc. sometimes unpredictable mix of stories made news not only informative 

but entertaking, portmying Toronto as an exciting place to live: "News made public 

&airs a grand spectacle, full of exciternent and sigmkance. herws and villains" 
(Rutherford, Victorian Authontv 136). For entertainment value, the most reiiable 

source of copy was the U.S. The telegraph assured a constant Stream of vice and 

corruption. most often from New York: 'Life and &airs in the United States . . . were 

an inexhaustible source of cupy, the American scene becoming. so it seemed. a grand 
stage whereon the follies and fancies of rnankind were acted out to please Canadian 
readers" (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 134). 

It was not just in its news content, however, that influenced Canada's penny 

press. Fapers such as the Worlci, the News and the T e l e m  boasted an aggressive 

Canadian nationalisrn. The News of 13 January 1888 declared that the two countries 

were home to "two peoples different in the form of govenuwnt, in thought, in mode of 
life, in aims, in idioms" (qtd. in Rutherford, VictorianAuthoritv 160). On 29 June 

1894, the News raised the level of its rhetoric even further, deciaring that Canada's 

independence had had the effect d "raising the entire tone of our politics. broadening 

our views, and imparting the self-reliance and determination which those w ho 



perpetuated dependence on othen to nile and protected them can never attain" (qtd. in 

Rutherford, Victorian Authority 183). As with Loyalist myth, the rhetoric that filleci 
these papers contained more than a trace of anti-Americanimi. The penny papers were 

the most vocal supporters of Canada's newfound independence: however, their editors 

saw no conflict in their dependence on the U.S. Robertson. Sheppard and Maclean 

beiieved that a myth of nationhood was essential for the country's continued ecoaomic 

p w t h :  The  daily press was the prime mythmaker . . . [no1 form could reach so many 
people so often and on dl marner of topics . . . [Elditorials elaborated a series of 

nationhood which sometimes challenged but usually j-ed the emerging patterns of 

dominance in the country at large" (Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 1%). 

As with that of the Loyalists. the new Canadian myth was based at lest as 

much in convenience as in historic reality. But it would have a lasting effezt on the 

popular imagination in Canada. It is a favourite pastirne of Canadians to stress their un- 

Amencan nature, even if few people can define what it achlally means to be Canadian. 

Much of this srnugness is a result of the Loyalist and nationalist myths that were 

perpetuated by the penny press: The press was only engaged in a normal task of mas 

communication, namely reconfirming the public's faith in its country's present. The 

wealth of editorials embellished a vision of Canada as the Victorian commonweaith par 

excellence, its people enjoying a way of life nowhere surpassed" (Rutherford* Vidonan 

Authori tv 189). 

Parallel to the philosophies k i n g  promoted in the American press. an important 

component of this new mythoiogy was dernocracy: in particular. it was Amencan 

democraçy that so interested Robertson and his colleagues: 

Implicit in their radical rhetonc was the ideal of a 
triumphant democracy wherein the comrnon man might stand 
free and proud. That found expression in the eariy demand for 
manhood suffrage, a disdain for social convention and 
snobbery , sometimes a suspicion of moral refom, and the 
innumekble carnpaigns ag&ist business and exploitation 
(Rutherford, Canadian Media 66). 

By 1880, al1 of Toronto's newspapers had accepted a certain amount of 
democracy in Canada. However, it was the independent penny papers which led the 

charge for full manhood suffrage. The News of 26 November 1883 dernanded 

"[nlothing but a govemment of the people, by the people. for the people"; on 19 
November 1884, the Wodd referred to the ballot as  "the full right of ci tizenship*' and on 

17 Jul y 1884. the News saw democracy as the only way to eliminate what ii considered 



"caste supremacy" in Cana& (qtd. in Rutherford, Victorian Authoritv 16 1 ). This 

democratic fervour had beea bomwed direct1 y from the US.. and had a profourid 
impact on the Canadian reader 

The big city daily empowered the forces of progres in 
the rnodernizing community . . . [Tlhe very bias of popular 
journalism. its emphasis on mass literacy, made newspapers 
leading antagonists of the force of custom which buttressed old 
ways . . . The Logic of mas communication was . . . akin to the 
process of industrial izatim or the idea of democracy in its ability 
to transf'orm the social environment (Rutherford, Victorias 
Authority 8). 

Canada's penny papea were also similar to their American counterparts in their 

approach to editoriais. Stating their papers' position on issues was an important 

preoccupation for both Mackenzie and Brown. and they devoted several columns to this 

purpose. Commenting on important issues was equaily important to Robertson and his 

colleagues; however, the space they devoted to direct commentary was far less formal 
than their predecessors: 'The preachy tone, the convoluted argument. the verbal 
diamhoea that afflicted the Victox-ian leader at its worst was gone. So too . . . was the 

grace. wit. vigour and scholanhip of the leader at its best . . . The new style editorial 
was usually abbreviated, often bland, a collection of cant and cliché (Rutherford. 

Canadian Media 63 ). 

An important difference in Toronto's penny paperç, however, was their 

editorial fl exibility. The U.S. had rejected British nile in favour of its own brand of 
democracy . a fact constantly promoted in its newspapen. Cana& however, was less 

eager to shed its colonial ties when they couid be used to promote its national interests. 

Many editors celebrated Canada's English and Amencan roots in the interest of forming 
a new Canadian myth: "Anglophone nationalists would have it both ways, declaring a 

British or Amencan ethos. the style of argument dependhg on whether the momentary 

target was an arrogant republic or a paternalistic England" (Rutherford, Victorian 

Authoriîy 160). This flexible minciset has over the years k e n  to Canada's great 
advantage. 

This flexibility in Canada's poiiticai imagination has its m t s  not only in iis 

history. however. As McLuhan states, simply living in such close proximity to the 

U.S. has dramatically affecteci the way Canadians view their own nationhood: 

Canada's 500arnile border is ~ n f o r ~ e d  and has the 
effect af keeping Canadians in a perpetual philosophic mood 
which nourishes flexibiiity in the absence of strong 
commitments or definite goals. By contrast, the United States, 



with heavy commitments and sharply defined objectives. is not 
in a good position to be philosophic, or cool. or flexible. 
Canada's bordedine encourages the expenditure on 
communications on what might otherwise be spent on 
armaments and fortifications (Borderiine 247). 

Canadians' relationship with the United States has always been cornplex. It can 

be argueù that despite the intervening decades and advances in comimications 

between the flight of the Loyalists and modem-day Canada. Canadians' attitudes 

towards their southern neighbours has remained constant As Creighton recouots, upon 

George Brown's k v a l  ai Toronto in 1843, "[tlhe burgaining power and wedth of the 

United States . . . inspired in Canada a strange mix of envy and admiration. distrust 

and desire to emulate. In almost the same political argument, a Canadian could urge the 

Amencan mode1 of material progress and condernn the republic's lawlessness and mob- 
rule" (Careless, Brown 31). 

It is a recurrent theme in the Canadian imagination that socially (and to a lesser 

extent, economicall y ). the country is a separate entity from the U.S .. The protectionist 
National Policy of Sir John A. Macdonald, which was strongiy supported by the penny 
Papen. was commonly viewed as an exercise in nation-building. Macdonald's success 

in bringing about Confederation has eamed him the reputation as a political nationalist. 
However. iike Mackenzie. he strongly admired the Amencan system of govemment, 

and based the division of powers in the British North America Act on the Arnerican 

federal system. On 9 Febniary 1865, Macdonald had referred to the Arnerican system 
as "one of the most skillful works which human intelligence ever created . . . one of the 

mon perfect organs that ever govemed a free people" (qtd in Moffett 30). 

It was Macdonald's intent to use the railway to deveiop the West and 

protectionist trade policies to lessen Canada's economic dependence on the U.S. in 
order to stem the tide of yomg Canadians seeking their fortunes south of the border. 

While the rail did bnng thousands of immigrants to achieve the first goal. its imrnediate 
impact was to transport large number of Canadians to major Amencan cities: 

It is to the cities that the people go when they wish an 
evening at the theatre, or to do any shopping of more than 
ordinary importance . . . In short, Buffalo and Detroit exert 
upon that portion of the Ontario peninsula that Lies between them 
the magnetic attraction which a metropolis always exertises 
upon its tributary country . . . In spite of the distance, New 
York and Chicago are powerful magnets for the older parts of 
Canada . . . There is no citizen in Canada who does not bave to 
meet the competi tion of a more important Amencan city (Moffett 
67. 



W h t  Macdonald and other Canadian nationaiists since him have failed to see is 

that regardles of their intent, trade policies aloae camot compel people to remain in 

one place if there are p a t e r  fortunes to be had elsewhere (Moffett 67). The sarne can 

be said of ideas. The case for independent Canadian nationalism is weakened by the 
fact that the country's first long-distance telephone lines were not direct, but connected 

through the U.S. (Moffett 61). New Brunswick could talk directly to Maine, but not to 

Ontario. Ideas, be they political or social, respect neither borden. nor Ac& of 

Parliament. Once the notions of democracy and capitalkm had taken hold in the 

American press, no amount of iron could prevent their adoption in the Canadian 

imagination: "Canadians who live on the border . . . have More their eyes the fields 

and cities of a kindred people, whose immense prospenty they are prevented from 
sharing only by a poli ticai line, while social1 y and in every other respect the identity and 
even fusion is complete" (Smith 213). 

There is 1 ittle doubt that Robertson and his mlleagues beiieved their pan- 

Canadian rhetonc. By the 189ûs, they had accepted the belief that a strong state and 

economic protectionisrn were essential components of Canadian nationality and 

economic pmgress (Rutherford, Victorian Authoriw 170). In hindsight. however. their 

own economic fortunes, as well as those of their city, were irreparably tied to the 

American economic juggemaut: "For years hardly a day has passed in which the 

Canadian newspapers have not chronicled some new incursion of Amencan capital . . . 
Amencan stocks are heavily dealt in the Canadian exchmges, New York quotations are 

telegraphed to Canadian papen . . . al1 helping to create common financial interests on 

both sides of the boundary" (Moffett 108). 

1 n contrast to the pan-Canadian chauvinism espouseci by the World, the News 

and the Telemam, the Toronto Star nui a campaign for even further economic and 

political i n t e m o n  with the U.S. Continentalism had long been the rallying cry of 
Reformers, who viewed the individual as free to seek his fortunes in the place of 

,oreatest opportunity. regardless of its flag: 

Continentalism really meant tying Canada's fortunes to 
the nsing star of America's empire. Liberals dwelt on the 
apparent decline of Canadian agriculture, or the nse of corn bines 
and monopolies or the hard times of the workingmen or the 
swoilen national debt, al1 to demonstrate the failure of  the 
National Policy . . . What they argued . . . was that Canada and 
the U.S. constituted a single marketplace which politics had split 
asunder (Rutherford, Victorian Authori tv 185). 



Joseph E. Atkinson and the Star 

The strongest proponent of continentdimi was Joseph E Atkinson, whose 

Toronto Star would become - and remain - the largest circulation newspaper in Canada. 

While not a Scottish Presbyterian, Atkinsoo grew up in poverty and twk up the m a d e  

of Reform in Toronto. continuing the campaign that had k e n  started by Mackenzie and 

advanced by Brown. As a strong Methodia, Atkinson was possessed of the same 

compassion and mord sense for Toronto's working class that had driven his 

predecessors. And it was these values that were promoted in the pages of the a. 
Much as his Amencan counterparts had envisioued decades earlier. Atkinson 

saw the newspaper as a t d y  rnass medium: an iastniment not of rhetoric or religious 

propaganda, but an agent for the advancement of civilization. Like Bennett and Day. 

Atkinson was convinced of the newspaper's capacity for effecting social change: 

"Civilization itself rests upon the mind and conscience of the whole people. and for this 

mind and conscience the press is the k t  vehicle of expression the wodd has yet 

evolved . . . It is closer to the people than courts or Parliament. and closer. . . than the 
church i tsel f" ( Harkness 76). 

Much like his cornpetitors, Atkinson valued a newspaper's political 

independence above his own party affiliation. Although he was a close associate of 

Liberal Prime Minister Sir Wilfnd Laurier, Atkinson took over control of the Star in 

1892 on the condition that he would not be hampered by ideology: "1 can corne to the 

Star oniy on condition it is conducted solely by its own interest as a newspaper 

enterprise. It must be hampered by no other considerations" (qtd. in Harkness 21 ). 

Atkinson's independence also was a shrewd business decision. With Toronto's 

industrial middle class now fully integrated into the Canadian social fabnc, the age of 

overt new spaper partisanshi p was in rapid decline. For these readen. economics. 

entertainment and urbm refom had replaced ideology, and Atkinson tailored his paper 

accordingiy: "Atkinson saw that power was beginning to shift frorn the nch and 

importaut to the little people in the semi-detached houses. and he began to address 

hirnseif to these aloae (and] tailoring the news to their taste and fighting their battles for 

them in his editorial col umn" (Harkness 41 ). 

The biggest casualty in Atkinson's crusade for the working classes was 

objectivity. But as Harkness explains, presenting the news in a balanced, fair and 

disinteresteci manner was not one of the Star's top pnonties: "The Star did not consider 

objectivity a vimie. The newspaper stood for certain things, for certain principles, and 

it stood for them in every column from the weather on page one to the Eaton's ad on the 



back page" (Harkness 61). Although this stance differed from that taken by the Globe 

and the other penny papers, it did not have a negative impact on the newspaper's 

circulation. Rather. it won Atkinson the respect of his readers: "[B]ecause it was 

generally used for ends the public considered desirable rather than for  political or class 

purposes, public cd~dence  in the paper was not weakened" (Harkness 61 1. In effect, 

it is this trust, based on a shared sense of responsibility to society, that public 

joumalists are trying to restore in their respective constituencies. 

To the democratic ideals already championed by the T e l e m  and its 

competiton, Atkinson added the final element in the press' democratic consciousness: 

the notion of public ownership. Atkinsoo had fint been exposed to the idea during his 

days as a reporter for the W d ,  and was soon an ardent convert: "He rernained a 

public ownership man until his death" (Harkness 10). Atkinson saw public ownership 

of Toronto's utilities as the best way to assure the citizen a fair rate for his water and 

electricity, and to protect hirn from combines and monopoly. Atkinson's antisornbine 

stance was in substance not unlike Americans' mistrust of monopoly: "Cornpetition is 

impossible when an individual or a corporation of these gets control of the coai lands, 

or the oil lands, or îhe water power in a country. The question is not between individual 

and public control, but between public control and monopolyn (Harkness 82). 

Atkinson's newspaper dso was similar to its competiton with respect to its 

attitude toward Britain. In effect, the Star espoused the same Liberal values as did the 

Colonial Advocate and the Globe. And Atkinson was not above borrowing the more 

admirable traits of the mother country in advancing bis newspapers' campaign for 

social justice and reform: 

There is in England a party that is out for glory and 
conquest, for military careers, for expansion, for centrakation 
and for aggressioa. There is anoiher party that believes the p a t  
need of England is social and domestic reform and bettement of 
the condition of the people. It is upoo the side of the laîter party 
that the people of Canada would naturally be arrayed (Harkness 
89). 

Social Harmony - Loyaiism Revisited 

Toronto's rapid industrial expansion and the secular appeal of the department 

store did not, however, mean the end of the byalist ethos in Canada. Respectability . 
sobriety and Christian morality still dominated the Canadian imagination. The 
dissemination of these views carne l e s  and less from the pulpit, however, and more 



and more from the penny press. Robertson and his cornpetiton were capitalists of the 

first order, but seldom did they advocate ecowmic gain at the expense of social 

hmony. Instead. rhey prornoted social cohesion as essential to Canada's political and 

economic success. It was the intention of Codederation to create a unified nationality 

that surmounted ethnic. linguistic and provincial boundaries. In Toronto's penny 

Papen, national unity and s i a l  order took p~cedence over any particular cause: 

Cornmitment to the gospel of social harrrtony usually 
overrode syrnpathy for the underdog. Farm oreanizations that 
moved beyond the issue of nrral improvement into the redm of 
commerce or politics soon came in for much criticism . - . 
Unions noted for their militancy could expect little press 
affection . . . (Rutherford, VictorianAuthoritv 209). 

As similar as working conditions in Toronto were to those of New York, and as 

avid an interest as its penny papers would show towards the Knights of Labour. 

Canada's industrial experience differed from its American counterpart in one key area. 

Canada's emphasis on &al harmoay prevented the formation of a true proletanat 

Between 1û67 and 1892, Toronto would see 141 stnkes (Kealey 175). Udike the 

American experience, however, Canada's labour movement did not pose a threat to the 

social order. This emphasis on social order is well in evidence in the T e l e m  of 17 

July 1886: "Labour has no right to coerce the action of its own order or by force to 

abridge any of the nghts of capital, w hile capital must learn that human labourers 

canot safely be treated as unthinking machines" (qtd in Rutherford. Victorian 

Authority 179). In this respect, Canadian penny papers differed significantl y from their 

American counterparts. The Loyalist ethos held sway over both excessive individualism 

and political extrernism. 

Press and Business - Ownership Questions 

What had began as a myth in the colonial literature had, by the tum of the 

century, gained the support of Toronto's business community. Newspapers prornoted a 

social contract in which every member of society was necessary for the city's continued 

economic and social progress. Al1 of Toronto's penny papers supported the 

entrepreneur, who was seen as vital to the country's survival. Killing capitdism. 

clairned t h e T e l e m ,  "would mean [an1 end to al1 great enterprises, an end to 

construction of railways and telegraph lines, an end to the establishment of 

manufactories, an end to aii projects in which capital had to be invested" (Rutherford. 

Victorian AuthoRtv 2 10). 



However, such advocacy did occasiondl y raise questions about the 

newspapea' ability to comment fairly on business rnatters. It is a question that 

continues to plague dl media, one which grows more complicated with each successive 

corporate merger. As early as 1899. JS. Wtllison could find no conflict of interest in 

the growing commercialization of the newspaper industry: "(There is} no reason to 

conclude that the corporations have a dominating voice in the press o r  the public life in 

Canada" (qtd. in Rutherford. Victorian Autûorit~ 205). 

Criticism of the penny papers came also from Conservaîive party organs. Their 

chief criticism was their iack of principle. that these papen stood for nothing and 

offered readers merely pre-fabxicated opinions which they did not always hdd. 

However, it was precisely the abundance of opinion available in newspapers of the day 

that allowed the individual citizen to fom her own decisions - cornpetition and criticism 

are dso key components of the &mocraiic cmsciousness. 

Papers and Politichs 

By the end of the century. Canadians' opinions regarding freedom of the press 

had been ~i~nif tcant ly  advanced Succesive joumalists from Mackenzie through 

Atkinson had worked towards this goal, using similar tactics and holding similar 

convictions. Each undeatood the importance of language in f o d n g  a connection with 

their readers, and each imbued their papers with a strong moral sense of social 

responsibility and a dedication to Refom. In this respect, Toronto's penny papers were 

very sirnilar to their American originators. One crucial difference. however. was the 

myths these papers constructed. While they were indeed champions of the common 

man, they were insistent that the common man not take precedence over the greater 

good: " m e i r ]  c d e s  did not k t e a  the social fabnc but rather employed the 

prevailing myths to condemn people, practices, or institutions that hindered the 

progress of the city or the country" (Rutherford, Victorian Authonty 1%). 

In sum. the penny press in Canada made the articulation of politics and social 

issues a daily event This was made possible by advances ia printing and 

communications technology. The spread of the telegraph across the North American 

continent incorporated Canadiam' attitudes regarding the nature and definition of news 

into those already estabiished in the U.S. The penny press in Toronto was in large part 

a carbon copy of its American originators, with one key difference. Upper Canada's 

Loyalist heritage did not disappear with the arriva1 of industry in Toronto. Rather, the 

thernes of social harmony and s u ~ v a l  were renewed and strengtheoed as they were 



incorporatecl into the larger mytb of Canadian nationdism. In cornparison to the 
American penny papers, the influence exerted by the Telesam and its cornpetiton on 

îhe popular imagination was short-lived Canada's smaller population did not permit for 
the de- of sensationaiism t h  was commoo in the US., and even the most radical 
dailies socm became famil y papers once they had been establ ished. Neverthel ess. their 
emphasis on civic participation and urban reform was sufEcient to form a long-lasting 
democratic consciousaess in the Canadian public. As Rutherford recounts in A 

The popular press had pmspered because it met new 
social needs bom out of the sweep of modernity. The emerging 
bourgeois democracy required an increasing Level of mass 
involvement in the daily round of life. People at the top . . . had 
to be able to cornmuoicate with the publics below. Likewise. 
these publics needed some agency to voice their concems and so 
infiuence the establishment . . . The emerging society demanded 
a citizemy with suff~cient laiow ledge to make reasonable 
decisions about how to vote, what to buy. where to invest. how 
to find jobs, even what to believe. OIder institutions . . . could 
not adequatel y serve al1 these ends (232). 



CHAPTER FOUR: COMING FULL CIRCLE 

Introduction 

The end of the twentieth century fin& the United States at a crossroads in its 
dernomatic experiemx Americans are trirning away from politics in unprecedented 
numbers. Voter turnout has dropped to nearly an dl-time low. The 1988 presidential 

election saw voter turnout at its lowest rate since 1924 (Diorne 3 17). E q M y  
womisome is the sentiment that usually accompanies this duction in voter 

participation. As David Mathews has stated. "the very concept of good citizenship 
seems to have atrophied because politics bas taken the fom it has" (32). 

This chapter, therefore. will deai with the requirements for a truly dernocratic 

society, and the extent to which the American political system has drifted away from its 

own democraîic traditions- It will examine Americans' cumnt state of disillusiorment 

regarding their poli tical process and a principal source of their frustration - the media. 1 t 

will then examine the pmblems p o d  by the codes and conventions of conternporary 

newspapex repodng in perpeniacing that frustration. Findy, it will explain how the 

public joumalism movement is aüempting to restore the dernocratic tradition and 

reconnect newspaper readers to their goverment One of the most innovative ideas in 

contemporary media, public joumalism presents an excellent oppominity for 
new spapen to rediscover their dernocratic responsibili ties, and for readers to reassert 

their status as disinterested citizens. 

The Democratic Essentials 

Central to the democratic process is the disinterested citizen. A creation of 

ancient Greece, to elevate a person to the statu of citizen was to Iiberate him from 

tribal. occupational, regionai and other loyalties in order to create a new society based 
on participation and deliberation: .'The new poli tical subdivisions of Athens were 

deliberately constructeci so that each one was a kind of poiitical Noah's Ark. People of 
different tribes, occupations. and regions were brought together - j ust as citizens. 

Politin was invented . . . to allow strangers . . . to work togethef' (Mathews 200). 

The new dernocratic structure aworded the citizen unprecedented freedom, but it 

did not relieve him of his responsibility <O others. His obligation to work with his 
feliow citizens toward a common good was the basis of democracy. In the transfer of 
power from an oligarchy to the newly-formed citizenry, govemment became l e s  
concerned with controlling the popdation than with letting that population create its 



own society: the idea that citizens could give direction to their own lives Lies at the heart 

of Western civilization (Saul 47). Laws were not imposed by an elite body, but cfeated 

out of citims' deliberation for the common good: 'The revolutionary power of politics 

is aot in creati ng advocates for paiticular policies but in actually transfonning people so 

they no longer see themselves as victims of the system . . . In that expanded notion of 

politics, the public and its citizens are not peripheral, they are centralw (Maîhews 209). 

To effect social or politicai change first requires the creation of a poli tical will: 

lasting change cannot be achieved without effectively utiiizing citizens' abilities in 

identifying a common good. To do this. the citizenry must become aware of the 

pro &lem to be resol ved or the goal to be achieved: ̂ Once people are aware of thei r 

choices and the ethical and practical dilemmas that accompany them. the public can 

begin to corne to grips with hem" (Yankelovich 84). However, this entails more than a 

citizen simply knowing the problem exists. It must be presented in a manner that 

engages him on a personal level; it must be shown that the problem has a direct effect 

on his o m  welfare. 

Essential to raising ci tizens' consciousness and engaging them in a particular 

problem to be resolved is languap. As has k e n  illustrated in the previous chapters. 

language is not merely a tool with which to sell W n g  soda but the citizen's sole 

means of self-knowledge and the key to ensuring his effective participation in society. 

The primacy of relevant public lanepage in bringhg about social change is not a new 

concept. As John Ralston Saul explains, ianguage has always been the principal 

cataiyst for social progressr 'It is through language that we will find our way out of our 

current dilernma, jwt as a rediscovery of language . . . provided a way out for 

Westerners during the humanist breakthrough . . . in the twetfth century . . . Language, 

when it works, is the tool that makes it possible to invoke reality" ( 171 ). 

Once the citizenry is informeci and engaged in a problem. it can proceed to the 

second step in the democratic process: deliberation. This is a crucial stage. as it is 

through the deliberative p m s  that previously unconnected citizens becorne a public. 

bomd to each other in the understanding of their obligations to the greater good. As 

Mathews observes, deliberation is only possible if pcople see themselves as citizeas: 

''People become a public thmugh the connecring process of deliberation . . . To 

deliberate means to weigh carefdly both the mnsequences of various options for 

actions and the views of others . . . Without the discipline of serious deliberation, i t is 

impossible for a body of people to articulate what they believe to be in the best interest 

ofall" ( I l  1). 



It is a h  througb deliberabon that citizens identify the choices they face. and the 

possible consequemes of eacb. Deliberaiion is essential to the successful resolution of 

any problem, at an y level of govemmeat: "Making . . . choices together and acting on 

them together requires the same kind of S ~ ~ O U S  deliberation that deciding on national 

policy requires" (Mathews 125). 

Language is equally crucial to the deliberative process. Nothing can be resolved 

if citizens are unabie to agree on the information and choices k i n g  discussed. As 

Daniel Yankelovich observes, successful deliberatioa requires that al1 participants speak 

the same language: "Democracy depends on discovering modes of communication free 

frum domination and distortion. Here the divenity of people's points of view. far from 

king  an obstacle to tmth seeking, becornes an asset" (227). Shouid the deliberative 

stage suffer from insuffcient information or a distorted view of the choices presented. 

citizens cannot arrive at the next stage of the democratic process: public opinion 

(Y ankelovich 85). 

The tme defini tion of public opinion bars  little resemblance to the rash of 

statistics presented by contempomy media Contrary to the often unpredictable nature 

of the &ta presented for public coosumption. tme public opinion is based not on 

ideology or emotional responses. but on consensus. It is, by its very nature. consistent: 

T h e  only way to develop . . . consensus is to ground it on public judgment [which] 

depends on creating the Qrcumstances under which representative thinicing can thrive" 

(Y ankelovich 233). It is this emphasis on consensus that makes possible the creation of 

political will, which in turn effects lasting polit id and social change: "Without public 

j udgment, issues fester unresolved v i d y  wi thout time limi t; wi th public j udgment, 
issues can be resolved quickl y, saving years of strife, turmoil. waste and danger'' 

(Yankelovich 1 17). The capacity for citizens to euact social change through consensus 

and deliberation is not a new concept. Contmy to conternporary attitudes. it is not 

economics that makes social change possible. but the poli tical will of the citizenry . As 

Saul explains. "[tlhere is absolutely no indication that the Industnal Revolution . . . had 

a self-rectifyiog rnechanism to achieve any social balance . . . 1 t was the citizeq and 
democracy that forced the economic rnechanism into a socidly acceptable and 

rcasonably stable shape . . . the shape of a civilization" ( 1 17). 

The Roots of Political Cynicism 

There are several fessons for the distressing developments in Ameriouis' views 

towards their political system. Most, however. stem from their perception that 



poiiticians - at ail leveis of govemment - are no longer i n t e~s t ed  in their input as 

citizens. To a majority of the American public, Abraham Lincoln's credo -goverurnent 

of the people, by the people, for the people" sounds increasingly like hollow rhetoric 

( Maîhews 13). Many Americans now share the bel id that their representative, 
deliberative systern of democracy has been subjected to a "hostile takeovei' by experts, 

pundits and special intenst groups. It is a transformation they neither requested nor 

approved: "Americans feel that their political isolation has been ihnist upon them. It is 

not something that they have - nor would have - chosen for themselves" (Mathews 15). 

According to Matbews. it is this transfêr of power from the citizen to the special interest 

amup that has caused many Americans to tum passion into f d o n  into cynicism: 

They cared so deeply that their frustration ran to anger 
and cynicism . . . These Americans felt they had been pushed 
out of the political system by a professional class of powerful 
lobbyists, incurnbent poli titians, campaign managers - and a 
media elite. They saw the system as one in which votes no 
longer made any differeoce because money mleb They saw a 
system with i ts doms closed to the average citizen ( 12). 

Canadians also have seen a distressing increase in cynicism regardiog their 

public institutions. ln 1992, they overwhelmingly rejected the so-called Charlottetown 

Accord. The bill. a second attempt to acwmodate Quebec in the Constitution after the 

failed Meech Lake Accord. also would have brought sweeping reforms to the 

Constitution. After months of extensive and expensive negotiations - the total bill 

exceeded $84 million - the govenunent proposed a senes of refomis including an 

elected Senate, an acknow ledgment of First Peoples, and a recognition of Quebec as a 

"distinct society." Also included in the accord was the socalled Canada Clause, which 

was to have been added to Section 2 of the Constitution Act of 1867. The clause 

purported to embody "fundamental Canadian values" such as a respect for individual 

and collective human rights. In an almost exceedingiy optimistic tone, the Tory 

govenunent of Brian Mulroney promoted the accord under the concepts of unity and 

Following the failure of Meech Lake in 1988, the federal governen t  had 

sponsored 30 polls to deterruine its public reaction (York A 1). To promote the 

Charlottetown Accord, the Tories again used its wealth of resources. The party spent 

more than $12 million on polikg and focus groups to determine the public position 
most conducive to a successful referendum resui t (York A 1 ). For the dwation of the 

referendum campaign, not one public move was left to chance. 



What is important to note is the marner in which the accord was presented to 

the public and the news coverage it received. York University media professor Seth 

Feldman observed very early in the campaign that in promotional television ads and on 

national newscasts, the $105 million refcrendum campaign was covered much like an 

electioo: "At the end of the news item, we [were] informed that the campaign-style tour 

madl k e n  a success. The bandwagon [wasl rolling" (Cl). What was missing from 

television's election-style coverage, however, was an opposing view. On the eve of the 

ref'erendum, political columnia Richard Gwyn illustrated how opposing views to the 

accord were impossible to be found anywbere in the news media: 

On the one side . . . everybody who is anybody. The 
Prime Minister and every provincial premier. Almosi all their 
opposition parties Every newspaper, in its editorials. The entire 
business and financiai establishment, and almost ail of the 
academic and kgal establishment . . . One Yes ad was signed by 
a long list of memben of the Urder of Cana&. Oo the other 
side, nobody (BI). 

In promoting the accord, the federal govemment eagaged in what arnounted to a 

propaganda campaign of a sort not seen since the conscription crisis of 1942. In the 

months leading up to the refereodum, every possible tactic was used to ensure that 

Canadians would vote Yes. I i  was readily apparent that the Tories were not interested in 

allowing the Canadian public to debate the merits of the accord. As Environics pollster 

Michael Adams observed, 'The elite is temfied of people. It thinks they are ignorant 

and not to be trusted" (qtd. in Gwyn BI). In place of public dialogue, Canadians were 

told that to reject the accord would be to initiate "the beginning of the dismantling of 

Canada." As Graham Fraser of the Globe and Mail observed, the Tories' removing 

lin& placed on campaign spending "would make it possible for corporations . . . and 

interest p u p s  to 'saturate the airwaves' . . . and severely reduce the capacity of 

opponents to wage a fair debate" (A 1 ). The Tories also refused the Globe's access to 

information requests regarding polling results on the basis that such information would 

damage federal-provincial relations. 

A more accurate reason for the Tories' refusal to release polling results was that 

the accord was viewed by most Canadians as "a project unpopular and likely to fail" 

(Winsor and Graham Al). The federal govenunent's own pollstea had wamed as eady 

as June 199 I that Quebeckm were more than twice as Likel y to be concerned about 

pollution as Constitutional refoms. Outside Quebec. the accord could generate very 

little public interest. This was in part due to Environics pollster Michael Adams 



observation of Canadians' growing frustration with their political elites, which he had 

divined as earty as 1990. As Gw yu stated. "Canada's tradition of eli te w heeling and 

dealing behind closed doors ha(d] passed its shelf life" (B 1). An overwhelming number 

of Canadians wanted the Constitutional question resolved quickly in order to 

concentrate on the country's flagging economy. 

The referendum campaign also revealed the extent to which special interest 

groups had worked their way into the Canadian political landscape. As Gwyn 

observed, special interest groups had succeeded in turning the federal govemment's 

greatest asset - its technicd cornpetence - into its biggea weakness: "The elite's role has 

been reduced to geening the nght representative 'balance' on government boards and 

task forces" (B 1). A similar observation was made by Globe and Mail columnist 
Jeffrey Simpson, who saw the increasing idluence wielded by interest groups on 

Canadian politics as a potentially daogerous deveiopment for its society: 'The current 

round of Constitutional negotiations has emerged as the apotheosis of interest group 

politics, which may sadly reflect contemporary Canadian reality but hardly provides a 

vision for Canada" (qtd. in Gwyn B 1). 

The failure of the Charlottetown Accord was not due to inherent flaws in the 

document itseif. What Canadians rejected, rather, was the arrogance of their p l  iticai 

elites: "The point isn't that people don't like the Constitution. It's that the elite keeps 

telling them they have to like it" (Gwyn B 1). Even "alternative" national leaders such as 

then Hm Nations Chief Ovide Mercredi and Canadian Labour Congress president Bob 

White had serious difficulty arriving at a consensus among their supporten (Gwyn 

B 1). On the eve of the referendum, Gwyn saw in Canadians' rinng populism the sarne 

sentiment that was sweeping Eastern Europe: "Canadians, traditionally content to settle 

for 'peace, order and good govement, '  are swept up in a populist uprising that 

probably is without equal in the Western world" (B 1). 

Constitutional matters, and their coverage in the national press, rernain 

contentious topics in Canadian democratic life. Much has k e n  wntten conceniing 

Canada's adoption of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in conjunction with the 

patriation of its con& tution in 1982. Martin Li p e t  in Continental Divide argues that 

more than free trade, Canada's adoption of the Charter has resulted in a dramatic 

"Americanizationw of its Society and its id tu t ions  (qtd. in Manfred î34). Much like 

the Amerkm Bill of Rights, the Charter seeks to protect elements of individual liberty 

such as freedom of assembly, freedom of expression and freedom of the press. Where 

the Charter differs from its American counterpart. however, is in the inclusion of 



section 33. This so-called notwithstanding clause allows legislatures to ovemde judicial 

reivew of legislation in the interest of p r e s e ~ n g  peace order and good government. 

University of Western Ontario law professor Robert Martin also has obsewed 

that with ifs emphasis on individuai rightr the Charter represents a '-fundamental break 

with Canadian historical tradition." and has k e n  a principal contributor to the 

"Americanization" of Canadian pol ticial and social values. More i mportant, however. is 

the extent to whi ch j udicial interpretation of the Charter has gone in creating and 

perpetrating an orthodoxy based on individual rights. 

It is Martin's view that within every society rests an orthodox way of thinking. 

which is articulated through institutions such as the judiciary, universihes and. most 

important1 y. the media. Though this orthodoxy is shared equall y by al[ three 

institutions. it is the media, through their wide reach and accessi bility, that is the most 

effective way of spreading and maintaining it. Such an interpretation of the news 

corcesponds with Innis' view of news as a social hierogtyph. In Martin's view. the 

most troubling aspect of orthodoxy is that it obviates the ne& for independent thought: 

"If you work in the Canadian media, you learn what is correct and not correct." 

An excellent exarnple of contemporary Canadian orthodox thought is the 

national media's coverage of the Supreme Court decision regarding Del win V riend. A 

former lab instructor in Alberta. Vriend was fired in 1991 after he revealed his 

homosexuaïity. As Alberta's Individual Rights Protection Act makes no provision for 

prevention of discrimination based on sexual orientation. Vriend was denied the ability 

to appeal his dismissal. In covering the case. Canada's elite national press gave Vriend 

its full support. charging the Alberta legislature with outdated attitudes toward sexual 

orientation and job performance. It was the Supreme Court's view that to exciude 

sexual orientation in Alberta's human rights legislation would have "dire and 

derneankg'' consequences, and was an invitation for eveo more instances of 

discrimination: 

The very fact that sexual orientation is excluded from the 
IRPA. which is the Govemen t ' s  primary statement of policy 
against discrimination. certainly suggests that discrimination on 
the ,gound of sexual orientation is not as serious or as deserving 
of condemtion as other fonns of discrimination. 1 t could well 
be said that it is tantamount to condoning or even encouraging 
discrimination against lesbians and gay men. Thus this exclusion 
clearly gkes rise to an effect which constitutes discrimination 
(40). 



However, Martin claims, nowhere in the media was discussed what he viewed 

as the key question in a democratic society. In his view, the issue was not whether 

sexual orientation should be included in Alberta's human rights legislation, but who, in 

a free and dernocratic society, should be making those decitions. The Alberta 

legislahm had twice debated - and twice rejected - amending its legislation to prevent 

discrimination based on sexuai orientation on the grotmds that nich instances were rare, 

and that legislation is ineffective in changing public attitudes. But as contemporary 

Canadian orthodoxy autornaticaly regards al1 minorities as victims. this was not seen as 

the "right" way to think. Regardless of one's personal views on the matter, Martin 

stresses the need to abide by the decisions of the legislature: "If we are going to have 

any notion of democracy in this country . . . we have to respect those choices." 

The fact thai this question was not r a i d  in Canada's national press until after 

the deci sion was made public illustrates the extent to w hich the orthodoxy of i ndividual 

rights has permeated national iastitutions. What poses the most serious threat to 

democracy in Canada is that its courts, universities and media - the institutions most 

capable of independent thought - may share an outdated orthodoxy. In such an 

arrangement, information and values may tend to be circulated among these institutions 

without beiog subjected to critical thought Barriers to refonn may thus subvert the 
democratic process, with the Canadian press compounding the problem by failing in its 

duty to present alternatives to their readers in its d e  as guardian of democracy. These 

are problems first articulated by Lippmann. 

Martin charges the Suprerne Court with replacing the decision of Alberta's 

democratically elected goverment with what it and the national media viewed as the 

"right" answer. However, Martin maintains: 'The aim in a constitutional democracy 

. . . isn't always necessarily to get the right answer. The processes matter. And we 

have absolutely disregarded the processes . . . W e  think the only question is gening the 

right answer." What is dangerou to democracy is  that these answen are not arrived at 

through deliberation and debate. but by what Maain views as an outdated orthodoxy 

which views victims as having that "right" answer. regardess of the legitimacy of their 

claims. In its niling, the Court makes a clear comection between "homosexuals and 

other disadvantaged pups"  (3). In this respect. the substitution of a "right9* answer for 

deliberation and debate illustrates many aspects of corporatism. In both cases, social 

objectives are determineci not by the citizenry. but by spefial interest groups and an 

ovemding orthodoxy. 



Martin views the Vriend case as one in which section 33 of the Charter might 

bave beeo used to teassert the decision of Al berta's demccraîicdl y elected goveniment. 

However, the notwithtanding clause has been senously discredited in recent years. 

BrÏan Mulroney viewed i ts inclusion in the Charter as rendering the entire document 

worthless: alm. anger in niglish Cana& over its use by the Quebec legislaiare to 

override j udicial review of Bill 10 1 has oot completely subsided. 

Americans (and Canadians) did not arrive at such a cynical outlook toward their 
politicians by themselves. Many of them see the media - in all their foms - as the main 

contributors to their disillusionrnent. In contrast to the penny press era, rnany 

Americans see modem media as working not on behalf of the public. but contri buting 

to the gap between the public and its politicians. A 1 9 9 4  TimeslMirror poil revealed that 

71% of Americans agree that "the news media gets in the way of society solving its 

problems" (Memtt 4). 

This is particularly true of the elite national press, whose apparcnt emphasis on 

personai sfandal and partisan maneuvering, is of Iittle concern to  anyone outside the 

media themselves. Whether focusing on these scenarios on their own volition or acting 

on the directives of their respective news organization, joumalists' extensive coverage 

of petty nvalris and rhetoncal arguments have contributed greatly to the curreot climate 

of cynicism. As Merritt has observed: 

mhe great rnajority of what Amencans know - and hate 
- about politics they get through joumalists. The false choices 
cootrived by the politicians are presented through traditionai 
joumalism as THE choices. Since most Amencans do not see 
their views reflected in extremes, they do not see their i nterests 
reflected in the debate (Rosen and Memtt 21)- 

ln addition to this disillusionment with the state of their political systern, 

Arnericans (and Canadians, zoo) are also coming to grips with social fragmentation. 

The last decades of the twentieth century have seen a graduai erosion of many of the 

social, political and economic institutions that had previously provided the foundations 

of the social contract. Whereas community organizatioas, church congregations and 

even amateur sports leagues once maintained Amenouis' sense of community, their 

importance in the urban experience has been steadiiy declining. Simply put, the 

Amencan social contract is under siege: "Crime and other community-related problems 

- and our inability to combat them - suggest that we are put at nsk by social trends that 

are making the country 'a random collection of atomized individuals . . . wiih no 

connectedness or responsibiiity for one another'" (Leo, qtd. in Mathews 128). 



As illustrateci in the preceding chapters. oewspapers have ken an important 

element in shaping and maintaining a seose of comrnunity in both the U.S. and in 

Canada Their stahis as a social institution owed as much to their providing readers the 

predominant pseudo-euvironment as to the information they conveyeci. However. 

newspapen. as well as other f o m s  of media, aiso have fallen victim to fragmentation, 

the reasons for which will be discussed below. As Jack Fuller has observed, 

weakening the socially edifying influence of the new spaper can pmvoke dramatic 

results in the reading public and in the media themselves: 

When knowledge shatters, this invites the kind of 
adversarial contest that is rapidly supplanting ail other f o m s  of 
discourse. Dueling experts for hire wield sharp fragments a t  one 
another while the crowd look for b l d  Without a way of 
relating the corn pet ing assertions to any system of thought that 
would help to explain or evaluate them, people . . . are ready to 
think the worst of everyone, including the joumalist himself 
( 189). 

In Whv Americans Hate Politics, E. J. Dionae traces the rmts of Americans' 

growing aiienation from the political process. It is his assertion that beginning in the 

1%Ck. the country's political landscape began to shift away from a focus on citizen- 

based deliberation to a focus on competing ideologies: ' m e  purpose of dernocratic 

politics is to solve problems and resolve disputes. But since the l % h ,  the key to 

winning elections has been to reopen the same divisive issues over and over agahain" 

( 16). This transition has been brought about by Republicans and Democrats alike. 
Dionne accuses both parties of having "conspired to wage war on public iife" through 
difiereut but equally successful tactics. The strategies of both Republican and Democrat 

bear a strong resernblance to the fear of mob rule that characterized the pre-Jacksonian 

Both [parties] profoundly rnistrusted the decisions that a 
dernocratic eiectorate mi@ arrive at. The left increasingly 
stopped trying to make its case to the voters and instead relied on 
the courts to win benefits for needy and outcast groups. The 
right waged wholesale war on the state and argued that 
govemment was alwavs the problem and never the solution . . . 
The result has been l e s  dernomtic politics in which voters feel 
increasingly powerless (Dionne 332). 

Since the 1%0s, Dionne States. public debate has been forced ioto what he c d s  

a rhetoric of false choices. which has effectively eliminated the cornmon p u n d  citizens 
require to engage in deliberation and to arrive at a consensus: Tbe false choices posed 



by libedisrn and consewatism make it extremely ciifficuit for the perfectly obvious 

preferences of the American people to express themselves in our politics. We are 

encouragiog 'either/orY politics based on ideological preconceptions rather than a 

'botwand' politin based on ideas that broadly unite us" ( 14). 

This regression to ideology produces in the citizenry a mindset that replaces the 

ability to see issues in tbeir cornplexity with what Yankelovich calis compartmentaiized 

thinking. In this frame of mina Yankelovich claims, "people can maintain 

contradictory and codicting opinions without k i n g  mentally discomforted. [For 

example: When people think about presewing . . . jobs, rhey endone protectionism. 

When they thidc about consumer values . . . they oppose protectionism" (3 1). In 

Breakin? UD America, Joseph Turow iIlustrates how advertisers' transition away from 

massmarketing to specialized niche marketing a b  has contributed to this mindset: 

in urging the allegiance of target audiences to narrow 
clusters of media, the stnitegies discouraged the creation of 
central media-meeting places w here al1 sorts of people could 
congregate to sample each other's views, oews and 
entertainment. The strategies also discouraged audiences from 
visiting media clusters not designed for them. thereby lessening 
an oppommity for them to get a feel for social diversity and ask 
how they and othen fitted into the larger society (92). 

This dynamic is further perpetuated by political parties' dependence on opinion 

polls. which work not to seek out a possible cornmon ground between opposing 

viewpoints. but to perpetuate the ideological divide: 'The focus group may be the 

perfect syrnbol of what has happened to democracy in Amena. Insofar as 'the people' 

are consulted by political leaders these &YS, their reactions are of interest not as a guide 

to policy but simply as a way of exploring the electorate's gut feeling, to see which 

kind of message rnight rnove them rnost" (Dionne 3 1 1). 

Such a framework is fundamentally anti-democratic, as it prevents citizeos from 

identifying problems to be solved by any methods other than those offered by 

Republican or Democrat. As Saul has observecl from his h a d i a n  perspective. 

reducing social and political problems to ideological arguments denies the place of the 

disinteresteci citizen as the centre of the democtatic pcocess: "A social system that 

defines progress as the total of a myriad of more or less water-tight compartments 

denies the possibility of a citizen-based society. It therefore denies the individual as a 

source of legi timacy" ( 1 64). 

It is this emphasis on ideology and compartmentalized thinking that has aliowed 

many of the problems of contemporary American society - from inner-city airne io race 



relations to campaign finance reform - to fester unresolved for decades. Increasing 

polarization has taken poli tics away from deliberahon and replaced it wi th poli tical 

posturing and short-term thinking: "Roblems are solved: issues are merely what 

p l  itiàans use to divide the ci tizenry and advance t hemselves" (Donne 332). 

Also troubliog is the failure of these competing ideologies to gamer any strong 

public support. There is very littie similarity betweeo the contemporary Republican and 

D e m m t i c  parties and their nineteenth-cenniry incarnations. As Dioane has observed. 

the differences between the two parties is now more rhetoricai tban concrete: 'The two 

broad coalitions in Amencan poli tical life - liberal and Democratic. conservati ve and 

Republican - have becorne so unstable that neither side can afford to risk very rnuch. 

That is because the ties that bind Americans to each other. to their communi ties, and 

thus to their political parties have p w n  ever weaker" ( 17). 

Thus. in addition to its reducing public policy decisions to short-terrn partisan 

contests, this regression to ideology has resulted in a chronic political paralysis. With 

neither the Republicans nor the Democrats enjoying solid, committed public support. 

neither side is willing to commit to innovative, daring policy solutions that might 

dienate their increasingly fickle voter base. As Dionne states. "[ljasting domi in a 

democratic society canna take place in the absence of a broadly based consensus" (27). 

For both sides of the ideological divide. ihe safest course is no course at ail: %ne of the 

principal reasons for America's faiiure of po ti tical will is that America's leadership has 
not presented the public with realistic choices, and on occasion has acnially created 

obstacles deflecting the public from working through the issue" (Y aakelovich 10 1 ). 

The most womsome characteristic of this situation is its inflexibiliry. Rather 

than working to cnate an environment that encourages deliberation and proOoregS, a 

dependence on ideology forces both camps to capiialize on and perpetuate the public's 

increasing cynicism surrounding the democratic pmcess: 'To appeal to an increasingiy 

alienated electorate, candidates and their political consultants have adopted a cynical 

stance that . . . plays into popular cynicism about poli tics and thus wins them votes . . . 
At the end of it d l ,  the goveming process . . . becornes little more than a war over 

symbols" (Dionne 17). As will be illustrated below , it is the self-fuffilling nature of 

such a framework that public journalism is trying to eiimioate. 

The Corporatist Agenda 

The source of this retreat to ideology , and the distancing of politics from the 

citizenry extend beyond the U.S.' own borders. In The Unconscious Civilizatioo, John 

Raiston S a d  illustrates how the Western tradition of citizen-based democracy itself has 



been overtakeo by a system he describes as corporatism. In such an arrangement, the 

citizen is robbed of his democratic rights and potential in favour of special interest 

groups. In corporatist structures, legitimacy lies not with the disinterested citizen, but 

with the group. Public policy is achieved h o t  through democratic discussion or 

participation. but througb negotiation between the relative groups based upon expertise. 

interest and the ability to exercise power" (Sad 3 1). In coroporatist structures. 

knowledge and language are viewed not as tools with which to identify the cornmon 

good, but as mechanisms of social control. Having been robbed of its potential to 

doubt. deliberate and criticize, the citizenry finds its only means of dissent in angry 

populisrn. 

Much of the cynicism directed at po titicians and joumaiists is. in effecf the 
result of the corporatist influence. Amencans are angry at the media. which they charge 

with cornplicity in brioging about such a situation. It is n fact not lost ou David Broder, 

one of the most respecteci political j o u d i s t s  in Amerka: 'The resuit has been that even 

as we have decried these tactics, we have rnagnified their effectiveness by publicizing 

the very messages we deplore. And in the process, we have probabl y deepened public 

c ynicim about politics w i thout doing anything that might remedy the practices that 
rnake people cynical" (B 1 1. 

The essential component in the corporatist struchm is the control it exercises 

over public language. For democracy to woric, laoguage must be tied to a potential for 

action. As far back as ancient Greece, the citizen's right and his abitity to participate in 

his society was mted in the oral culture: "[Slpeech is what makes a man a political 

king and wherever the devance of speech is at stake matters become poli tical by 

definition. The polis was a way of life in which speech and o d y  speech made sense 

and where the central concern of al1 the citizens was to talk to each other" (Dewey, qtd 

in Carey 84). Corporatism. however. which rewards those with specialized 

knowledge, replaces a public language accessible to the citizenry with technical jargon 

and propaganda. 

To implement an effective corporatist stnrcture, therefore, it is essential f i r s t  to 

control the language of public discourse. As Carey has observed, replacing the citizen's 

own language with speàalized jargon effedvely replaces the citizen as a locus of 

power with those holding expert knowledge: "Lacking an oral culhire, one may easil y 

fall prey to experts in knowledge who do our knowing for us, who inforni us but 

whose knowledge does not eady comect to our achial experience, and the basic 

transactions of life" ( 165). This can be said of politics as well as of law, medicine, 



economics and, in particular, journalism. As Yankelovich observes. interest groups use 

a language that excludes those wi thout inside k w w  ledge of their respective domains: 

"Unwittingly and automaticdly. tbey use technical jargon that excludes the public. They 
dismiss the views of &kens who do no? cornmand their factud mastery of the subjecr 

(4). In Makine News, Gaye Tuchman illustrates how a simple shift in semantics - 

wng the term "big business" instead of "corporate capitalism" - can disguise reality 
and prevent the public from seeing issues in their vue complexity: 

As a metaphor, "big business" invokes images of the 
cornpetitive marketplace of an earlier era, not the contemporary 
economic situation. Linguistic prachces such as these harnper an 
analytic understanding of societai issues. Like the web of 
facticity with which they are associated, such practices 
unintentionall y create and control controversy by 1 imi tin g 
possible analyses of the interrelationship between and among 
phenornena ( 164). 

As is the case wi th polarized public debate, corporatism prevents citizens from 

fd ly  participating in their socieîy. With public policy now consisting of rbetorical 

arguments and specialized jargon, the citizen is at a nearly complete loss to make seose 

of what he sees or hears in the media. In the corporatist model. political debate becornes 

the exclusive dornain of experts and spokespeople, w hose commi tment to democracy is 

overshadowed by more immediate padsan goals: "One of the difficulties faced by 
citizens today is making sense of what is presented as material for public debate. but is 

acnially no more than the formalized propaganda of interest groups. It is very rare now 

in public debate to hear from someone who is not the officiai voice of an organizarion" 

(Sad 6 1 ). 

Tuchman has examined this practice in much detail. She cites a lQIO study by 

Kapsis et al .. which found that news reports of nots draw heavil y upon police versions 

rather than citizens' versions (94). Her own research, compiled &ter observing the 

operations of several newsrooms over a period of six months. brings her to a sirnilar 
conclusion: 

News reports of student stnkes use university sources 
. . . to estimate how many studeots attend classes - despite the 
obvious self-interest expticit in the official amount. Estimates of 
the effectiveness of union strikes are taken from such legitimated 
o f f~c i ia  as union heads and industry spokespersons to present 
confliding  th-daims, rather than from workers or shop 
stewards (95)- 



Another important element of corporatist structures is i ts emphasis on simplistic 

solutions. Rather than worlang towad a common good, corporatist structures offer a 

simplified. romantic vision of the "good old days." In exchange for the nght to 

criticire, the citizen is offered a simplistic recipe for persona1 economic prosperity. 
However, these so-ca1led benefi ts are on1 y available to those w ho have mastend the 

new lang uage and suppressed their i ndividuality to their particular i nterest group. Saul 

states that Western societies are in a state of unconsciousness. which prevents them 

from defining the reality of their own problems. As a result, these problerns - be they 

social, political or economic in nature - remain unsoived. The citizenry eventuall y loses 
interest in solviog hem, and in its cynicism begins the search for a scapegoat: '-Without 

a language that fmctions as a general means of useful communication. crisis slips i nto 

self-delusion and romauticism, both of which are aspects of ideology, both aspects of 

unconsciousness" (47). 

Concurrent to the rise of corporatism in the West has been a dramatic increase in 

the amount of information available to the public. But instead of producing a better- 

informed mon democraticaîly active citizenry, such massive arnounts of information 

have instead brought about a sense of confusion. Charles Cooley observed this 

phenornenon very early in this century. Cooley claimed that the mass press had created 

"an over-exci tatioa which weakens or breaks down character" (qtd. in CBtrom 1 00). 

As Fuller illusbates in News Values, the problems created by surplus inforrnation have 

not gone away: "Information overioad rnanifests itself emotionaily as a profound sense 

of loss of contrd" ( 188). The spread of new information technologies such as the 

internet has only contributed to this trend. Amencaris cm now choose from a myriad of 

information sources; however, the information available often does not provide them 

with any increased potential to participate as individual citizens. As Saul explaios. the 

internet has in large part become simply another outlet for corporatist propaganda: 
"Even as the information highway takes form, the public aad private interests are 
carving i t up as an information control system and a sales mechanism . . . Already 

govemment departments and corporations are beginning to flood the intemet with their 

rhetoric, al1 in the narne of public debate" ( 140). 

The proliferation of infornation available to the public also has contributed to 

Western society's slip into Saul's state of unconsciousness. It is Sad's contention that 

a true dernomatic consciousness m o t  be maintained by information done. It is only 

by citizens' exercising their own capabilities that they are able to define and shape their 

own reality: 'The true characteristic of consciousness is not simply knowiedge, but a 



bdanced use of our qualities so that what we know and say is related to what we do 

. . . It is a balancing act that makes the narrow certainty of ideologies impossible" 

(181). 

The increase in information also has contributed to the fragmentation of the 

social contract in the US. Far from providing citizens with a coherent view of the 

world from which the citizenry could arrive at consensus, the preponderance of 

unsolicited information, lacking in both relevance and context. has erected a bamer 

between citizens that prevents participation and democratic action. In Amusing 

Ourselves to Death, Neil Postman observes that this trend began with the arrivai of the 

telegraph: 

In boih oral and typographie cultures, information 
derives its importance from the possibility of action . . . But the 
situation created by the telegraph . . . made the relaîioashi p 
between information and action both abstract and remote. For 
the first time . . . people were faced with the problern of 
diminished social and political potency . . . For the fint time. we 
were sent informatioa which answered no question we had 
asked, and. . . did not permit the nght of reply, [creating] a 
neighborhood of strangers and pointless quantity; a world of 
fragments and discontinuities (qtd. in Memn 8). 

oerous Postman is not the first to express concem about the potentially dan, 

effects of surplus information. In The Public and its Roblems, Dewey illustrates tbat 

democratic action is dependent not upon the amount of information available for public 

consumption. but on the public's ability to understand its meanings in common: DoOur 
Babel is noi one of tongues but of sigos and symbois wiihout which shared experience 

is not possible" (qtd. in Czitrom 1 1 1 ). 

Corporatism, meaningless infonnation and a public laoguage stripped of its 

relevance to the citizenry. al1 pose serious threats to the democratic order, particularly 

when they appear in the guise of encouraging democracy. When acting in concert. these 

trends create a politicai and social environment that encourages cynicism. paralysis and 

corruption. Citizeos are unable to define problems in terms relevant to their own 

expenence, and are therefore dissuaded from seeking solutions. Any notion of the 

common good is replaced by a powerful sense of  self-interest: "Inabili ty to commit 

oneself to believe in anything îhat transcends one's private interests leads to a 

weakening of cornmitmeut in family and community and to the self-absorption thaî is 

sometimes called narcissism" (Sullivan, qtd. in Dionne 334). 



This attitude creates a reciprocal dynarnic between the citizenry and its leaden in 

which both sides feed off the cynicism of the other: "Wone, we are cultivating this 

loathing in our dites. We encourage them to think of us - the citizenry - with contempt. 

and so to think of ourselves in the sarne wayT' (Saul22). Such a dynamic creates a 

climate hostile to democratic self-government. As Saul explains, removing the public 

fmm its rightful place as the centre of a democracy aliows the asceadance of leaden 

whose loyalty is not to the citizenry. but to their particular interest group: "If individuals 

do not occupy their legitimate position, then it will be occupied by a god or a Ling or a 

coalition of interest groups. If citizens do not exercise the powers conferred by their 

legitimacy. others will do son (74). 

Al1 of these problems apply to contemporary journatism. Were this not the case, 

the rampant cynicisrn seen in the Amencan public regarding its political syaem would 

not have occurred. As Memtt has observed, the health of a nation's democracy and its 

media are rnunially dependent: "lt is no coincidence that tbe decline in joumalism and 

the dedine in public life have happened at the same time. In modem society, they are 

codependent. Public Life needs the information and perspective that joumalists can 

provide. and joumalism needs a viable public life because without one there is no need 

for joumalism" (4). 

The erosion of Amencan joumalism as both a social institution and a foundation 

for its democratic suciety is due to several factors. Objectivity, while useful in fostering 

Americans' emerging dernocratic coosciousness in the pemy press en, is now seeo by 

media scholan as a false and unnecessary barrier between the jounialist and his 

constituency. Joumaiists' time-honoured detachment has also dlowed most political 

coverage to simply perpetuate the poiarization of contemporary public debate while 
avoiding any obligation to deliberation or consensus Journalism also is suffering from 

institutionai inertia, which bas discouraged efforts to reform the craft, either from 

withio or without. 

The economics of modem joumdism also have worked against the press' 

democratic obligations. With most urban newspapen k ing  either part of a chain or 

simply another revenue source for a large corporation, many newspapers have been 

forced to restructure to ensure the highest return for their shareholden. not to their 

readers. Finally, new information technologies such as the fax machine and the intemet 

now allow journalists to write front-page stories without ever talking to a source in 

person. 



The Objectivity Question - From Lippmann to Rosen 

During the penny press era, the belief thai a joumalist could report the truîh 

ushg the same dispassionate approach as a scientist quickly became standard practice 

for newspapers across the continent: "Just as mentists discovered the facts about 

nature by using nomativel y established objective rnethods, so. too. the news media 

and the oews pdessionals would use their rnethods to reveal social r d i t y  to the news 

consumer" (Tuchman 161). The spread of telegrapb wires and the need for newspapers 

to attract as many advertisers as possible ensured tûat jourualisîs would be dissuaded 

from wnting a story from their own interpretation. In this frarnework. democracy 

would be strengthened through dispassionate, detached observation. News and tmth 

were seen to be synonymous. 

However, the failings of objectivity to provide the reader with such tmth were 

in evidence at almost the sarne time as newspapen were adopting it. In reporting the 

Paris riots of 1848, Horace Greely observes in his New York Tribune of 24 July the 

nearfy impossible nature of conveying the complexity of an important aory in sufficient 
detail: 'These events are so multiplieci and variecl in their character that it is impossible 

to ,psp them in their totality . . . distorted and erroneous accounts are spreading in 

every direction . . . 1 will, therefore, simply state what I have seen rnyself and acts of 

which I a n  ,-tee the authenticity" (qtd. in Picken %). Such an admission in 

contemporary joumalism is rarely, if ever, seen. 

In Public Opinion, Walter Lippmann clearly differentiates between news and 

mith. Lippmann believes news to be cornprised of single, isolated events such as 

murden, fires, accidents and basebal1 scores. For the joumalist. reporting these events 

requires very Little rdection or interpretation. Tm&, however, consists of hidden facb 

which are put into contexi and acted upon (226). 

A fundamental problem arïses when the joumalist fails to distinguish between 

these two concepts. Reporring a house fire conveys the details of an isolated event. It 

does not convey tmth. The danger for a democratic society lies in the joumalist's 

application of the sarne reporting technique to a house fire as he does the problems of 

urban housing or  industrial poverty: "Unless the event is capable of being named, 

measured, given shape, made specific, it either fails to take on the character of news, or 

it is ntbject to the accidents and prejudices of observation" (Lippmann 229). 

Lippmann does suggest that the press is important in maintaining a dernomatic 

society: ''[Ain effective public opinion exists when the individual minds that rnake up 
the public possesses correct representations of the worid The newspaper serves i ts 

democdc function when it transmits such representations to the individual membea of 



the public" (qtd. in Carey 81). However, he views the press' distressingly chronic 

failure to convey accurate information as a threat to shaping constructive public 

opinion. In place of an accurate rendition of reality, Lippmann charges the press with 

creating stereotypes. It is his view that newspapers' creation of a social vision - what he 

calls the pseudo-environment - consists of reducing complex issues and events into 

simple concepts The most effective means for the creation and dissemination of these 

stereotypes was the telegraph: 

The subtlest and most pervasive of al1 influences are 
those which create and maintain . . . stereotypes. We are told 
about the world M o r e  we see it. We imagine most things before 
w e  experience them. And those preconceptions. unless 
education has made us acutely aware, govem deepty the whole 
process of perception (59). 

Lippmann found littîe comfort in the rudimentary codes of conduct that had 

evolved out of the penny press' increased profits and social import. With their 

crusading spirit and large circulations, Pulitzer, Daoa and Hearst had eamed the 

immense respect and dedication of their readers. For Lippmann, however, none of ths 

could ensure that the journalist would provide an accurate impression of the outside 

world. In Lippmann's view. no journalist could step outside his own response to an 

event: 

There is no discipline . . . which has authority to direct 
the journalist's mind when he passes from news to the vague 
realrn of truth. There are no canons to direct bis own mind . . . 
His version of the truth is only his version . . . And the more he 
understands his own weaknesses, the more ready he is to admit 
that when there is no objective text. his opinion is in some vital 
mesure constructeci out of his own stereotypes according to his 
own code . . . He knows that he is seeing the worid through 
subjective lenses (227). 

Lippmann also was keenly aware of the dangers of newspaper objectivity to 

other social institutions. As the papes  of Pulitzer and Hearst provided the U.S. with its 

on1 y pseudo-environment, the information they conveyed was accepted as tnith. and in 

tum acted upon by governrnents and schools alike. Lippmann points out that when 

those elements of society most capable of effecting sociai change also suffer fmm 
distorted or inaccurate information. the strength of a nation's democmcy is further 

weakened: "[Ilt is because they are cornpelled to act without a d i a b l e  picture of the 

worid that governrnents, schools, newspapers, churches rnake such smail headway 

against the more obvious failings of demomcy" (230). 

Lippmann's criticism of objectivity in news reporting also touched on a problern 

addressed by contemporary media scholars and public joumalists di ke: the exten t to 



which it discourages citizen phcipation by removing the personal dimension of the 

news. 7Khile it is true that it was precisely the abundance of telegraphic, objective news 

that the penny papers used to encourage their readers to become active citizens. this 

occurred during an era in which journalists and the reading public alike shared cornmon 

aspirations and a wmmoa language, and before the onslaught of surplus information 
propagated by the recent information explosion. As will be illustrated below , it is one 

of the principal goals of public joumalists to  overcome this distancing to re-establish a 

personal relationship with their reading public. Media schohrs from Lippmann to 

McLnhan to Jay Rosen al1 have stressed the need for the public to feel personally 

involved in the news. Without such a rapport, a public will to solve pmbtems cannot be 

m t e d :  &News which does not offer this opportunity to introduce oneself into the 

stniggie which it depicts C ~ R I ~ O ~  appeal to a wide audience. The audience m u t  
participate in the news. much as it participates in the drama, by penooal identification" 

( Lippmann 224). 

A notable attempt to librrate journalists f m  the constraints of objective 

reporting and engage the reader on a personai level occurred durÏng the 1%. 

Reporten such as George Plimpton, Nomian Mailer and, most notably, Tom Wolfe, 

experimented with incorporating Literary techniques such as ellipses. dialope and 

exclamation points into traditional news reporting. This so-called New Joumalism re- 

introduced the craft of storytelling to journalism, while retaining the need for accuracy. 

What resulted was a more dynamic, more personal and more engaging type of 

reporting. As Wolfe recounts: 

What interested me was not simply the discovery th& it 
was possible to write accurate non-fiction with techniques 
usualty associated with novels and short stories . . . It was the 
discovery that it was possible . . . in journalism to use any 
Iiterary device, from the traditional dialogisms of the essay to 
stream-of-consciousness . . . to excite the reader both 
intellectuaiiy and emotiooally (Wolfe 15). 

The final important element in Lippmann's critique of the press' failure to e ~ c h  

democratic life is the sporadic nature of its reporting. There is Little doubt that 

newspaperî in Lippmann's era succeeded in raising public awareness about pressing 

political and social issues. However, it was their failure to seek out  the origins of such 

problems and see them through to a resdution that allowed them to fester. Joumalists' 
hunt for the next %ig story" has gone largely uoaltered since the days of Pulitzer. Such 
an attitude toward the news creates an adrenaline surge in the media that Srnply cannot 

be sustained (Failows, News 132). Newspapen' examining pmblems in more detail in 

order to encourage their resolution would indeed constitute the deliberative proceu: "It 



is only when the work by a sîeady light of their own that the press . . . reveals a 

situation intelligible enough for a poptdar decision" (Lippmann 229). 

I t  is Tuchman's concept of the news net - the strategic placing of reporters in 
locations where news is most likely to happen - that contributes to the press' s p o d i c  

reporting. In Tuchman's view, onl y those events deemed important enough to be 

caught in the news net will be reported on. While this practice ensures that major stories 

receive ample coverage, it also severeiy Iirnits the picture newspapers can offer of the 

outside wortd: 

Instead of blanketing the wodd by their independent 
efforts, the news media and the news services leave the same 
sorts of hole in the news net, holes j ustified by a professiondl y 
shared notion of news . . . The netlike formation of the 
dispersion of reporte= is of theoretic importance, for it is a key 
to the constitution of news. The spatial anchonng of the news 
net at çentralized institutional sites is one element of the frame 
delineating strips of everyday reality as news (23). 

Another problern with the news net that has continuecl ioto conternporary 

joumalism is its hierarchical, elitist nature. Tuchman sees the net as  working on three 

key assumptions: that readers are interested in events at specific localities; that readers 

are concemed with activities of specific organizations and that readers are interested in 

specific topics (25). That a successfui journaiist must know his readership is widely 

accepted by scholars and educators alike. However, the news net replaces the potential 

for a joumalist to d i r e d y  communicate with his readea with a ready-made set of 

assumptions about them. Clive Cocking has observed. however, that journalists' blind 

reliance on the news net prevents them from correctiy interpreting readers perceiveci 

antipathy towards the news: 

If the public is bored with anythiag, . . . it is the way the 
news media, particuiarly the newspapen, cover politics . . . 
What the y w m t  is joumaiism that reflects their real day-do-day 
concerns as citizens. For editoa to suggest that this would of 
necessity be boring . . . shows how divorced from the r d  
worid these ashen-faced newsmrn shut-ins have become and 
how they've lost sight of one of the oldest journalistic maxirns - 
there are no du11 stories, only du11 writen (297). 

Contemporary scholart y discussion of O bjectivi ty in news reporthg continues to 

address the shortcomings first outlined by Lippmann. However. the discussion is now 

considenibly more cornplex. The initiai failings of objective news reports have in the 

intervening decades become entrenched in journalistic culture and perpetuated by 



joumalism educators. In addition, media scholars also must contend with a media 

envimament that is mosiderably more complex than that of the days of Pulitzer and 

Hearst, and in Canada, Atkinson and Robertson. Scholars must address objectivity in a 

climate of corporate aewspaper ownership, sophisticated niche marketing and electroaic 

communication. Even at the height of their careen. the toughest cornpetition Pulitzer 

and Hearst ever faced was with each other. Fighting for prof?& and circulation in a 

media culture including radio, television and the internet could not have been imagined. 

Lu ntch a media culhm, Jay Rosen looks upon objectivity as "a very bad, 

unworkable phiiosophy for [the] task of re-engaging citizens in politics and public life" 

( Be~ond Obiectivity 53). For Rosen. the tenets of objectivity deny any admission by 

the journaiist that his work may influence public attinides. Such a bind. he charges. 

denies a joumalist the use of his own imagination (Who's Afraid?). 

Rosen, one of the leaders of the modem public joumaiism movement. also 

views objectivity as a contract between jouraalists and their employers. In such an 

arrangemen& joumalists enjoy the right to report the news iodependently in exchanp 

for their keepiag their own opinions out of their work It is an arrangement, Rosen 

observes, that arose eariy in the twentieth ceotury as newspapers grew in economic 

compiexity (Bevond Obiectivitv 48). However, he charges joumaiists' employers with 

fading to live up to their responsibilities. Media owners' emphasis on profits and cost- 

cutting have severely hampered joumalists' abili ty to carry out their work according to 

the contract of objectivity (Bevond Obiectivi~ 48). It is here that joumalists find 

thernselves in a bind Altering the contraft to reflect the new economic reality of 

joumaiism would require that joumalists address their own role in society . which 

contradicts the key elements of objectivity: 'The ptocess of correction requires a self- 

conscious mental intervention that is at odds with the concept of objectivity" (Fuller 

15). 

Furthering the ideas first articulated by Lippmann, Rosen also addresses the 

journalist's views of objectivity as tmth. Rosen agrees with Lippmann that t h  is 

essential to ensuring the survivai of demmcy:  T h e  pumit of a disinterested truth is 

vitally important to any democratic political cornmunity" (Bevond Obiectivity 51 1. 
However, Rosen discredits objectivity's ciaim to tmth by observiog tbat even those 
institutions tùat were most committed to transparency have since nirned away from 

such an approach: "Not even in the hard sciences do they d l y  see the pursuit of truth 
this way. Certainly aimost eveq important deveiopment in the human and soc id  

sciences over the 1st 20 or 30 years hss wom away at the intellectuai validity of the 

journalists' theory of tnith" (Bevond Obiectivitv 49). 



Rosen also views objectivity as a routine which allows joumalists a ready-made 

format for thei r writing. He claims that the contemporary joumalistic emphasis on 

balance - requirin g joumalists to seek out views contrary to those k i n g  presented by 

politicians - is a flight €rom tmth d e r  than an avenue into it (Bevond Obiect ivi~ 50). 

Such an approach, Rosen claims, allows for joumaiists to saîisfy their obligation to free 

and open debate while avoiding any criticism of their work: "It pmduces a kind of 

criticism that is in fact easily and regularly discounted by journalists themselves. which 

is a way of living without criticism" (Ekvond Obiectivitv 50). Such a "balance" bates 

no resemblance to the deliberation necessary for tme d e m o d c  participation. 

Detachment dso cteates in many joudis ts  what Memtt calts a "trained 

incapaci ty" to understand their environment and a working ciimate in w hi ch transience 

is cornmon ( 19). While transience also was common dunng the penny press era, 
reporters such as Jacob Riis, HL. Mencken and Theodore Dreiser, and in Canada. 

R e m  Berton, displayed in t heir wri ting a profoand attacbment and genuine i nterest in 

the fate of their cities. But as Mema observes, contemporary joumalistic detachment 

allows journalists to report on their community without holding any personal stake in iir 

'Transience chills passions about place and time . . . problems in the current town need 

not be resolved only reporteci on" (42). For ambitious joumalists, covering local 

problems is simply risk-free reporting: "[Rleporting on something wrong involves no 

risk. requires no extension of faith. But reportiog on something nght invotves the risk 

that it can always go wrong. Detachment allows Uoumalists] to avoid that r i sk  ( 19). 

A continued reliance on objectivity and detachment is but one of the problems in 

joumalism that has contributed to Amencans' erosion of faith in their political system. 

Reporting in 1947, the Amencan Commission on the Freedom of the Press charged that 

as it was practiced, "the press ha[dj developed a curious sort of objectivity - a spunous 

O bjectivity which results in half-mtths, incompleteness and incompre hensi bility" 

(Peterson, qtd. in Osler 92). Theodore Peterson's criticism of tradi tionai obj ectivity 

was extensive. Among his cnticisms were that objectivity discouraged journalists from 

providing background to the facts they presented, and that it encouraged them to accept 

information from their sources at face value (Osier 92). 

The format of news reporting, particulariy in the elite national press. 

inadvertently errcts barriers that &oy any possibiiity of deliberaiion, perpetuating 
instead a hierarchical reiationship between journaiists and their readers. Newspapers' 

continued hunt for the "big story" has perpehmted their umahiral, episodic coverage of 

important issues. Joumalists' reliance on "official" sources imposes limits on the types 

of information they convey . Their emphasis on "balance? simpl y mimors the ideoiogical 



polarization that has corne to dominate public debate. As Fuller bas observed. 

institutional traditions and the habits of modern joumalists are no longer relevant to  the 

nature of modem communication. Journalism will need to be more flexible, joumalists 

more intuitive, if the newspaper is to survive: 

[Iln an environment in which newspapers' principal 
cornpetitors al1 move at the speed of light while the newspapea 
hum along at the speed of trucks in trafic. the traditional 
approach . . . bas gone way out of date. Newspapers today need 
writers and editors who do not think in the old forms or the old 
categories but are able to discover the proper approach to each 
pariicufar piece ( 128). 

Joumalists' emphasis on "balance" is one of the biggest bamen to the press re- 

establishing a deli berative process in i ts pages. Because the traditional definition of 

balance involves merely providing opposing viewpoints to the issue in question, the 

typical newspaper report forces the reader to choose a side insîead of seeking a 

common p u n d  between any number of views. Framing issues in such an -eithedor" 

format is convenient for joumalists and politicians alike, as it minimizes the time and 

effort necessary to construct a story. Because newspapr reporting has taken on a 

predictable, formulait structure. press agents and spin doctors are always ready with a 

healthy nipply of ready-made opinions on any given issue: "Much of what is in our 

oews is there because journalistç are looking where the light is. Coverage that is easy, 

cheap, and convenient for the newsbusiness drives out anything else" (Fallows, News 

144). And because balance and objectivity deny the joumalist any acknowledgment of 

his own role in the process, there is very littie incentive to change the format to allow 

citizen input: "Working through is now such a kt-and-miss affair because the media 

have littîe concept of when they are helping and when they are hurting . . . Because the 
media make no provisions for a working through stage. they can hardly be expected to 

be careful not îo mess i t up" (Yankelovich 86). 

Awther reason for the absence of a deliberative stage in contemporary 

jounialism dso dates back to the 1947 Commission on the Freedom of the Press. 

Among its five tenets was the notion that joumalists were responsi ble for the 

presentation and c l d ~ c a t i o n  of the goals and values of society (Oster 70). Taken at 

face value, such a task seerns suited to the impact jounialisrn can wield upon the public. 

However, the members of the Commission feit that rather than aliow the citizenry to 

identify and define its own goals, it was better for jomalists to decide on them, as well 

as their appropriate solutions. This elitist, cynical notion stems from pessimistic p t -  

war thinking, which viewed individuals as lazy, selfish and endowed with less than 

spechcular intelligence. 



What public journalists have realized, however, is that the reading public can 

indeed grasp complex issues and does want to be included in the debate about matters 

that concem them. Io 1991, after conducting in-depth interviews with midents of 
Wichita, Kansas, Sheri Dill. of the && found that "bjoumaiists tend to 

compartmentalize these issues as di screte probiems: education, the eccmomy, crime. 

and so on. The people we talked to, however, saw the whole better than we did. They 

saw that crime might be a result of poor education. which in tum led to low economic 

status. They had the 'big pictrire'" (qtd. in Miller 17). 

In the current mainstream media, it is in the best interests of journalists and 

politicians alike to raise issues, but not to provide any pretense as to their resolution. 

Without issues to discuss, both wouid be out of work: "Politics as a whole . . . suffers 

when interest groups and legislators lock themselves into pdictable  positions, like 

guests on a talk show . . . (Ilsues themselves become less interesting than they might 

be, and much l e s  likely to be resolved" (Fallows, News 117). 

Joumaiists' dependence on spokespersons and official sources can hinder the 

establishment of the deliberative proass, and therefore contribute to the spread of the 

corporati st agenda. With joumalists king called upon to explain an increasing number 

of issues, their reliance on those with specialized knowledge also bas increased. Not 

only is this knowledge often clothed in technical jargon, those that supply it may be 

more interested in furthering their own agenda than contributing to a healthy public 

debate: T h e  news largely consists of information supplied by sources who may 

sincerely support democracy in the abstract, but who must in each specific encounter 

with the press subordinate that ideal to the protection of their own political interests" 

(Enteman 19). 

Lippmann's observations about the pmblems incurred by episodic framing are 

also a recurrent theme in contemporary journalistic criticism. Newspapen continue $0 

a a  more as a "searchlightn than a constant bearn. This prevents citizens from s i n g  
issues in their true, complex nature, allowing politicians to avoid makina step to solve 

them. As Shanto Iyengar has observed, "[elpisodic framing contributes to the 

rrivialization of public discourse and the erosion of electoral accomtability . . . The 
portraya1 of recucring issues as unrelateci events prevents the public fom cumufating 
evidence toward any logical, ultimate consequence" (qtd. in Merritt 77). 

In addition, issues that do make it into the public arena are discussed not as they 
are raised by the citizenry, but presented to and by the media in weekiy installments: 

"The question sets a rhythm to politics that permits the media to play tirnekeeper, 
urnpire, and finally, judge. It is a question haî would not occur to an ordinary citizen" 



(Failows. News 176). This format is suie not the public, but elite newsmms and the 

pcoducen of television magazine shows (Fallows, News 94). 

The final element in the continuing gap between journalists and their 

constituents is the wiâely-held view that joumalism works on an exclusively one-way 

transmission model. Journalists' status as purveyors of information and access to 

people beyond the mach of ordinary citizens has imparted in the media a belief that 

journalists enjoy a higher social status than the citizen: "These elites may be si ncerel y 

devoted to the piinciples of democracy, but their outlwk is . . . elitist. They think they 

h o w  better than the public because they are well educated aod articulate. Tbey have 

supecior knowledge [and thedore] supenor moral virtue" (Yankelovich 53). This 

belief. a still-influentid remnant of the social responçibility theorists of the Chicago 

School, was useful dunng America's pst-war pend. Now. however, the social 

elitism displayed by many journalists has seriously hampered atizens' ability to 

generate the political will necessary to resolve long-standing social and political 

pmblems: 

Political communication could virtuaily be defined as the 
transmission of messages and pressures to and fmm individuais 
who are demonstrably unequai: the highiy informed and the 
abysmally ignorant, the highly powerful and the pitifully 
poweriess, the highly involved and the blissfully indifferent. 
Thus, the very structure of politicai communication involves a 
division between movers and shakers at the top and bystanders 
below. imposing limits on the participatory energy the system 
can generate (Gurevitch and Blumler 271). 

These elements. adopted over the course of a century, have resuited in 
joumalisrn taking on the characteristics of a social institution. Balance, objectivity and a 

rel iance on official sources are now fimly entrenched in contemporary journalistic 

culture to the point where its codes of ethics and conduct are as intractable as those of 

govenimeent institutions. Mainstream journalism is now just as resistant to change as 

those institutions whose codes of conduct are written in law: "Reform of the politicai 

communication process is ~ e n o ~ ~ i y  hamperd by professionally m t e d  inertia in the 

media and by the coziness of the relationship between joumali sts and politiciansv 

(Gurevitch and Blurnler 279). That Amencan joumalism also enjoys the freedoms 

enstuined in the First Amendment makes efforts to reform it even more difficult. 
Joumatists are hostile to criticism of their own work, yet find no fault in pointing out 

the flaws of others. As Yankelovich observes, "jounidism is full of m h e t s  and 

idiosyncrasies. It has its own standards of quality that it fusses over to the point of 



obsession. But it does not give a hwt  about anyone else's standards of qudity and is 

prepared to override them without a moment's hesitatiouw (182). 

That joumalism should be so resistant to change does not bode well for 

democraîic societies. A craft that in the era of Rilitzer and Hearst held ammg its tenets 

to be the voice of the people has become insular and Byzantine to al1 excep its 

practitionen Though the Amencan press is still outwardly dedicated to the preservation 

of demairacy, its organization and product displays many of the characteristics of 

corporatism: the need for specialized, increasingly technical knowledge, an emphasis 

on formalized training and the adoption of a language d l  its own: "[Reporters] often act 

as if their real audience is made up of the d e r  reporters or govemment officiais they 
consider their pers" (Fallows. News 24û). What rarely surfaces in contemporary 

journalisnt is evidence of productive, citizen-bas4 deliberaiion. As Merritt observes, 

"[e]quivocation may be reflective of the real world. but it  makes for bad copy . . . 
compromise, [whichl reflects what reaw>nable people might think or want to do about 

an issue rarely surfaces in our reporting" (70). 

The institutional inertia in contemporary rnainsüwm joumaiism also can be 
traced to language. So long as the journalist continues to write stones framed in the 

rhetonc of false choices. he fongoes any personal involvement or stake in the issues he 
is reporting on. Should the journalist adopt a different perspective in his work. 

however, he risks not only his own career, but the political fortunes of both sides of the 

ideological divide and the economic stability of his employer. 

When a cereal Company starts adding raisins to the corn 
flakes. nobody's political interests are threatened, but if a news 
organizatioo were to let reporters w ~ t e  in the first person, it 
could affect political power. The safest course for organizations 
faced with a web of conflicting pressures may be to stand still. 
Enduring self-imposed paralysis and sticking to familiar 
practices allows news fums to ptay contending factions against 
each other by invoking their continued adherence to "neutrai and 
objective" journaiism (Enteman 130). 

Advertisers - Finding ne ir  Niche 

ln addition to the inertia creaîed by journalistic conventions, the economics of 

journalism have also played a si gmficant role in the distancing of newspapers from their 

readen and the subsequent weakening of democraîic will. Advertising, without which 

the penny press could not have existed, has shifted from m a s  marketing to specialized 

niche marketing. With their appeal to as broad a range of the population as  possible, 

advertisements during the penny press era were instrumental in the evol ution of 

Amerïcans' democratic consciousness. Modem advertking techniques. however, have 



largely undone much of this. Joseph Turow il1 ustrates how many advertken now court 

only those cnstomers they deem most lucrative, while actively discouraging others: 

'The proposition was that to maximize their profits, marketers should wt only reward 

their very best cristomen, they should pus& away, even aiienaîe, those who were l e s  

valuable" ( 146). As early as 1980, Turow contends, Fragmentation. Fractionalization. 

Regionaiization and Decentralization were advertisers' new buzzwords. So prevalent is 

this approach now that trade journals refer to mas-marketing techniques as "naive 

snitimentalsirn." As Penny Hawkey, of the advertising firrn McCann Ericksoo, so 
aptly stated, 'The audience - the mass mind as we know it - is breaking up" (qtd. in 
Tumw 90). 

As a result, department stores such as Macy's and Wannarnakers in 

Philadelphi% once the biggest advertisers of the penny press era, have been seriousl y 
weakened by specialty stores and rnassdiscount chains such as Wal-Mart. By targeting 

increasingly specialized niche markets, much modern advertising is indicative of the 

compartmentalized thinlang seen in public debate. In Breaking the News, James 

Fallows describes the extent to which advertising has changed: 

The big cornmunity-wi& paper, the big department 
store, and the big, concentrated downtown shopping district are 
artifam of a lost era of marketing to a broad American midde 
class. Over the last t h e  decades. retailing and publ ishg d i  ke 
have steadily narrowed and refined their focus, to reach more 
carefully select4 subgroups or a more segmented American 
population (68). 

Turow has observed advertisers' new tactics aime. at "splicing and dicing" the 

American people into sophisticated special in terest groups w i th di stressing accuracy . 
He charges advertisers not only with capitdizhg on the negative cumnts in American 

society. but with actively promoting them for their own profitability. Be-oinning in the 

19ûûs, Tumw observes that 

[t 1 he basic proposition was that society was increasingly 
fractured, frenetic. suspiciou and individually self-indulgent, 
and that emerging media were reflecting that. Ad people beiieved 
that their role was not to challenge thi s idea or to work against i t. 
Rather, it was to exploit it for their own purposes by making 
sure they could signal target audiences and customize 
commercial messages for hem in as many different media as 
possible ( 158). 

The mots of these trends can be found in the American economy. Beginning in 

the late 1970s. Turow illustrates, the American middle class began to decline as a 

profitable, homogenous market, Berneen 1%9 and 1983. the proportion of Arnerican 

families with middle class incomes dropped fmrn 62.4% to 55.9% (Turow 41). During 



this p e n d .  the U S  saw its middle class becorne increasingly polarized between Iower 

iocome families and affluent dual-income couples: "U.S. society was becoming more 

polarized than ever before: a substantial oumber of people was rnoving down and a 

substantial nurnber was moving up. The majority class was geaing smaller by the year" 
(Turow 41). At the same time. Turow claims, a number of special interest groups 

began to exert iheir influence on American society: "Arnerica seemed split asunder into 

innumerable special interests - gray power, gay power, red power, black power. 

Sunbett and frostbelt, environmentalists and industriaiists . . . aii more aware of their 

daims on society" (Hapineu.  qtd. in Turow 40). The result. Turow claims, was an 

erosion of Americans' emphasis on mutuai cooperation and togethemess so suited to 

mas-marketing techniques. 

Also not be overiooked is the influx of Hispanic immigrants to the U.S.. 
particulariy in California, Texas and Fiorida. After the 1990 census. statisticians 

predicted h t  Hispanics, or Latinos, soon would overtake blacks as the second largest 

racial group in Amenca (Turow 84). Complicating matters were the divisions within the 

S panish-speaking community . Animosi ties betw een Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and 

Cubans proved daunting for advertising executives: nevertheless. Hispanic Arnericans 

were too large a market for advertisers to ignore: -Io an era when niches were 

becoming popular, such people represented a real opporiunity for firms to expand their 

market shares" (Turow 84). 

1 n addition to Americaris ' increasing ethnic divisions. Turow illustrates the 

country ' s growing geographic dienation. For advertisers, the spread of satellite 

communications. faxes and electronic mail have rendered geography large1 y imlevant 

to their profitability: "Huge media fims interested in target marketing increasingl y fmd 
it far more usefui to distribute materials for far-flung customers with similar tastes than 
to produce [products] for audiences of relatively n m w  geogmphical areas who have 

little in common" (Turow 198). The importance of the city as au economic engine is 
further weakened by Americans' growing interest in gated cornmimi ties, which offer i ts 

residents peace and sectiri ty away from the city . In 1994, an estimated four million 

people lived in such communities. In California, gated communities account for nearly 

two-thirds of dl new housing construction (Turow 194). 

In many respects. advertiers' transition from mas-marketing to sophisticated 

niche marketing mima the compartmentaliration and polarkation that has corne to 

chmacterize American politicai culhue. Rather than emphasize deliberation and 

cornmuni ty building across gender, race and incorne, modern advertising techniques 

very cynicall y capitalize on the perception that Americans are a self-indu1 gent, 



suspicious and frenetic lot. As T m w  observes, these perceptions arose concurrent to 

the polarization of the mtion's political debate: "[Pollsters 1 saw it mted in long-tem 

trends nurtured by the left that celebrated difference. They saw i t upheld by the nght- 

leaning political and econornic tendencies evident in the election of Ronald Reagan" 

f 49). 

A particularty dishasing element in modem niche marketing is the belief that 

economic gain is no longer a social responsibility, but an individual one. Uniike the 

penny press era. in which advertisers creaîed brand-narnes to appeal to a heterogeneous 

mass. marketers now have completel y reversed the dynarnic. Advertisers are being 

encouraged to view eac h individual person as a brand, tailoriog their products for an 

individual personality. As direct marketer Lester Wunderman rather calmly explains. 

"[ilt is each connimer who is becoming a brand. I am a brand - and each of you are 

brands. Brands defined by the neais and priorities which are unique to us. There are. 

in fact, 260 million brands in the United States" (qtd. in Turow 178). Such an approach 

gives credence to McLuhan's prediction that "instead of peddling mas-producecf 

comrnoâities, advertking is going to becorne a personai service to each individual" 

(qtd. in Turow 173). 

Such niche markets are the creation of specialized, strategic media reseanih. 

Turow has described advertisers' use of database research as a "rnarket research arms 
race." While it is tme that eariy advertking agencies also engaged in researching 
newspaper readers? dernographics. the practice has been elevated to new levels of 

sophistication. in the 1970s. inexpensive cornputer technology allowed advertisers 

unprecedented access to databases such as d i t  card records, longdistance telephone 

bills and area codes. One such application, entitled PRiZM (Potential Rating Index for 

Zip Markets). is so accurate that it can dmw upon thousands of census and consumer 

statistics to produce accurate portraits of any neighbourhood, "right down to the cereal 

in the cupboard and the antacid in the medicine cabinet" (Turow 45). By the mid 1980s, 

the 35 largest companies in the U.S. had erected central telephone centres with 2500 
interviewing stations. were coostantiy mailing out 640,000 questionnaires and had 

created permanent test data collection sites in M dies (Turow 44). Turow also 

illustrates how . using advanced printing technology , ads in magazines still considered 

mass-market pu blicatioas such as Ti, People. Swrts 1 llustrated. Enteriainment 

Weeklv and Life c m  be tailored to individuai subscribers' own profiles ( 152). 

Advertising. while not the sole cause of social fragmentation. has indeed 

contri buted to i t: "Whether ad people like it or no& they are central1 y responsi ble for 

images of social division" (Turow 194). While it is necessary for manufactwers - and 



oewspapen - to ensure a continueci profit. the techniques they use to target their 

customen contribute p t l y  to the gap between producer and consumer. 

Audiences are ''hoan" to the media primarily as 
statistical aggregates produceci by ratine services and market 
researches, and the media's orientation to their audiences is 
dominateci by numbers . . . [Aln audience known xnainly 
through numbers is open to oversimplification. stereotyping, 
and even contemut - . . Authoritative cornmunicaîors tend to 
dismiss the audience as if it were capable o n l ~  of absorbing w hat 
the systern suri~lies (Gurevitch and Blumler 284). 

The Pmblems with Corporaîe Ownership 
Corporate owuenhip of media also has significantly contributed to the gap 

between newspapers and their readers. While the profit motive lay at the heart of the 

origins of the penny press, the production of the newspaper was an end in itself. The 
end of the twentieth century, however, fin& many Amencan newspapers as simpiy one 

entity in the holdings of large corporations. An unforninate result is that newspapers are 

often forced to adopt the same marketing techniques used by enterprises iess essential 
to the cornmon go&. In 1995, the TimedMirror company, owner of the Los Angeles 

Times, appointed Mark H. Willes as its chief executive offcer. A former General Mills 
executive, Willes had no previous newspaper expenence. However. he proceeded to 

"refresh" the newspaper much as he had General Mills' cake mixes and cereals. In 

doing so. Wll les subjected the newspaper to the same economic i mperatives as food 

products: "If you're not the low-cost producer. you're not going to have the kinds of 

[profit/ rnargins you need to work with" (qtd in Fallows, News 71 ). 

Another problem posed by corporate ownenhip of newspapers is the secrecy of 

its operations This runs in direct opposition to newspapers' need to be accessible to 

their readers. As Gurevitch and Blumler illustrate, a newspaper owed by a large 

corporation is leu likely to present news that could challenge its profitability: 

Their imer workings are rare1 y opened to voluntary 
outside scrtltiny. And they seem cornmitteci to the ptesentation, 
not of a bmad spectrum of ideas but of mainstream opinion 
currents, whose flows are bounded politicaily by the two-party 
system, economicail y by the imperatives of private enterprise 
capitalism, and cdturally by the values of a consumer society 
(Gurevitch and B l d e r  269). 

Such a climate also can have a serious impact on j o d i s t s  own morale. As 

employees of large corporations, they become just as vuinerable to layoffs and 

corporate downsizing as worken in other industries. Journaiism has never been known 



as a stable occupation, but the loorning fear of dismissal brought on by unseen market 

forces can affect negatively journalists' dedication to the cornmon good: 

The long-term financial pressures cm the news business 
have a subtle effect on reportes, by diminishing their sense that 
they are reaching a broad audience th& cares about their work 
. . . Reporters have corne to think of themselves as employees 
trappeà in a "sunset industry" . . . jealously protect(ing] their 
own financial interests rather ihan having the Luxury of wonying 
about their "responsibility" to the public (Fallows, News 70). 

Such an encircled mentaiity can have a negative impact on joumalism as a 

whole. As Saul explains, a rash of dowasizing in any industry does not bode wetl for 

the cornpany's long-terni profitability or the work environment of those who remain: 
"When you cut serioust y. the fim thing to go is creativity and risk-taking. The 

Company slips into an encircled mentality. Employee morde plurnmets and so does 

productivity . . . The general term for this is corporate anorexia" ( 1031. 

Fiie Not Found - The Wh& Jonrnalist 

The final element contributing to newspapen' distancing themselves from their 

readen is technology. While face-to-face contact with their sources was essential for 

journaiists of the penny press era, advances in technology have allowed contempomry 

joumalists to avoid personal contact in favour of telephones, faxes and the internet: 

"[Tl he belief [is 1 that the on1 y way to report nowadays is to stay in the office and work 

the telephones" (Delaney 27). As Dicken-Garcia iilustrates, journalists' increasing 

dependence on technology has had a profound impact not only on their craft, but on 

society as  a whote: bTechnological change represents cultural change and the bmadest 

level: and a lesser level. i t  signified dierations in social innitutions over time. In 

joumalism, this has meant changes in ways of conducting tasks, which in tum have led 

to changes in standards" (237). 

It is important to observe that joumalists' dependence on technology increased 

dramaticaily during the 19609. at the same time that political debate in the U.S. was 

reverting back to iis ideological origins. Thus. newspapers inadvertently wnhbuted to 

the potarization of Amencan poli tical debate: "~]eporten narrowed their sources to the 

leaders and officials and highty paid flacks who made themselves conveniently 

available . . . This meant further isolation of reporters from human contact, from their 

live sources . . . Reporters could get on page one without ever interviewhg a single 

source face to face" (Delaney 28). Such habits have become so entrenched in 



journalistic culture in the intervening decades that reporters during the 1992 and 1 994 

elections were unaware of the country's most pressing political issue: voters ' increasing 

anger and disillusionment toward their own goveniment (Delaney 27). 

Conternporary tiewspaper reporting also M e r s  from its dependence on public 

opinion poils. Much like the specialized research conducted by advertisers and 

politicians, public opinion polis can often produce a ciistorted, simplistic and potentially 

damaging picmre of the public's attitudes. As Haynes Johnson points out. polis "do not 

replace the mgeater insights that can be gleaned from the laborious, tirne-consurning 

pmcess of face-to-face interviewing. That is the joumalist's principal province, and 

responsibility. No p l 1  . . . can plumb the complexities and contradictions of 

individuals" (26). 

Back to Basics - PubLie Joarnaüw in Theory and Practice 

It is these problems that public j oumalism attempts to remedy . Public 

joumalism is not a fixed style of news mporting, nor is it a formula for a new type of 

political coverage. It is sirnply a philosophy that attempts to Iiberate joumalism from the 

outdated and artificial constraints it has imposed upon itself. Not only do public 

joumalists acknowledge the link between joumalism and public life. they celebrate i t: 

"Rather than assurning that a vibrant civic culture exists - or simply lamenting i t s  

absence - the public journalist takes responsibility for helping support and even create 

it" (Rosen and Menitt 7). 

It  was following the 1988 presidential carnpaign that Davis Memtt, editor of the 

WichitaEade, began to consider the implications of traditional political reporting 

techniques on his readers. As Dionne recounts, the campaign was indicative of al1 that 

had gone wrong wi th Amencan poli tics: 

[The carnpaign] left Americans with ashes in their 
mouths over the state of their political process. It had been a 
bnitish, backward-looking, divisive campaigo. Most of the 
issues Americans d l y  cared about had gone Iargely 
undiscussed. The future had gone undebated. Our politics was 
still trapped in the past, and the voters hated what they saw 
(3 17). 

The 1988 presidential campaign, however, was not the f iat  instance in which 
cynicism was widely considered the dominant characteristic among politicians and 

journalists aiike. Nor is this dynarnic ümited to the U.S. Two books, Followin~ the 

Leaders and The BOYS on the Bus illustrate with alarming detail the insular, 



manipulative and cynical environment of an election campaign. More than dail y poli ticai 

coverage, campaign jouralism offers a concise example of many of the negative aspects 

of contemporary politicai journalism. 

In Followiw the LeadersJ C h e  Cocking offers an inside account of the 

Canadian federal eiection campaign of 1979. It was a contest between incumbent Rime 

Minisîer Pierre Trudeau. Conservative leader Joe Clark and New Democratic Party 

leader Ed Broadbent. In Cocking's analysis. the campaign strategies of front runners. 

Trudeau and Clark, combined with the failure of the national press to provide thorough 
coverage resulted in a p t  disservice to the Canadian electorate and the democratic 

process. It was an era in which energy policy, price controis and national M t y  - 
serious national issues al1 - required senous attention. Yet, Cocking asserts. 

newspaper joumalists were reduced to covenng - "titerally, figuratively and 

mindlessly" - what he called a mobile television spectacuiar: "Not ody did the media 

show Little inclination to examine politicians' responses to important regional problems 

affecting peoples' lives . . . but they largely aiso faifed to go much beyond the platform 

rhetoric to do some serious anaiysis of what the leaders were saying . . ." (295). 

The 1979 campagin was remarkable not for the daring policies ofiered by the 

candidates, but for the cynicism and arrogance of the journdists who were observing it: 

"Cynicisrn pervaded the entire campaign like the cloying arorna of cheap perfume . . . 
Lack of respect for politicians of course cornes naîurally to joumalists . . . . but in this 

election . . . reporters seemed to take a particularly dark, conternptuous view of the 

whole process" (Cocking 280). The national press was still resendul of Trudeau's 

1974 campaign of "pseudo events" and weary of his goveming by Gallup poll. And 

they were no more irnpressed by his "au naturel" campaign strategy , intended to stress 

his leadership qualities by disallowing any dialogue with the eletromte. Nor were they 

impressed with the Clark campai p. which rnany joumalists referred to as "eight weeks 

in a cocoon" (Cocking 2231 j. 

The arrogance of the national press was m more evident than in its coverage of 

the Broadbent campaigo. Cocking contends that by dismissing the NDP's chances of 

victory fmm the outset, joumaiists denied voten fair coverage of what was seen by 

some as the most comprehensive econornic platform being offered f 284). In this case. 

Broadbent's fate was in large p m  s d e d  by Canada's elite national press, not by its 
electorate. The media had denied the elecîorate an accurate portrayal of the range of 

choices available. 



An important element in the press' uneven coverage of the leaders stems from 

trends within newspapers' own organization. As Cocking observed, campaigns are 

often viewed as tests in which a reporter's fate can be detemineci: "National elections 

are f- ultimate tests of upwardly (or downwardly) mobile journalista To perfom well 

is to be marked for bigger and better things as an editor. bureau chief or national 

columnist; to fail is to be@n a swift siide into the purgatory of an obscure deshan's 

job" (273). Cocking extends this observation to the daily workings of a newsroom, 

viewing newspaper labour relations as similar to the medievai lord-serf basis. It is 
Cocking's assertion that although some joumalists enjoy such a work environment, its 

long-tenn Hects on the industry are largely negative: "[Joumalists 1 seemed to bot& 

love and fear the attention in a kind of oarcissistic paranoia . . . Whatever the diagnosis. 

it doesn't inspire confidence to discover that the ranks of Canadian journalism are so 

full of fear and trembing. But that's the reality. The average oewsrwm seems to breed 

iasecurity" (273). 

Living with such pressure to perfomi creates what Cocking calls a journalistic 
neurosis. comprised in large part of a constant fear of criticism: "It ' s an affliction that 

affects not individuai reporters and editon but the whole system of journalism. [Itl 

stems from a guilty awareness that journalists are not as responsible. accurate. 

knowledgeable, probing and tough as the image they like to project" (î74). Forced into 

the limiting conventions of contemporary political jomdism, reporters are deprived of 

their abilitiy to express doubt, a key element of the democratic procas. 

Exisîing concurrently to the cynicim and claustrophobia that is the modern 

political carnpaign, however, has been x w e  joumalists' desire to do a better job. 

Journalists widely admit that econornic cornpetition and carefully-orchestrated 

campaips d l y  results in "pack joumalism." in which television, radio and 

newspaper reporters al1 blindly cover the same story. As Crouse has observed. the 

practice is not looked upon favourably eveo by those in the "pack" itself: "Many 
reporten and joumalism professon blame it for everything that is shallow , obvious. 

meretricious, misleading or du11 in Amencan campaign coveragew (8). 

It is also important to note that many joumalists, both Canadian and American. 

have recognized and agree wi th Lippmann's cnticimis that the pres (albiet somehes  
inadvertentiy) often fails to provide its readen with an accurate rendihon of redity. 
While covering the 1979 campaign, London Free Press reporter George Hutchison 

observed: 



We have a tendency to cover what the politicians say. not 
what they do . . . The election media is not doing its job . . . It's 
not covering news or issues, it's covering politics and the 
political scene as the politicians see it . . . 1s it very important 
what Pierre Trudeau says, or is it what is happening to prairie 
wheat fanners in econornic terms? Surety we have lost our sense 
of reality (qtd. in Cocking 294). 

Prominent American political joumalists also have made such observations. For 

nearly 30 years, David Boder has smssed the need for campaign reporters to address 

the views of the electorate, not those of the candidates: "A presidential carnpaign is not 

the property of the two candidates. It ought to beloog, in some real sense. to the public. 

It's the only change [sic] every four years when they ought to be abie to get their 

questions answered and get the kind of commitîment that thev're interested in" (qtd. in 

Cmuse 97). So firm is Broder in his dedication to the smooth functioning of American 

democracy that he left the New York Times for the Washinmon Post because of the 

Times' killing or altering many of his analytical pieces in favour of covering more 

"populaf' topics (Crouse 90). During the 1 %8 presidential campai gn, Broder was one 

of the few prominent national reporters to taik directly to the voters. 

Hayues Johnson is another prominent Amencan joumalist who has recognized 

the importance of talking with the etectorate. His secallecl Mood of the Country series 

for the Washineton Post was instrumental in coostructing a national dialogue about the 

country's concerns and its future. These indepth, deeply-resarched articles appearing 

in 1970,197 1 and 1972 offered evidence of the trends in American political Life that 

Dionne has brought to light: the fractionaliation of the Republican and Dernomitic 
parties, voten' declining party loyalty and a deep public distnist of poli titians (Crouse 

124). But as such changes could not be measured by traditional polling methods. they 

went umoticed by the majority of the country's newspapers (Crouse 125). It was on 
these articles that Johnson and Broder based their coverge of the 1972 presidentiai 

campaign. In both method and motiviation, Broder and Johnson's reporting was. in 

essence, public journalism. What is irooic, therefore. is that the work of two of the 

country's most progressive, cornmitted and respected political joumalists appeared in 

the Post, whose cumnt editor has denounced public joumaiism as professional heresy. 

It was during a gubernatonal race in 1990 that Davis Merritt, editor of the 

WichitaEade, - decided to take a different approach to covenng an election campaip. 

The M e  undertook a program entitled "Your Vote Counts," which identified 12 

statewide issues. During the final two weeks of the campaign, the newspaper explor '  



these issues in detail and invited readers to participate in the discussion. The also 

encouraged readers to register and vote. Following the carnpaign, research indicated 

that readers were enthusiastic about the effort, reading more political oews and 

providig much positive feedback (Miller 1 1). Voter registration in Charlotte also 

increased. During municipal elections in 1991. the E@e used many of the same 

techniques, such as issues polling and co-operating witb other media. Though voter 

turnout dropped. the Eaele's readership incmased as had readers' understanding of the 

issues- 

In the sumrner of 1992, the &de began its *People Roject," which reviewed 

four major comunity issues over a period of 10 weeks. An important innovation in 

this project was the Ea~le's shift from coverage from official sources and "experts" to 

ordinary citizens. The newspaper also gave the project si gnificant front-page play. 

Among the principles driving this new coverage were enlisting readen to identify 

community problems, illustiating the essentials for useful public dialogue and adopting 

a solutions-oriented tone. As Edward Miller observeci, "k's no longer sdfkieut for a 

newspaper to declare something is a problern and that someone else should fix it" ( 13). 

One of the best-documented public joumalism projects is the Chdotfe 

Observer's "Charlotte Proj ect," w hich took place dunng the presidential electi on 

campaign of 1992. A joint effort between the Observer, WSOC-TV and the Poynter 
Institute for Media snidies. the project was a comprehensive, innovative attempt to 

reconnect voten with their newspaper and with the dernomtic process: 
Driving the project was the conviction that Amencan 

democracy depended upon an idormed and active electorate, 
and that the primary role of the press was to facilitate the public 
discourse necessary to make the system work. In . . . simple 
words. the press had to make the campaign serve the ioterests of 
the voters instead of the candidates or the press (Miller 10). 

Redirecting campaign coverage to refiect the interests of the voters fim required 

changes to the Obsewer's newsroom. Departrnents were reananged to incorporate oot 

only political reporters. but those from the education. health, media and even religion 

desks. The motivation befiind such a move was that traditional newsroom 'Viefdoms" 

were dten a barrier to explaining the intercomectedness of ~ m p a i g f l  issues (Mil ler 

29). In addition, reporters wouid have to change any previoust y -held notions regarding 
their readership: "Most important, attitudes about readers would have to change. They 

were to become partnem. oot just customen" (Miller 18). To better convey both the 

newspaper' s objectives, the Observer also redesi gned i ts layout to feature detailed grids 

that facilitated cornparisons between candidates' and ci tizens' view s (Miller 18). 



To illustrate the cornplex nature of campaign issues, the Observer printed a 

series of short vignettes entitled "Choices." The first of this series involved a family's 

dilemma when their child needed hospitabation: '70 polititians. the issue was family 
leave. but to the family involved, and to the hnndreds of readers w ho had similar 
experiences. the probtem was how tu bandle famil y emergencies and still hold onto 

your job" (Miller 33). Another element in the Observer's innovative coverage was its 

"Children's' Agenda," which featured stories about health care, jobs and the cost of 

higher education. To accompany these stories. the oewspaper provided information on 

three related themes: improving public education, higher pay for teachers and the 

affordability of college. To round out the coverage. the newspaper included a summary 
of candidates' positions on education (Miller 35). 

Central to the Observer's "reader-driven" coverage was its adoption of a 

"Ci tizens' Agenda." The Observer and WSOC-TV surveyed 1.003 people and spent 

S18JXXl on polls to let the readers determine the issues they wanted their candidates to 

address. The Observer also recniited a panel of citizens to advise the newspaper about 

these issues for the duration of the campaign. Pol1 results reveaied that readers were 

particulad y concerned about the economy, education. famil y, crime. health care and 

environmental issues (Miller 21). Subsequently , the Observer dedicated one week to in- 

depth coverage of each issue: "Readen were the reason 'why' the story was told: they 

were also 'how ' it was toid. They were becoming the context for the year's most 

important story. not just its consurners" (Miller 28). 

The Citizens' Agen& provided Observer readers with three important elements 

not found in traditional campaign coverage. First, it helped readers better understand 

the cornplexity and the dynamic of the campaign by creating a rrciprocal dynamic 
between readers and newspaper: "Reader-iden tified interests triggered responsi ve 

coverage in the Observer, followed by teader comment on that coverage. which then 
generated more reporthg by the newspaper and additional reader input" (35). Second. 

i t exposeci candidates' use of "dirty tncks." To denounce one candidate's use of racial 
issues, Observer reporter Henry Eichel used not the newspaper's editonal column. but 

its news pages: "It was not unusrial for the Observer to attack racism in its editorials, 

but it was unusual to have an 'attitude' in a news story. In this case, however, that 

'attitude' was the public's" (Miller 37). Third, the Observer made a conscious effort to 

d u c e  the amount of "horse race" polling, which reduces campaigns into a simple race 

between candidates at the expense of explainhg isues. In addition, ceaders were inviteci 

to submit questions that would be used by Observer reporters during the campign: 

"It's your agenda. the newspaper was saying to its readers, and here's what we're 



doing to pursue i t" (Miller 49). Finally , the Observer printed information on how and 

where to register to vote. 

The "Charlotte Roject" àid indeed offer readers a different style of campaign 

coverage. A content analysis of the Observer showed that the newspaper succeeded in 

its transition from covering campaign strategies to covering issues. Coverage of 

campaign strategy decreased from 21% in 1988 to 1 1% in 1992. In addition. the 

Observer's use of "horse race" polling fell from 6.1% to 1.4% (Miller 65). 

To evaluate the readership response. the newspaper sought io answer two 

questions: were Observer readers beîter seiveci; second. did this new approach change 

their perceptions of political campaigns? The resuits were mixed. Surveys showed that 

readers' understanding of local and state issues decreaseà- Some  ade ers said other 

papers were more informative. Also. some readers sensed a bias in the Observer's 

coverage. However, a large proportion of Observer mders said they felt more positive 

about the newspaper's mie in making them part of the political process. Many readers 

said the paper had helped them make a decision on whom to vote for. Also, readers 

said they fel t more connection between the coverage of candidates and the issues that 

affected them personally (Miller 68). Finally , voter registration in metm Charlotte 
increased drarnaticdly, with 59.000 more people registering than in 1988. This increase 

was directly ami buted to the Observer's efforts (Miller 5 1). 

In ternis of the newspaper's own operatiom. the "Charlotte Roject" saw itself 

shift from k i n g  "salesdriven" to "market-driven." White it remaineci essential to sel1 

newspapen, this new approach "implies a new, more intimate relationship, one that 

begins with listenùig to readers" (Miller 75). The pmject also resulted in an increased 

sense of empowerment arnong Observer reporters themselves. Listening to readers in 

place of spin doctors and carnpaign managers worked to restore an oral culture between 

citizen and j ournalist: 

Reader involvement empowered reporters dealing with 
candidates. Months of Listening to teaders and using their 
questions and opinions as part of the uews report had "licensed" 
reporters as readers' agents . . . The balance of forces had 
shifted, and candidates were quick to pick up the change. As 
[project director] Rick Thames said. "We weren't just a 
newspaper anymore; we were the electorate" (Miller '77). 

The changes brought about by the "Chariotie Roject" also renewed a sense of 

exciternent and public service at the newspaper that have not faded in the interveniog 

years. As Editor Rich Oppel observed, "For us. it rneant a reinvigoration of the 

mativity of the paper. We do things now in an atrnosphere of enterprise and innovation 

that pmbably wasn't there More" (qtd. in Miller û3). Rick Thames, project dinctor 



and now city editor at the Observer. voiced àrnilar obsewations: "Most reporters and 

editon are invigorated by the two-way discussion. And cross-departmental cooperation 

is easier as a resul t of the pmject, which showed we couid involve rea&rs wi th great 

results" (qtd. in Miller 83). 

In essence, public jounialism is an attempt to retum newspapers to their core 

values and practices: establishing a meaningful. personal relationship with their readers. 

listening to the concenis of citizens, re-establishing a seme of community among their 
readership and contributing to their readers ' democratic consciousness. It is a goal first 

articulateci by Tocqueville that has been seriously undermined in recent deades: -ln 

order that a society should exist . . . it is required that al1 the minds of the citizens 

should be rallied and held together by certain predominant ideas; and this carmot be the 

case, unless each of thern sornetirnes draws his opinion from one common source. and 

consents to accept certain matters of belief at the han& ûf the community" (9). 

It is not necessary. however, to look to Tocqueville to find suffkient 

justification for the goals of public journalism. David Broder of the Washiwton Post in 
January 1990 exhorted his colleagues to pay closer aîtention to the effects of their work 

on the reading public: "We have to help reconnect politics and government - what 

happens in the campaign and what happens afterward in public policy - if we  are to 

have accountability and genuine democracy in this country" (qtd. in Rosen, Communiy 
Connectedness 5). 

One area in which public joumalism differs p t i y  wi th tradi tiond objectivity 

and balance is its emphasis on deliberation. Public journalists have recognized the 

political parai ysis brought about by the polaïization of public debate, and reaiize that the 

key to reconnecting their readers to the political process is to provide a forum where a 

consensus can be established: *'The most basic form of politics is conversation about 

these choices and what is d l y  in the public's interest" (Mathews 40). Public 

joumalists recognize that it is only after citizens have discussed and agreed upon the 

choices they face that they can cast their vote. Voting is the not the fint step in the 

democratic process; it is the Last. 

Unlike the traditional concept of journalistic balance, public joumalisrn's 

emphasis on deliberation allows citizens to see problems in their entirety and their 
complexity. It is a failing of conternporary mainstream journalism thai issues are 

dissected to the point at which their causes and repercussions appear unrelated. B y 
encouraging citizen deliberation. however, public joumaiism allows citizens to 

understand the interconnectedness of a given problem: "People do not becorne clear 



about . . . issues by breaking them down into their sirnplest elements. People want a 

public dialogue thai he lp  them see connections arnong issues and between specific 
problems and those things tbey have l emed  to value" (Mathews 42). 

Poblic j o u d i s t s '  emphasis on deliberaiion also succeeds in breaking down the 

polarization that has come to charactezize contemporaiy political reporting . Encouragiog 

detiberation, either in puMc forums or through the pages of a newspaper, prevents 

issues from falling into Dionne's rhetoric of faise choices. By avoiding the ideologicai 

divide, citizens c m  frarne problems in a manner which makes possible their resolutioa: 

'The way a problem is framed almost predetemiines the kind of solution we will find 

and whether there will be any shared sense of purpose . . . Deliberation . . . appeals to 

people because it opens up the framing of issues and because it builds a common 

purpose and political will" (Mathews 183). 

Deliberation also is instrumental in reniming to citizens the power of language. 
As has been illustrateci, framing issues in ternis of ideology prevents their resolution by 

removing the possibility of consensus. Conversely, citizens' discossiog issues with 

their own language creates the politid will necessary for consensus and democratic 

action: "Poli ticall y. w hen citizens rename problems and f rame issues in their own 

ternis, they increase their power. And when they come up with opinions that go beyond 
the conventionai ones, they are better able to counter the convergence of external forces 

that would otherwise drive policy decisions" (Mathews 189). During the "Chariotte 
Project," the Observer illustrated the important diffe~nce between an "issue" and a 

"problern": "Issues is a word used by politicians and journalists. People don't have 

issues: they have problems. And the divenity of human problems defies easy 

categorization" (Miller 3 1 ). 

Al= key to the public journalisrn philosophy is its ernphasis on community: 

'The drive to belong, to be part of a larger community, is one of the oldest and deepest 

of human drives" (Yankelovich, qtd. in Mathews 129). Practitionen of public 

journalism beiieve that it is through peoples' sense of community that they can regain 

their legi timacy as citizens. Through re-establisbg communiv links. citizeas are able 

to create and direct the political will necessary to solve problems through the democratic 

People in these groups tend to participate as individuai 
citizens. not as representatives of parties or organizations. The 
legitimacy of these associations depends on the b d t h  of their 
membership, their diversity . . . Their sease of politics also 
le& them to create alliances comprised of all those interested in 
contributing to the well-being of the community (Mathews 164). 



Media scholars and some media executives have recognized the need for 

aewspapers to contribute to re-creating citizens' sense of cornmunity. Jay Rosen holds 

within the public joumalism philosophy a term he describes as cornmuni ty 
C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S S .  It is a concept that addresses Americans' increasing social 

fragmentation and the cnisading dernomatic spirit of the penny press: 

Community comectedness points with alarm to our 
growing sense of dislocation from the cornmunities where we 
live, and frorn the wider political community we inhabit as 
citizens of the worid's oldest democracy. It aiso &es what had 
earlier been a premise of the daiiy newspaper - the existence of a 
public attmed to public affain - and makes that the newspaper's 
pmiect'' (Communirv ComecteQiess 5). 

James K. Batîen, chair of Knight-Ridder. is one such media executive who has 

realized the importance of community to newspaper readers. A 1992 Knight-Ridder 

survey revealed that people who say they feel a real sense of connection to the places 

they live in are almost twice as likely to be regular newspaper reader as those who say 

they lack community ries (Rosen. Communitv Connecteàness 13). I t  is to Batten's 

credit that Knight-Ridder is one media corporation that has fully endorsed public 

jourualism projects by its newspapers across the country. 

Fominately for public joumalists, Americans' cynicism toward politics has not 

completely discouraged them from exercising their democratic rights. Rather. many 
Americans have tumed their attentions and energies toward more immediate, local 

concems. Maria cites Americans' civic renewal movement of the past few years as an 

important source of inspiration for sucœssful public jourdism. David Mathews has 

dubbed this phenornenon "citizen politics." In practice. it involves al1 the elernents of 

the democratic pmcess. yet is not label& as such by those involved: "Conventional 

politics stresses the need for leaders who will create 'solutions.' Citizen politics 

stresses the importance of citizens claiming their own responsibility and becoming 

soiutions themselves" ( 126). Much of the difficuity in engaging citizens in organized 

poiitics is mted in the language used to describe if and its ernphasis on winning over 

the possibility of change. A study by the Harwood coup found that Americans do 
indeed want to participate in their society, so long as they can define its terms and goals 

(Mathews 36). For those practicing "citizen politics." the key is not the certainty of i ts 

outcomes so much as the possibility it presents for change: "Americans believe that 
genuine political refom has to begin not with legislation but with peoplew (Mathews 

38). 



Amenfaos' predilection for democraîic participation is oothing new. As was 

illustrated in chapter one, Tocqueville over a century ago recognized their fondness for 

action, and the newspaper's important role in facilitating such action. It is this role of 

facilitaior that public joumalists seek to more to American newspapers. Indemi, 

Tocqueville now has become required reading for journalists wishing to participate in 

newspapers' democratic renewal (Fallows. News 259). 

This same desire for change also can be found in many working joumalists. It 

is a desire for change, not a dedication to objective repolting, tbat many people cite as 

their motivation for undertaking a career in joumalism. As Mema has observed. 

"Nobody will admit tbat they 're in joutuaiirm because they ' re . . . detached people." 

Once employed within the media, however, joumalists find they must downplay their 

own natural affinities and passions in favour of the constraining codes of objectivity 

and balance: "It is one of the best kept secrets of joumalism that reporters do believe in 
things - even in the things they criticize. They should be willing to acknowledge this 
auth with pride. and then do their duty as journdists by telling the mith* (Fuller 91 1. 

Jan Schaffer. of the Pew Centre for Public Joudisrn, has found that 

joumalists denve a great deal of professional satisfaction by becorning more involved in 

the communities they report on: There's no question that joumalists seem to derive a 

great deal of professional satisfaction doing public journalism." Schaffer aiso has 
observed that journalists' increased activity in their communities leads them to story 

ideas that would have otherwise gone umoticed. Thus. public journalists often 

discover important stories occurring outside Tuchman's concept of the news net: 

"They're finding that when they do participate. they get a lot of good story ideas." 

Liberated from the influence of "officiai" sources and the confines of the newsroom. 

public jomalists are re-discovenng the human interaction with their readers that was 

once at the core of the craft. As Fuller has observed, increased community involvernent 

allows joumalists to act on their natural affinities for activism: "Personal involvement 

by newspaper people in civic and charitable advities cm help solidify the bond . . . 
This is not an onerous duty, since people are atîracted to work in newspapers in the 

fmt place because they find value in the large and direct civic role newspapers play" 

(97). These joumalists' re-discovery of joumalism's human dimension is essential to 

restonng the oral culture between reporters and the public during the penny press m. 

Newspapers engaged in public journalism have drawn sharp criticism for their 

occasional sponsoring of town meetings. These meetings, undertaken in the interest of 

"starting where citizens s a "  are intendeci to give citizens and joumalists alike a b&er 



understanding of the needs and concems of the cornmunity. The tom hall tradition is 

not new to American public We. As Mathews has noted, Americans were meeting as 

early as 1633: "Eariy officiais regarded the town gatherings as so important that they 

tri& to suppress them. Despite their efforts. . . town meetings and their tradition of 

public discussion surviveci. . . In Boston. the town meeting was the only legal forum 

people had for expmssing their views" (103). It is this tradition of public deliberation in 

Amenca that has been wilfully ignored by politicians in recent decades. ln ignoring this 

tradition. however, public oficials are discounting the oral character of their own 

constitution: The strength of the town meetings became the strength of the U.S. 
Constitution. Tbe town meetings influenceû a national constituîion that was unique 
arnong dernomtic constitutions in that it was created by taik" (Mathews 105). 

Nor is the town hall tradition alien to the operation of American newspapers. 

Pulitzer and other editors of the penny press era were well-known for their sponsoring 

of citizen forum in the interest of determining cornmuni ty concems. Granted, these 

fonims also figured into the newspapers' need for self-promotion. but such an 

admission does not discount their importance in forging readen' demoeratic 

consciousness. Roy Peter Clark, of the Poynter Instïtute for Media Stuclies. views such 

forums not as marketing ploys. but essential components in a jounialist's reporting. as 

they offer the joumalist the best way to view how citizens have approached a particular 
problem. Jan Schaffer also points out that such public forums "magmfy the learning of 

the joumalist" and may dissuade him from approaching a story in the traditional 

manner. Instead of seeking out opinions to fit his preconceived idea of the story's final 

shape. a journaiist may withhold his framing until he sees the manner in which citizens 

have approached a particular issue. Ratber than stressing the need to wnte, Merritt says 

those engaging in public journalism need first to listen to citizens: 'The peson trying to 

practice public journalism needs to do a lot more . . . listering to people than we are 

inclined to do." 

Like contemporary mainstrearn media, newspapers engaged in public 

joumalisrn also use public opinion polls and focus groups. However. such research 

methods differ from those of advertisers and other media organizations in that they are 

not interested in finding citizens' reactions to contentious issues. nor are they created in 

the sole interest of increasing circulation by divining what readers want from their 

newspaper. For the public journalist, opinion polls and focus groups work in concert 

with town h d s  as mechanimis which aiiow citizens to identify and debate the difficult 
choices faced by their community . 



Citizen forums also constitute an important part of a public joumalists' 

education. In addition to traditiond cornpetencies such as writing skills and good news 

judgment, Clark stresses the need for public joumaiists to understand their community 

at the grassmts level. For Clark, reporting what occurs at city hall is not the way to 

understand how a community functions. With regard to formal training, Merritt's views 

closely resemble the joumalist's need for a welkounded education first advocated by 

Cbarles Dana Mema sees democratic theory, hidory and a good grasp of the 
Deweyfippmann debate as compomnts of a public journalist's training. At the heart of 

a public journalist's education is his ability to understand the possible implications of 

his story, sornething often overlooked in contemporary jounialism education. As 

Memtt observes: "You can teach someone how to nenographidly report on a meeting 

without ever giving any thought to the imp1ication of what they 're doing." 

Public joumalism also addresses the problems created by the press' failure to 

follow problems through to a possible resolution. M n g  the 'Chariotte Pmjecf" the 

Observer provideci its readers a detailed, thoroughly researched presentation of the 

candidates' positions. These included not oniy what a particular candidate had said the 

day before. but his and his party 's previous positions stretching decades back. Such a 

strategy allowed voters to build up a more compreheosive. more detailed understanding 

of each candidate's views. 

Another essential element in public joumaiists' education is the attempt to insall 
in younger joumalists a new set of reflexes to better reflect the complexity of a given 

story. As journalists' and editors' news judgment is shaped by the practical demands of 
the business - deadlines king the most prominent - once instilled they are dificult to 

change. With the mechanization of the penny press came a mechanization of news 

selectioo. As Lippmann explains, selecting the days' news stories from the constant 

stream of wire copy involved submitting each story to a rapid sequence of tests: 

Every bulletin requires a sw ift but complicated j udgrnent. 
It must be understood, put in relation to other bulletins . . . and 
played up or played down according to its probable interest for 
the public, as the editor conceives it . . . The final page is of a 
definite size [and] must be ready at a precise moment. . . 
Always there is the precarious urgency of the buying public, the 
Law of libel, and the possibility of endless trouble (222). 

It is these reflexes, Memtt believes, that must be refashioned in journalists in order 

to allow them to see problems in their complexity. And he concedes this cannot be 

achicved ovemight. 



Another difficulty in newspapers' engaging in public journalism is the 

transience that is characteristic of al1 media Clark points out that in many cases, 

reporters assiped to cover communities are simpl y uàng the job as a stepping Stone to 

a position at a larger paper. In addition, they are most often young. unmarried and 

childless, and therefore less likely to share readers' concems or undenrand in depth the 

communities they cover. For public journalism to succeed. Clark contends. newspapers 

"oeed to . . . heip young journalists to becorne more rooted in communities no matter 

what their career aspirations might be." 

Much like the telegraph. the intemet has dramatically increased the level of 

conversation between different regions of the country. Like the telegraph. the internet 

respects neither time nor space. However, the intemet has yet to have an impact on 

public joumalisrn comparable to that of the telegraph on the penny press. The impetus 

to exchange infoxmation and ideas has indeed contributed to the creation of Amencans' 

sense of community. However, Clark contends that the ephemeral nahue of the intemet 

can be hostile to values cenaal to public joumalisrn. Public journalism. he contends, 

works on the assumption that citizens Live in a real community and share concems with 

their neighbours. Merria agrees that the intemet can and h a  k e n  used to make 

journalism a two-way communication. However, he stresses that the information 

available on the intemet is too voluminous to provide a basis for deliberation. 

Deliberation, Memtt contends, cm only succeed if its participants agree on the problem 

to be discussed To this poinf very little of the information available on the intemet is 

shared, 

Public joumalists do acknow ledge the potential in the modern media 

environment in re-engaging citizens in political life. As Schaffer points out, few people 

give much thought to the source of their information. Be it through radio, television, 

newspapers or the intemet, SchafTer contends, most people just want "the news." They 

care littie about the econornic cornpetition between difTerent media outlets. except when 

ail offer the same polarized, predictable content However, by CO-operaitng with 

television and radio stations, as srne aewspapers in the public joumalisrn movement 

have done, Schaffer believes media cornpanies can restore their credibility in citizens' 

eyes. 

Public jouinalism also recognizes the need for newspapers to be profitable, 

regardless of whether they are owned by corporations or by private individuals. Its 

practitioners reaLize that decades of decLitiing circulation and readership cannot be 

remedied by simple changes in layout or switching to colour photography. Public 



journalism is not a quick-fix solution. Rather. it is a long-term tumaround strate3 that 

xeks to restore what has gone rnissing from American newspapers since the 1960s - 
their human dimension: 

(IJt is a mistake to think of a newspaper as mereiy a 
conveyor of &ta If it is vital, a newspaper has a persooality. a 
spirit, a sensibility , and a voice, just as a human partner does. If 
in these ways it speaks the laquage of its audience. it will build 
a genuine human bond with them. if it does not, it wilI become 
irrelevant to their iives (Fuller 94). 

Undertaking public jolrrnalism projects such as the "Chariotte Pmject" rrquires 
significant invesmients of tirne and money. which are in short supply at a rnajority of 

American newspapers. Forîunately, many public journalism projects have been 

underminen. in whole or in part, by non-profit, non-partisan organizations and 

charitable trusts such as the Kettering Foundation in Dayton. Ohio, and the Pew Center 

for Public Joumalism, in Washington, D.C. Such support, however, also has raised 

questions in the scholarty and journalistic community. As Clark has observed, 

newspapers' ceoperation with such organizations can cal1 into question the 

newspapers' inkpendence, as weU as the ethics of the entire undertaking. 

Nevertheleu. Memtt contends that when done propedy. public joumalisrn need not 

pose a threat to newspapen' profitability: "If public journalism works, it will be a good 

thing for the bottom line." 

As logicai and as optimistic as public joumalisrn sounds, implementing it in 

American new srooms has not been an easy task. The thought of joumaiists ' 

abandoning their codes of objectivity and balance to directly address the impact of their 

work on the public has met wi th considerable resistance. Since its inception. public 

journaiîsm has b e n  criticized by those within the industry as simple pandering, a 

cynical marketing ploy and professional heresy. This should corne as no surprise. 

Having enjoyed the Stahis of social institution for nearty a century. journalism has 

proved its resistance to change: "Press content, the most immediate harbinger of 

changing values, generates crïticism when it countea familiar, traditional values . . . 
[Clritics want to kill the messager that disnirbs the form or content'' (Dicken-Garcia 
233). 

However, much of the criticism duected at public journalisrn can be considered 

a debate over semantics. Merritt agrees it was necessary to give a name to the 

philosophy, but doing so raised the possibility that it would, in Lippmann's analysis. 
be reduced to a stereotype. Public journalism may have definable goals. but the= 



remains a wide variance in the techniques used to bring these goals about Thus, the 

image and objectives of public joumalism have suffered because of journaîists' practice 

of stereotyping. 

Much scholdy work focuses on the impact on politics by the press as an entity. 
What has not been studied in as much detail is the journalist's own role in political 

culture: "(A llthough the present generatîon frowns on po liticai involvement by 

jomalists, the press' political effect is one of the most discussed and perhaps least 

understood issues today" ( Dicken-Garcia 23 1). It is this d e  that public joumaîism 

addresses direct1 y. 

Much of the criticism of public journalism i s  based on the belief that joumalists 

rnw rernain detached from the events they report - in spite of its flaws. objectivity must 

be maintained at aii times. Critics state that joumalisîs mut not becorne personally 
involved in issues or become advocates for a particular candidate or policy. Jane 

Eisner. of the Phi1adel~h.a Inauirer, writes that joumalists' " cenaal mission is to report 

the news, to set priorities. to analyze but not to shape or direct events or outcomes. 

Subsume or dirninish the central mission," she argues. "and we become like any other 

player in society, like any other politician. interest group. do-goder, thief" ( E 7 .  

Public joumalism efforts also come under criticism for their sponsoring of 

public forums. particuiariy when they invoive candidates for public office. Both 

Leonard Downie, f r. of the Washinpton Post and William Woo of the S t. Louis Post- 

Dis~arch are strongly opposed to a newspaper dictating an age~& to candidates. 
Dowme States: Telling political candidates that they must come to a newspaper' s 

fonim, or that they must d i scw certain issues . . . is very dangernus stuff. That is not 
our mie . . . if newspapers are lax in covenng these activities, then we should do our 

job better. We shouidn't change our job" (qtd. in Fallows. News 263). 

However. partisanisrn and advocacy are not part of the public j o u d s m  

philosophy. Merria stresses that public journaiists should encourage and. in some 

cases, sponsor pub tic defibedon in the sole interest of citizens arriving at their own 
consensus on issues that affect hem: 

Adopting the goal of helping public Life go well would 
not mean abandoning good judgrnent, fairness. balance. 
accuracy or truth. It would . . . mean ernpioying those virtues on 
the field of play. not from the far-removed pressbox; not as a 
contestant, but as a fair-mindeci participant whose presence is 
necessary in order for outcomes to be determineci faidy . . . by 
the contestants (Memtt 94). 



Newspapers experimenting with public journalism do not advocate their own 

solution over another, nor do they seek to resolve proMems according to their owu 

interests. And Memtt agrees that there remain some situations in which traditional 

reporting techniques can be used. However, David Broder in 1990 gave credence to the 
idea of newspapen' obligation to the disinterested citizen: Y t  is time for us in the 

wodd' s freest press to become activists, not on behalf of a particdar party or polifician. 

but on behalf of the process of self-government*' (qtd. in Fallows. News W). In a 

media culture dorninated by polarkation and propaganda. public journalism seeks on1 y 

to restore the deli berative tradition of Amencan democtacy to its newspapers. 

One area in which public joumdism diers from the penny press era is in the 

excitement for the news it created in the public. In spite of its crusade for urban reform 
and avic engagement, Pulitzer's W d d  never lost its equdiy important goal of 

enteriaining its readers. Public journalists, however. are currently less concemed with 

the latter than with the former. Clark condes that some public journaiism efforts have 

suffered from newspapers' taking too serious a tone in their reporting. or adopting a 

nearly evangelical stance in trying to win back maders. However, Clark contends that 

public journalism can make interesthg reading, provided the stones are framed in a 

manner that illustrates the reader's own stake in the topic king covered. As it stands 

now. however. public journalism has yet to instill the same enthusiasm in its readen as 

did the sensational reports in the New York World or the New York Evenina Journal. 

Nevertheless. Clark, Mema and Schaffer point out that a number of public 

joumalism projects have succeeded in re-engaging readers in their communities and in 

politics. Schaf'fer calls attention to the Charlotte Observer's 'Taking Back Our 

Neighborhoods" project. Deàgned to improve race relations in the city. it produced an 

82% recognition rate in citizens. much higher than any series the Observer had 
previously undertaken. By 1995.170 newspapers across the country had begun 

experimenting with some f o m  of public jounialisrn (Fallows, News 254. Much like 
the so-called New Journalists of the 1960s. Clark points out that framing and shaping 

news stories around citizeos' concerns has spurred several experirnents in different 

writing styles. Some are failures, he admits, but they are "interesting failures." 

In Wichita, Davis Memtt says the public journalism philosophy has inspired 
seveml discussions in newsrooms across the country, discussions which would not 

occur were reporten simply rel ying on their traditional reporting styles. Mem tt is 

hesitant to clah a direct link between the Wichita Eade 's practicing public joumalism 
and increased citizen awareness; however, since 1992, the number of active 



neighbourhood organizations in Wichita has increased from four to 70. Public 

joumalism has not had a positive effect on the Eade' s circulation; however. Memtt 

contends that since adopting public journdism as its operating philosophy, the quality 
of citizen participation in his city has improved. 



CONCLUSION 
The eleztion of Andrew Jackson to the presidency in the US. Laid the 

foundations for America's democratic consciousness. The Jacksonian era saw ordinary 

citizens receiving unprecedented power to exert their wiii on the country's political 
landscape. The Jacksonian period was one of optimism. enthusiasm and egalitananisrn. 

aü characteristics food in settlers' experience of the Amencan fmntier. Jackson 's fai th 

in the ability of the common settler to enact his own faws remains one of the most 

dnimatic examples of Americans' cornmitment to self-government With white 

manhood suffrage k i n g  accorded nearl y automatical1 y in the 1 1 frontier States. the 

ability of tbe eastern political establishment (inctuding its banks) to control the 

country's politics began to decline. By mid-century, the elitist filters designed by 

Jefferson to keep the rnob at bay had disappeared. 

In Canada. the road to popular democracy was not as easiiy attained. United 

Empire Loyalists, expelled from the colonies after the Amencan Revolution, had no 

desire to repeat these experiences in Upper Canada. Their expience of revolution had 

Left them mistrustf' of the mob, choosing instead to remain loyal to deconmi and social 

harmony under the protection of the British Empire. Loyalism contained many of the 

elements sought by Amexican revolutionaries (such as individuai freedorn), with an 

addi tional emphasis on decornm. Having b a n  expelled despi te agreeing with many of 

the principles driving the revolation, however, many Loyatists came to Mew Amencan- 

style democracy as treason. Despite the arriva1 of responsible governent and 

expanded suffrage to the Canadian public. the Loyalist hentage would reappear in the 

pan-Canadian chauvinisrn of Toronto's iaîer penny papers. 
This suspicion of democracy was perfectly suited to the Family Compact This 

small. tightly-knit group of Anglican clergy and professionals played upon Loyalists' 

fears of Amencan-style democracy to secure their own contml over the affairs of Upper 
Canada. With its emphasis on stability through deference. the Compact portrayed itself 

as -0uardian of Loyalist principles. In practice. however. the Compact displayed linle. if 

any. adhe~nce to such principles. Its emphasis on deference and social hierarchy s tod  

in direct opposition to the Loyalist principles of social harmony and equality. Their 
domination of the colonial economy kept many seülers in cnishing poverty and 
prevented the implementation of badly-needed &an reforms that had already been 

achieved in the U.S. Fioally, the Compact's domination of Upper Canada's political 
affain discounted any possi bility of responsi ble goverment. 

The mots of Canada's democratic consciousness lay within ~eligious 

communities outside the influence of the Anglican church. With its flexible 



organimtion, itinerant clergy and emphasis on group participation in church activities. 

Methodism provided much of the impetus for the colony 's sometimes gnidging 

concessions to democracy. Also not to be overiooked is the large Loyalist contingent in 

ihe Methodist church. It was in this congregation that many Loyalists could share their 

political ideas and mmmon experiences of the frontier. And as with Loyalism. the 

Methodist church made no mention of class. 

Cornmon to the democratic consciousness in both countries was the creation of 

the ''cornmon maa" Both Jacksonian democrat and Loyalist exile s k d  similar 
experiences of the frontier. Regardless of settlers' previous social standing or 

education, the frontier instilled in them a spint of egalitarianism which would corne to 

dominate the political aüitudes of the penny press. As well, editors from Mackenzie to 

Atkinson to Pulitzer ail dedicated their newspapers to the bettement of the commcm 
man. 

The common man was in Large part a resuit of the changing economic landscap 
in both countries. The Amencan and Canadian econornies at the turn of the nineteenth 

century were dominated by the mercantile and shipping hterests of a mal1 eastern elite. 

In Canada Montreal's exploitation of the shipping routes along the St. Lawrence river 

kept Toronto a simple way station until well into the L8&0s Industrial America came 

into full maturity during the Civil War, as the conflict drarnatically increased the need 

for goods produced in large quantities in the shortest tirne possible. The country's 

industriai expansion continued viriually unchecked for the remainder of the cenniry. as 

large factories replaced smaller craftsmen and apprenticeshi ps gave way to child labour. 

It would be the rise of corporations and trusts. however, that provided much of the 

impetus for pemy papers' crusades for urban and social reform. C o r p ~ d o n s '  

increasing dominance of Amencan industry aiso gave rise to the labour movemeot. 

which figured prominently in the popular press. The Knights of Labour also were 

active in Canada: however. the Canadian labour movement did not gamer s i d a r  

support in the popular press. Lt was the legacy of the Loyalist expenence that social 

harmony was to take precedence over the perceived grievances of any particular p u p .  
A common element in both Canada and the US. is the social contract created by 

industrial production. Captains of industry such as Andrew Carnegie and John 

Rockefeller certainly dîd not circulate in the same circles as their employees, but these 
men could not have made their fortunes withold a healthy supply of semi-skilled 
workers. 

The end of the twentieth cenhiry, however, has seen a dramatic umvelhg of 

this social contract in bot& countries. While manufacturing has not disappeared from the 



Canadian and American economies, it no longer can be seen as the economic backbone. 
Rather, the new ecoaomy is fueted in large part by unseen market forces and 

instaotaneous currency transfers taking place on a global scale. Unlike the era of mass 
production, the new economy has seen a retum of secretive, often Byzantine, practices 
known of and conbolled by ody a select few. What has not changed. however. is the 

fact that these activities carry consequeoces that extend beyond this insular worid. 

The global economy is one of the major causes of citizens' political 

diseufranchisement. Much like the American Reform movemeot of the 1880s. people 

are now coming to realize that an unfettered refiance on unseen market forces can bnng 

poverty as well as prosperity. Unlike that previous era, however, the majority of 

newspapen have yet to cal1 for a wide-mghg examination of society's new priorities. 

This is phculariy true of the Canadian media. whose advocating neo-liberai economic 

policies as the way to social salvation has existed virtuaily unopposed for more than a 

decade. 

Also womsome for the course of democracy in both countries is the direction 

king taken by advertising. In publishing the Sun, Benjamin Day sought not the 

business of New York's mercantile elite, but that of its smail, independent merchants. 
Its overwhelminp success to merchants and newspapen dike resulted in the advent of 

advertising agencies and new spapen ' adopting standard advertising raies. The 
importance of advertising incrûased unabated through the 1880s to the point where a 

new spaper' s editorial desk found i tself in constant conflict w i th advertisers. the former 

k i n g  more interested in the newspaper's circulaiion than its edi tonal gninciples. Quite 

often this resulted in newspapea' printing " p d s "  (thinly-disguised ads masquerading 
as news), and journalis& devoting much of their energies to covenng department store 

and factory openings. As questionable as this type of reporting sometimes appeared 

(even to newspaper readea), frequent, favourabte coverap of department stores was 

viewed by reporters and rea&rs alike as evidence of the &y's progres and prosperity. 

With their low prices and emphasis on customer satisfaction. departmeut stores did 

contribute to the âemocratic consciousness. Indeed, the department store is in large pccrt 

the creation of the Sunday newspaper. 

The later decades of the twentieth antary, however, have seen a dramatic 

reversai of such mass marketing techniques. With Fragmentation as the industry's new 

buzzword, advertisers are now targetiag not an anonymous body of consumers, but 

memben of specialized niche markets. Unlike the penny press era, these new. so-called 
image tribes are based not on geographic proximity, but on the similar tastes of their 

mernbers. Advertising campaigns no longer serve as meeting places for people of 



different backgrounds to share and excbange ideas; rather. they serve to reinforce the 

tastes and predjudices of individuals witbin these image tribes. inexpensive cornputer 

techaology has made it possible for advertisers to exploit a wide range of consumer 

information. When combined, credit card records and zÏp codes dlow advertisen to 

market goods and services to increasingly specialized individual tastes. Unlike the 

penny press era, during which m a s  consumption was key to a manufacturer's 

swivai, niche advertising seeks to create in the consumer brand Ioyalty that will last a 

lifetime. In essence, much modern advertising, particulady that of luxury goods. 

resembles a private club open in which marketers seek ody those consumers they deem 

to be the most lucrative. Those failing to meet these "standards" are either ignored or 

actively discouraged from '2oining." While Benjamin Day may not have envisioned 

advertising as a factor in his paper's dernomitic objectives, i t was indeed an important 

element in establishing a democratic conscioumess. Thus, the transition from mass 

marketing to niche marketing carries simiiar implications today. 

Also essential to the creation of the democratic consciousness was the industrial 

city, which embodied the political, social. economic and techndogical changes d the 

era. What is important to observe is the social contract created in cities such as New 

York and Toronto. This contract held that iife in the industria1 city was a shared 

experience arnong ail econooiic and social classes. While the industrial city was marked 
by poverty, disease and crime, it also offered immigrants diversions. attractions and 

amusements which had previousiy been the exclusive domain of the privileged classes. 

That Pulitzer and Robertson revealed both sides of the h a n  experience to their 

readenhip was instrumental in creating not ouiy chic pnde. but the public and political 
wiil necessary to initiate urban reformr That they included in mis dichotomy a great 

deal of self-promotion worked to solidify the respect of their readen and elevated 

reading a newspaper to a civic duty. 
The end of the twentieth century, however, has seen a sharp decline in both 

civic pnde and an unraveling of the industrial social contract- Polarization and alienation 

have corne to characterize many American cities. A growing fondness on both sides of 

the border for clean, anonymous niburbs and gated communities has resulted in many 

former industrial d i e s  such as Detroit falling into disrepair. W l e  it is tnxe îhat 

alienation and ionehess dso were part of the penny press era, citizens could look to 

newspapen such as the New York Worid and the TorwtoTcleer;mi as supplanting, or 

in some cases, cfeating, the social ties necessary to survive. That the popular p ~ s s  
could create the political and social will necessary to combat poverty and comption is 

one of its most enduring legacies. It is this legacy that public journalists are workuig to 



redore to American journalism. It is, however. a daunting challenge. as corporate 

ownership, institutional inertia and a reliaoce on objectivity al1 work to ensure that 

urban problems are simply reported on, not solved. 

The pemy press could not have attaioed such imprssive profits and circulation 

without advances in technology. Indeed. the story of the penny press is ais0 that of the 

evolution of printing technology. In the span of less than a century, newspapers had 

evolved h m  humble four-page affain produced entirely by hand to 24page editions 

replete with illustrations and coloured banner headlines. pfoducôd by linotype and 

printed on steam presses. With each advance in printing technology came an increase in 

the circulation of many popular papers. 

More important to the democratic coosciousness, however. was the arrïval of 

the telegraph. The organic nature of ekctric communications established a national 
central nervous system which dlowed Amencans (and later. Canadians) to 

comrnunicate wi th each d e r  aimost instantaneousl y. The immediate quafi ty of 

telegraphic news was key in creating the human interest story. an important elemeot in 

the democratic consciousness. With their front pages filled with disparate items of 

telegraphic news, the penny papen allowed readers to see the entire community in 
action and interaction. The telegraph eroded the importance of local and state authorities 

to m t e  a disembodied national authority. Communication became the most important 

element both in the spread of Universalism and in the rise of the irrban middle class. 

Unfortunatel y, the technological advances that brought an entire continent into 

communication has severely reduced the importance of phytical commuaities. While 

the penny papers of Pulitzer and Robertson were mted  in their dies. advances in 

telecommunications have rendered geography largely irrelevant This is particulariy true 

for advertisers, who often find it more profitable to market products and services to 

select consumers thousaods of d e s  apart. Technologies such as the internet may have 

the ability to mate v i d  communities, but there is tittie evidence that these 

disembodied, electrouic comunities can yet generate the public and political will 

needed to confront the problems of modem urban life. 
The penny press brought unprecedented changes to Amencan joumalism and to 

Americxm society. With Benjamin Day's humble Sun through to Pulitzer's Wodd, 
ordinary citizens came to realùe that their Liva were interesthg not ody to them~elves~ 

but to the community. By creating oewspaper readers where none had previously 

existed, editon such as Day, Bennett and Greely were in large part responsible for 

creating the democratic consciousness in the American populace. The penny press took 

poli tics and newspapen, both of which previously k ing  the exclusive domain of the 



monied classes, and put them in the hands of the cornmon workingman. With popular 

dernocracy rapidly replacing the social hierarchy of the east, New York's penny papers 

provided the shared, relevant information essential to ensuring the proper functioning 

of the democratic process. 

Also signiftcant is the influence of the penny press on America's established 

newspapers. Haviog been available by subscription oaly and written to reinforce party 

ioyalties, the so-cailed party ppers saw their readershi p decline after the amival of 

papen such as the a a n d  the fferald. Quite surprisingly, the penny press also 

attracted upper class readers, who found its coverage of business and sports to be more 

relevant to their daily lives than party rhetoric. The party papen' atternpts to discredit 

these crude, independent upstaits through charges of blasphemy and comption having 

failed, they had no choice but to lower their prices and begin courting the opinions of 

people they had previously deemed imlevant to national affairs. 
By the lûûûs, the penny press in New York had taken two divergent paths. 

New spapers such as Pulitzer's Worid offered their readen a steady diet of sensation. 

crime and human interest, while Adolph Ochs' Times sought a more refined class of 

reader, one whose need for d e r .  reiiabie information outstnpped the need to be 

entertained. However. neither camp could sunive without ocasionally borrowing the 

techniques of the other. Ali newspapers feanired both the emotional story and the sober 

report, and it was this mix that accorded them their human dimension. 

An important element of the penny press is  its emphasis on Reform. Whether 

the problem be the need for a new morality (as was the case in the 1830s ). or 

combating urban squalor (as it was during Pulitzer's &y), editors, critics and 

joumalists al1 viewed the new spaper as the principal element in creating the will 

necessary to initiate reforms. Waves of immigrants to New York delivered millions of 

readers to Joseph Pulitzer. who took it upon himself to campaign not only for their 

protection, but also for their right to participate f d y  in the American democratic 
expenence. Indeed, the newspaper was seen by many as outstripping the pulpit as a 

tw l  for social progress and salvation. 

Canada's penny press shared rnany of the similaricies of its American 
predecessor. However, the Loydists' experience foilowing their expulàon from the 

colonies was a dominant factor in shaping Canadians' attitudes not only toward 

dernocracy, but also in the editorial tone of papen such as the T e l e m .  Like Benjamin 

Day, William Lyon Mackenne also wanted to bring the press to the cornmon man. 

Unlike Day, however, Mackenzie viewed his Colonial Advocate more as an extension 

of the pipit  than as a vehicle to attract advertising. Nor did his newspapers exhibit the 



same entertainment value as those of his American contemporaries. Both the Advocate 

and the Constihition were arduous reads. replete with Bible passages, sermons and 

political essays. Despite the abysmally low literacy rates in Upper Canada. however, 

Mackenzie's papers were widel y read and considerd sirffciently ciangemus to the 

Compact's hold on the colonial imagination to have his press thrown into Toronto 

harbour. 

With George Brown's Globe, Canadian journalism took another important step 

in fonnîng the democratic consciousness. ï'he Globe was the country's first "popuiai' 

paper, in that it attracted readers outside Brown's Reform party readership. In addition. 

Brown was the first to use a newspaper to attack his political rivais. Until his arrivai, 

Canadian journalism had been dominated by the hermetically-sealed ideoiogies of Tory 

and Reform. In punching holes through these rhetorical walls. Brown both advanced 

and elevated the political discussion in Upper Canada With his ernphasis on decornm 

and order. Brown also brought a respectability to the popular press that had been 

conspicuously absent in Mackenzie's &y. By incRanng the amount of advertising in 

his paper, and by mnning the serialized novels of Charles Dickens. Brown created in 

Canadian joumdism a reason to read a newspaper for reasons other than news or 
political commentary. 

The final step in the evoiution of Canada's penny press came with the 

independent papers of Robertson. Sheppard and Maclean. Democrats dl ,  these 

"rnaverick" editors were the most vociferous critics of shady politics and social 

snobbery. Most importantly . al1 three were devoted to urban and social reform during 

the city's rise to industrial prominence. 
There was much about these papers that was Arnerican, both in inspiration and 

in content. Tomnto's penny press depended heavily on Amencan wire services for the 

bulk of its American and international news. Had Pulitzer's and Hearst's papers not 

atîahed their impressive circulations and record- breakhg profits, and had Toronto net 

been as dependent on New York for its transportation routes. it is quite conceivable that 

Canada's newspapers would have retained their party affüiations into the twentieth 

cenniry. However, Canada's penny papers were most notable for their pan-Canadian 

chauvinism, which sornetimes bordered on blatant anti-Amencanism, The American 
experience. it was sometimes viewed, was being piayed out for Canadians' own 

amusement. Nationalimi was seen as an important element in Canada's economic 

prognss, the most telling evidence of this king the editorial support accorded to 

Macdonald's protectionist National Poiicy. With Canada having only recently gained its 
independence fmm Britain. the papers of Robertson. Maclean and Sheppard engaged in 



a vigorous campaign for Canadian nationalism whose most important element was its 

emphasis on social harrnony. As committed to dernocmcy and individual rights as these 

men were, however, Upper Canada's Loydist ethos required peace. order and good 

governrnent above any particular cause. Even Joseph Atkinsoo, an ardent supporter of 

free trade and individual freedom. frequently exhorted Canadians' preference for 

decomrn in the interest of furthering the national cause. 

One area in which both countries shared similar experiences was the role of the 

individual journalist. As newspapers p w  in profits and circulation, the mall. one- 

man operations of Day and Mackenzie gave way to businesses whose operating 

structures were neady identicai to those of industrial manufacturers. On both sides of 

the border, the journalid was often the least important, most expdable  part of the 

newspaper's operations The need to w ~ t e  objective news eliminated in dl but a few 

notable cases the jounialist's ability to use lively, creative language. Reporters who 

could not quickly master the pyramid lead, or whose fondness for adjectives injected 
too much colour into their reports were unceremoniously fired without iegai recourse. 

Nevertheless, during the 1880s. ambitious young men (and women) ready to try their 

hand at joumalism were in abundant supply. The profession has changed little in the 

intervening decades. While joumalists in Canada and the U.S. now h a s t  union 

protection and eam living wages. labour relations at many newspapers rernain 

entrenched in the feudal lord-serf model. Contempomry journalisin has seen the rise of 

star reporters. but in both countries these comprise a mere fraction of the total number 

of people working in the industry. However, these reporters cum pudits c m  wield 

tremendous influence over public attitudes toward vimially any contentious topic. 

The most contentious legacy of the penny press was its establishment of 

objectivity as the modus operandi of newspaper reporting. What began as an efficient 

method to convey the essentiais of a story in an era of unreliable communications has 
been adopted as an essentid, inflexible component in journalim education on both 

sides of the border. Objectivity also has its mots in the emphasis once placed on 

empiricai observation in the sciences. Whether it be biology, psychology or journalism. 

transparency was seen as the sole guarantor of truth. In newspaper repoibog. this 

resulted in journalists applying the same reporting techniques to house fires as to 

political corruption. However, as Jay Rosen has observed even those institutions most 

responsible for transparency no longer maintain that tmth can be ascertained through 

dispassionate observation alone. And, as Walter Lippmann observed early in this 
century , no joumdist, no matter how well-intentioned, can escape his own personal. 
subjective response to an event. 



This reliance on outdateci and discredited thinking does not bode well for 

democracy. Lippmann has illustrated how objective reporting leads to stereotypes. 

which invariably mate in the citizenry a distorted view of the ouiside world. When this 

distorted picture is passed on to other social institutions. the ability of the citizenry to 

accurately define its own reality is severely harnpered. Objective ~porting has become 
orthodoxy in newspaper reporting. And as Robert Martin has observe& orthodoxy is 

an titheticai to independent thought. 

It is this legacy of objectivity and the constraints it places on joumalists that 
public journalism addresses. Public j o d i s t s  have recognized that a blind adherence 
to objective reporting allows joumalists to deny their own influence on public attitudes 

while perpetuating the impression that social and political problems are too complex to 

solve. Public journdists also have recognized that the Amencan poli tical system has 

been co-opted by spin docton and media relations officiais who deliberately frame 
problems as short-term partisan contests. Since the 1W. the Amencan political debate 

has regressed to its partisan m t s ,  with both Democrat and Republican displaying a 

profound contempt for the electorate's ability to understand complex problems and an 

impatient mistrust of the democratic process. What has resulted is the graduai spread of 

the corporatist agenda and a public language stripped of its devance to ai! but those 

holding specialized know ledge. 

What public joumalists realize is that as in ancient Atheos, a truiy democratic 

society needs a forum in which to debate shared relevant information. It is only 

through deliberation that the citizenry cm generate the political wiU necessary to solve 

longstanding urban problems. However, joumalists' adherence to objectivity and 

"balance" has worked only to perpeniate the polarization of the national political 
debate. Public joumaiists seek to liberate joumalists from this framework and allow 

them to expriment with other types of reporting. In essence. public journalism is 
simpiy a re-iteration of journalistic pnnciples first obsenred a cenniry ago by 

Tocqueville and arficulated by leading Amencan journalists such as David Broder for 

the p s t  30 years. 

As heretical as this sounds to many journalis& and editors. there is signif~cant 

evidence that the public is indeed sophisticated enough to understand the 
interconnectedness of seemingly insurnountable problems, and that when readers are 

viewed as active citizens (as opposed to passive news consumers), they are often eager 

to participate in their resol ution. B y appealing to their readea' intelligence and 

initiative, such new spapers as the WichitaEa& and the Charlotte Observer have 

worked to reestablish the link between thernselves, their readers and, most irnportantly. 



the democratic prwess. Contrary to the attitudes of the elite national press. Americans' 

eothusiasm for collective action is not in decline. What needs to change, rather, is 

joumalists' arrogant unwillingness to participate in matters they thernselves deem 

insignifiouit or Iminteresting. 

The success of such projects as the m e ' s  "Yom Vote Counts" and the 

Observer's "Charlotte Roject" also have proved that a newspaper need aot risk its 

financial viabili ty in providing thorough, thoughaul reporting. More so thao layout 

changes, colour photography or shallow tabloid-style coverap, public journalism 

proves that a newspaper can regain its declining readership, provided it offen readea 

relevant. useful information. The fact that many of the 170 new spapen practicing some 

forni of public journalism are owned by chains also reveals that newspapen need not 
be reorganized along the lines of food products to tum a profit. Sadly. it is an 

observation sorely lacking in amtemporary Canadian journalism. Despite some 

journalists' own observations about the superficial nature of campaign coverage. there 

seems to be littie incentive to reform Canadian joumalism dong the lines of public 

journalism. Consequently, it suffers from the patemd elitism of a previous generation. 

That this country cannot boast a single non-partisan institute devoted to media research 

is also a black spot on its national media. None of this M e s  well for the future of 

Canada's democratic institutions. 

It is important, however, to dso include a note of caution hem. Done poorly, or 
done with inadequate resources. public journalism runs the risk of becoming either 

shoddy reporting or falling into the hands of cynicd marketers seekuig inexpensive 

ways to make the newspaper appear more "personal." As public journalism is not a 

formula, there is also the danger that, as some critics have charge4 public jounialism 

reads more Iike a new age manifesto than relevant political anal y sis. 

The simple goal of public journahm is to re-engage citizens in the democratic 
process, and to re-establish the newspaper's role in facilitating that dialogue. As 

illustrated by Day, Greely, Mackenzie, Robertson and Rilitzer. a newspaper that is not 

afraid to embrace its readership c m  be successful. And democratic. 
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